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CHAPTER I

'And there is always the tall villa," Frances Copley

said in her quiet, well-bred, slightly husky voice.

As she spoke she dropped the stump of a half-

sraoked cigarette into her finger-bowl, and looked

at her husband across the dinner table. It was
the first time she had looked at him during his

surprising confession.

That confession, though embracing wide issues,

had not occupied long, because the statements

it contained were simple, self-evidently incontro-

vertible. Nobody in his or her sober senses would

make such admissions unless they were starkly tnie;

and that Morris Copley was in full possession of liis

senses his wife did not for one instant doubt. She

listened in silence, save for a brief inquiry, now and
then, to convince herself just in how far this financial

failure need not be, or must be, considered fraudu-

lent. Her mind meanwhile worked with unaccus-

tomed clearness and rapidity.

It was iier Iiabit to surround herself with beautiful
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things. To do so appeared to her reasonable and
right. The appointments of the room and the
dinner table bore witness alike to her gracfful taste
and her power of spending. She loved half-lights,
soft, subtle colours, exquisite surfaces and textures.
By the employment of these she sought instinctively
to veil the too frequent crudity of hfe. Her attitude
of mind found fitting expression m the collection
of modem French and Flemish paintings with which
the walls of the room were hung. The pensive
subdued tones of river, or canal wharf and the'
shipping lying alongside it; of crooked, rain-washed
streets and alleys in some obscure provincial city
of lonely coimtry houses, whose curtained lamp-'
htten windows spoke of intimate secret histories
enacted within; of stretches of barren, wind-swept
sand dunes fronting a northern sea-in all these
suggestion, rather than affirmation, appealed to her
the underiying drama being that of expectation or
of regret.

Such was the habitual attitude of her mind. Butm her new found activity and ckrity of perception
Frances Copley understood that the day of veils and
half-lights was over. Now and henceforth she was
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as she beUeved, up against crudities of a most
rampant sort. For all these beautiful and costly
things, with which she had screened herself from
coarse reality, were doomed to dispersion. They
must go, were ah^ady gone, in point of fact, if

honour were to be satisfied. And, with her, honour,
indubitably, ranked paramount. Nothing remained
save her girlhood's possessions and the fortune-
including some London "house property—she had
inherited from her mother. Lady Laura Winslow,
nie Cowdci, the elder daughter of the late, and sister

of the present, Lord Bulparc.

To the large majority of women—gentle, as well
as simple—a clear twelve hundred a year spells

comfort if not actual luxury. But all wealth is

relative; and to Frances Copley such an income
seemed despicable save as pocket money and, with
economy, a modest dress allowance. She beheld
herself beggared. Yet, even in her first flush of
astonishment, she was sensible neither of anger nor
of alarm. She only felt interested, profoundly
interested, unusually and consciously aUve. For
the game, which heretofore, throughout her whole
married life had been rather conspicuously in her
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husband's hands, now, suddenly, unexpectedly, was
transferred to her own.

Thanks to abounding vitality-which goes so far
to engender and maintain success-to his good
looks, and to a certain dazzlingly plausible way he
had with him. Morris Copley, though less well-bred
and less well-connected, eclipsed and dominated his
wife. Tacitly she consented to be passive, ineffectual
If her baby had lived, all might have been different'
for the young man possessed a large bump of philo-'
progenitiveness. As mother of his children, Frances
would have scored. But without a baby in her arms
let alone a weU-peopled nursery, she came a poor
second-though he was very fairly faithful and
genuinely fond of her-to the e.xcitements of
busmess, to the sport and passion of making money
which, let it in all fairness be stated, he held her free
very lavishly to spend.

But financial failure once confessed, not impossible
bankruptcy staring the two thus sternly in the face
the positions were in great measure reversed. Frances
Copley held the cards; and, with an initiative and
lucidity startling to herself, she proceeded to play
them. Therefore she said :—
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'And there is always the tall villa.'

The young man tried to force a laugh. He was
strained, tired, crueUy on edge, and confession to
his wife capped the climax. She had really been as
good as gold, he owned, wonderfuUy calm and
restrained. But this attempted pleasantry-for
such he took it to be-jarred on him. It was tactless,

out of place.

'Which you have always condemned as the most
preposterous piece of domestic architecture in
existence, my dear Fan-a supreme example of
how "not to do it,"-wherein only the workhouse as
immediate alternative would ever make a civilised

being consent to live !

'

Mrs Copley looked down at the cigarette end,
floating ungainly and abject in the finger bowl-
emblematic, as it seemed, of the crudities hence-
forth confronting her.

•Well, from what you tell me, mayn't I reasonably
gather it comes within measurable distance of that,
Mony-the workhouse as immediate alternative,'

I mean?"

'In mercy don't take things too hard,' he said.

Throughout the past intolerable half-hour tliis was
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the first direct cut she had given him and he winced
under it.

' Don't be bitter, or you wiU make me too
unutterably miserable. I shall smash up a d
nothing is to be gained by my smashing up I
frankly own I acted hke a fool; but the opportunity
was unique. Not one man in ten thousand-knowing
all I knew and standing where I stood-would have
had the coolness to refuse and resist. Coohiess or
funk-for really it would have looked more Uke
cowardice than judgment to call off or back out
You can't appreciate the circumstances, because
I can't put them before you in sequence and in
detail. They are too complicated to explain off-hand
or for you to grasp. So I am reduced to stating the
net result, which, on the face of it, condemns me
more heavily than I ieserve. But aU that is beside
the mark at this moment. I don't care a hang
about myself '

His voice shook. His fair handsome face was
haggard. Hi. blue-gray eyes-too arrestingly clear
and frank, so the wicked said. Lord Bulparc among
them, for perfect good faith-looked dim and
bruised.

'I might go under for a time, but I should pull
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round right enough. You, your position, all you
stand to lose through my fault is what really matters,

^hat I really care about. The thought of all I have
brought upon you turns me sick. Fan, deathly sick."

'Oh ! nonsense, nonsense, Morry !
' Frances inter-

rupted.

She was touched. For evidently he suffered on
her account—not as much as he imagined probably,

yet enough to call forth generous response on her

part.

'You have the gambler's soul; but that is no new
discovery to me. I reckoned with it long ago—
sympathetically, for I am not so very sure I haven't

something of the gambler's soul m>-self.'

'You?—my dear Fan !' he protested, as brushing

aside a manifest absurdity.

'Yes, I,' she said, with a certain eagerness. 'And
then, quite independent of the excitement and sport

of taking big risks, you honestly beUeved you were
going to bring off a grand mip. I am not stupid.

I do understand, and I don't blame you in the least.'

Frances talked fast, giving him time to recover

himself; for she shrank from being too much
touched. Her marriage was an old story. Its hours
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of ecstasy and enthusiasm-in as far as tl.ey had
ever existed-weU over. She had no wish to revive
them, or rather the semblance of them
'The question is how we can best meet the situa-

tion here, at home, in my department. It is impos-
sible to go on living i„ this house and keeping our
P«sent set of servants. They are our masS; notwe theirs, and they would make retrenchment
nnpossible. You and I are not precisely unworldly
I am afraid; but we arc unsophisticated as the
flower of the field con.pared *ith my maid Noms
your man Temperly. and the great Mrs Peake'No-:f I am to solve my side of the problem, we must
n.ake a clean sweep of our existing estabhshment.
And then, reaUy and truly. Mo„y, for a time at
east, the tall villa I think. You see. I had it andaU Its furmture done up last year for the tenant whownggled at the last nioment. as tenants mostly do-plague them-and left me in thr lur^h '

She smiled very charmingly at him as she finished
speakmg-cunously animated, yet softened Not
«.thstandi„g the fine dignities of a gown of cloth of
silver swathed in black net, the diamond tiara croJmg her hght brown hair, the diamond dog-collar
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clasping her long delicate throat, Frances Copley

looked extraordinarily young. Younger, so it

occurred to her husband, than he had ever seen her

since the poor ba y's death, since, indeed, the

prospect of the poor baby's impending advent was

first notified. She had stepped back into the

innocent grace and eagerness of girlhood, \^'hether

Morris Copley found comfort and relief in this

transformation, or whether it merely occupied his

quick, observant mind to the exclusion of other

subjects, it would be difficult to determine. In any

case it afforded an excuse for closing the conversa-

tion of which he was not slow to avail himself.

He got up from his place at the head of the table,

came round to her, and bending down kissed the

little curls on the nape of her neck.

'You are astonishing, Fan,' he said, 'and admir-

able. Far from being downed by it, I could almost

swear you enjoyed this fiasco.'

Frances laughed, flushed slightly, and standing up

pushed him gently away from her.

' Don't untidy my hair, please,' she said. '
I want

to look my smartest. And now, come. We are going

to the opera just the same—just as if nothing had
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white houses, some of which, at the date of the

Copleys' migration, were already in process of

demolition with a view to the erection of blocks of

modern flats. It consisted of basement and ground

floor, with only three storeys above; but the loftiness

of the lower rooms and the unusual height of their

narrow windows—four abreast both on the front

and side elevation—produced, vertically, an oddly

elongated effect. The whole building might have

been pulled upwards by the shoulders so as to gain

a more extended view—over the heads of the elms

and chestnuts, shading the banks of the canal, on the

opposite side of the rather ill-kept roadway—of the

pleasant green outstretch of the park beyond. This

effect of elongation was increased by fluted pilasters

running up between the windows the whole height

of the walls, to the decorated cornice supporting

the pediment which masked a slope of slated roof.

The house was set back from the main road by
the width of a square garden, enclosed by dwarf
waUs topped by close set wrought-iron railings, above

which showed the spikes and spires of an undipped
privet hedge. The iron gates of the garden faced on
to the side-street. Entering them, a paved way led
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to the pillared portico, placed-by some freak of
dcs,g„ on the part of the architect-„ot in the centre
but at the far side, of the facade and opening at right'

""f
^ to U. To reach the front door, you must

walk round the corner of the house and cross the
garden under the dining-roon, .vindows-a notably
awkward arrangement. The three steps, giving
access to the portico, were guarded to right and lef!by a pa.r of lions-wholly unfearful animals, carved
.n Bath stone which had weathered badly, with soot-
Pitted manes and foolish bubbly faces. Each stood
on hree legs, looking sideways towards his fellow
wh,le ..oldmg aloft one fore-paw as though roguishly'm act to throw the grimy stone ball inseparably
adherent to its awkwardly distended claws

Portico, dwarf wall, and tall-seeming house, were
ahke painted a faintly grayish white. I„ respect ofcolounng. and of their pretentious yet tentative
^egance. exterior and interior were weU matched
Plaster mouldings, garlands, medallions, in pro-
fusion adorned the living-rooms. haU and staircase

diffi ult. and that of wall-papers impossible. This
resulted m a general starkness and unclothedness of
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aspect very foreign to comfort, given the many
vagaries of the London climate. For the windows

were too many, in foul weather, to oppose

sufficient barrier to the melancholy reigning without;

while, in fair weather, they admitted such excess of

light as endangered all nice sense of privacy and

repose.

It was of this last—imagined lack of privacy-

Frances Copley became specially conscious during

the initial period of her sojourn. The move had
taken place eariy in an unusually fine and cloudless

summer; and this intrusive, inquiring daylight left

no comer of the lofty rectangular rooms unvisited,

seeming to ravish all secrecy, outwit every attempted

retreat, from sunrise to sunset.

She had a singular suspicion, too, of never being

quite alone, though in point of fact she had never

passed so many solitary hours. Morris went daily

to the city, drawn thither not only by the exigencies

of past disaster, but by multiple schemes of recon-

struction and fresh venture seething in his rather

perilously fertile brain. His present abode repre-

sented to him no more than a lair to sleep in, eat

in night and morning, and escape from as early and
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than even Frances herself quite anticipated. In the

rush of an exceptionally brilliant season what could

you, after all, though, expect ? The World, just then,

is hardly in pilgrimage humour; and from all the

habitable parts of London—as her world counted

habjtableness—very much of a pilgrimage to the tall

villa it unquestionably was ! Thus she reasoned,

finding excuses for a desertion she refused to resent.

While—as she added fur her own further convincing

—even if people had given livelier proofs of faith-

futaess, she would have been embarrassed to return

their civilities. lor had not motor-car and carriage-

horses alike vanished in the wake of the aristocrai\-

below stairs?—of Miss Xorri-i, Mr Temperly, and
the great Mrs Peake, of Copley's hunters, polo
ponies, and their attendant penonnel, of his English

gamekeepers, Scotch giUies, and all the rest of the
gold-washed set-out; so that there really remained
to her, as means of locomotion, only bus. Under-
ground, the elusive taxi, or her own slender, high-

instepped feet.

Yet France- Copley could not call herself unhappy.
She felc no more anger and alarm at the changed
conditions of her life to-day than when her husband
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intelligence while setting any giossness of the senses

delightfully apart. All this, residence of the tall

villa—or was it actually the tall villa itself?—did for

her. And before long she came to imagine it did,

or very shortly could and would do, very much more

than merely this.

For just as its tallness was a fake and an illusion,

so was its extreme candour of daylight. It pretended

using all means in lis power slyly to take her in and

throw her off the scent. And thus from shyness,

from a suspicion she might misinterpret, scoff at,

or attempt contemptuously to expose 11, rather than

out of malignity or anj- spiteful intent. With
increasing frequency Frances caught herself thinking

that these lofty rooms, with their affectation and
faded self-conscious elegance, had things of con-

siderable moment to impart, could they be suffici-

ently assured of her sympathy to dare speak out.

More especially was she aware of this impression

in the drawing-room, and upon the gallery of the

staircase immediately without. She noted it as

pecuUarly present at recurrent inter\als of, say,

a week, at and after about five o'clock. Sometimes
for two or three evenings together she would be
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thus breaking up the almost established contact

between her intelligence, her senses, and whatever

strove tc reach her. Then the pretended candour,

the sly, disarming pretentiousness of the house,

came back in their fullness; while, with a movement
of rather poignant disappointment, Frances knew
that, for to-day, at all events, all chance of discovery

was lost
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CHAPTER II

etn/.t':
'"' ''"^*^"''°"^ notwithstanding, theevent did finally declare itself

One evening of the first week in July, Monis
Copley rtnr„ed fro. .he City in his slnniest and
t ™.t be adnntted, „,ost attractive hu:r.o„r. Hispmts were high. His looks betrayed a suggestfoloi agreeable exeiten^ent. His nLner ZZwontedly affectionate. After dinner he wen 1
a.rs wuh his wife into the drawing-roon., and a^here contentedly with her in the gilded po t-sun

s"

learness. which indefinitely lingered on as tho^^unwUhng to give place to any real darkness of ,ug,uHe chattered amusingly, gaily, as he had througl^cnnen Yet Frances detected a certain absentn.n ed ,„ ,,, ,^,, ^^ ^^ ^^^

abs t

Zd .

*'' to do so, and she definitely apprehanded a point. Then at last -
' Upon my word, I begin to beheve you were nVhtin moving here. Fan • he saif? 't

™'^ "&ht

least
• ^" '""^^ ^=^ys. at
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'Of course I was right," she ant crctl. His happy

temper was infectious. His display of affection

exhilarating—even if it did not go very deep. 'But

I enjoy hearing you acknowledge that. It is a pretty

tribute to my perspicacity. You made sure I should

repent. Now you pay me the excellent compliment

of seeing I've nothing of which to repent.'

Gently, in lover-like fashion, sitting on the arm

of her chair, I '--••'•is pinched her cheek.

'Oh, don't be too sure c that,' he returned. 'The

day of repentance, 1 grant vou, doesn't seem to have

dawned yet, but it may come along all the same.

If you outrage the conventions, sooner or later

they're bound to take their revenge on you. All the

same, I own, you have transmogrified the inside of

this house beyond my wildest hopes or expectations.

The rooms are growing very Uve-able. They have

a certain cachet—and they suit you. I happened to

run across Lucia Fitz-Gibbon this morning, in

Lincoln's Inn Fields of all places on earth. She'd

been to see her lawyers—as I had mine'—he paused,

his thoughts going apparently for the moment quite

otherwhere.—'And—ah! yes, I remember—she
expended herself in praise of your cleverness—
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I have thought a lot about it since. Fan, and this

evening I've been taking stock of you. You have
grown thinner—a great deal thinner, and I cant
account for it. I suppose the sanitation of this

house is all right. We did have it tested, didn't we ?

I wonder if there can be any malaria from the canal.'

He got up, and stood resting one hand on her

shoulder, looking down into her upturned face.

'See here, my dear child, I think you should con-

sult Plowden. I object to leaving anything to

chance, and I'm particularly anxious—for reasons

of my own—to avoid compHcations at this juncture.

I should hke a definite opinion, a definite assurance

—before
'

He broke off, looking away towards the open
windows.

'What an infernal row those wolves are making
at the Zoo. Do you hear.? And what an evilly cruel

sound it is. One longs to put a buUet through their

heads.—Yes, do send for Plowden hke a good child,

jus£ to satisfy me, you know.'

'But I don't need a doctor. I am perfectly well,'

Frances protested. 'Plowden is delightful to talk

to about music and art. But, if yon ask for one
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visit, he gives you a dozen; and I shy at the
guinea which sits behind each one of his charming
conversations—specially now.'

Morris Copley still winced at the mention of money
'Oh I good heavens, pray don't consider expense'

he said with a large impatience. ' It's not necessary
I am on the high road to the straightening out of
affa.n.-and that far sooner and more completely
than I e.xpccted-a high road which leads bang
back to Grosvenor Square, and aU Grosvenor Square
meant to both of us.'

And as Frances fdund no suitable comment to
offer, bemg surprised out of all readiness of speech
he added :—

•Now will you forgive me if I go down to the
smokmg-room? I expect CharUe Montagu in to-
night to talk business.'

He Ufted his head sharply, ahnost nervously
catching the distant howl of wolves again, which
cut so discordantly across the security of the fair
July night.

'Confound the brutes,' he said, as in sudden anger
Stooping down he gave Frances a perfunctory

oi=f-hand, little kiss.
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"I must go'—and then, like one schooling himself

into remembrance of a part, he added
—

'But be a

good dear, and call in old Plowdcn, won't you, even

though he does blow off steam to the tune of a

guinea c minute on art? He understands the

vagaries of your pretty little body, and I should be

so much easier if I knew he was keeping a profes-

sional eye on you. And, for goodness' sake. Fan,

give up the habit of watching things which aren't

there. You're doing it now.'

He passed his open hand back and forth before

her face rapidly, as though sweeping aside some

vision or vapour.

^t's not wholesome. It's morbid. Pray don't

let it grow upon you. I tell you I don't like it. It

gives me the creep .'

At that he wtnt, crossing the room and bringing

the two hatlants of the high, narrow folding doors

behind him with a little crash, as one in haste.

For some minutes Frances remained seated near

the open window. She felt perturbed. Morris had

shaken her high serenity, carried some fra-aon of it

away with him, indeed, leavmg her consciously the

poorer by the loss.
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He could, when he pleased, be a vastly engaging

being. She acknowledged as much. But-but-she
did not want that particular stop drawn out
to -ht. She wished he wouldn't so please. For
he thereby threatened her newly-found independence
confused her outlook-lately so concentrated and
luminous. And then-though she hesitated to admit
It even to herself-she distrusted him in this cajoling
humour. For he invariably cajoled, playing uoon
her affections, when, to put it vulgarly, he had some-
thing up his sleeve. He had something up his sleeve
now or she was reprehensibly mistaken-witness
those hints of brilliantly and speedily retrievable
fortune, witness, in .--ddition, the announcement of
Charlie Montagu's visit to talk business.

She entertained a warm distaste for the said
Charlie Montagu-black-haired, high-coloured bull
of a man, bursting with health and money, and
always a Uttle overdressed. Before the smash he
had paid assiduous court to her, with the object-
as she read him-of climbing into society over her
back. At the time of the smash, she was bound to
allow he stood by Morris, and helped very practically
to see him through. But the sense of obligation this

M^—
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induced rendered him only the more repellent. He

paid her court as assiduously as heretofore; while,

on her part, she read—or fancied she read—in his

bold, prominent eyes an admiration, suggesting a

payment for his loyalty by the bestowal of favours

as abhorrent to her as it was utterly inconceivable

she could ever grant.

The very thought of him stirred up disgust which

could only be allayed by movement. So she rose

and crossed over to the, grand piano—her uncle Lord

Bulparc's wedding gift to her.— \ beautiful instru-

ment, standing parallel to, and a few feet away from,

the inside wall of the room. As central panel of the

said wall an oval mirror of uncommon dimensions,

framed in elaborate mouldings, reached pretty well

from wainscot to cornice. Looking into it when

seated at the keyboard, Frances Copley beheld not

only a reflection of her own graceful figure, but the

whole room, excepting the double doors leading out

on to the staircase gallery, these being in the same

plane with it and behind her. On either side the

mirror, high on the wall, three-branched sconces

held primrose-shaded electric lights.

Frances sat down on the music-stool and began
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playing softly she knew not what. For her mind
worked, just now, at two distinct lcvcl»-thc upper,
and more active one, still busy with her just-con-
cluded conversation and the questions it raised;
the under, semi-passive one, with the weaving of
delicate harmonies calculated to soothe her vexed
spirit.

The appeasing influences thus distiUed so gained
on her, however, that soon to her surprise-for, in
the face of her husband's recent highly articulate

occupation, conditions would have seemed largely
unfavourable-she became sensible the room had
quite ceased to be shy. to play hide and seek with
her. It had begun, indeed, to put forth its effort, its

singular and recurrent push. She had not, as she
quickly remembered, felt anything of this for nearly
a week; and she welcomed it. She went further.
In instinctive protest against Morris's shaking of her
high serenity, hi> thrcatening-whether intentional
or not-of her dear independence, she set herself,

by a direct effort of will, to meet that effort un-
reservedly and more than ever encourage that push.

But, just as she warmed to the experiment, a
motor swished along the road and, turning up the
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side street, stopped before the iron gates. The door

of the car banged, ordci-s were given loudly. A
heavy, swaggering tread passed along the paved way
through the garden. The front door bell rang. She

h^ard Copley swing out into the hall to meet his

guest. Heard the latter's voice raised in boisterously

genial parley. Heard the two go back into the

smoking-room together.

Frances controlled her hands, continuing to weave

delicate harmonies, yet she could positively have

cried with vexation. For surely this showy arrival,

these explosive, enrinently mcile and mundane

greetings, must fatally break the so nearly established

contact, making disappointment, as so often before,

b<!r ^.-tion? V/ith a desperation o. appeal and of

in\ 'tation, childishly exaggerated had it not been so

sincere, so immediate in impulse, she looked round

the room, looked at the just sufficiently and piquantly

different presentation of it in the mirror beside her.

And, after a time—how long she could not judge

—

it might hav , been minutes, it might equally have

been hours, for she quite failed t measure its dura-

tion—the response reached her, but in a manner

wholly unexpected.

*
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Some one was coming upstairs. Not one of the
maids. The footsteps, though light, were a man's
agile, eager, and, perhaps, just a fraction unsteady.'
Frances did not recognize them. Still, it must be
Morris surely-Morris coming to request her to
receive and be civil to his guest, give Charlie Montagu
an opportua'ty, to put it plainly, of unloading his
odious cargo of compliment at her feet. This was
what he had had up his sleeve then-demand of a
rapprochement between her and Montagu for the
sake of possible advancement of business

!

Some one paused at the door. Facing about side-
ways, on the music-stool, she saw the two handles
turn carefully, almost furti\-ely. She prepared to
speak and to refuse. She would tell her husband that
she was tired, was about to go up to her room. For
it woukl be hateful, intolerable, yes. absolutely
intolerable, to entertain CharUe Montagu-smelling
of whisky and cigars-in the interests of some.
probably rather shady, financial enterprise, to-night

!

The two baltants ot the folding doors were thrown
brick simultaneously by quiet, yet evidently forcible,
pressure from without.

'Morris,' she began indignantly, and stopped.
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Fur no one entered, neither—as craning her graceful

neck, she looked through tl.c doorway—was ai'.'

one standing on the nigh-walled, white-painti i

staircase gallery in the searching brightness of tl c

electric lights.

The breeding in which Frances Copley trusted

did not desert her now. After the briefest interval

she went on playing—she very much knew not what,

discords, more than probably, as she afterwards

reflected. She was not afraid, had not space or time

to be so, since she felt to balance on a veritable

knife-edge of inward ?.nd breathless excitement

waiting for what should happen next. For though

she saw nothing, heard nothing, she knew she was

no longer alone. Knew '.hat what happened

next—conviction of this flooding her even as, through

'.hese weeks of persistently cloudless summer weather,

dayhght flooded the pale, lofty, unclothed-seeming

rooms of the tall villa—her own tall villa, in which

her marriage, her husband, the ever-turning social

wheel to which circumstances had so dizzily clamped

her, had neither lot nor part—knew, to repeat, that

what happened next must be the culmination and

climax of her experience, giving the logic of her past

.11
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But, as she speculated on this acutest tiptoe ofattent,o„ and wonder, the two n.e„ came out of the
mok,ng-room into the haU below, their voices raised
« the expansive freedom of satisfied agreement.
Montagu slapped his thigh and laughed

Great,- she heard him say, -great. You have 'emon toast the enemy's nose prettily pulled, prettily
putoutof.omt.

Myc,.,„grats! You'll meet Ronde'
bush and the others at my office to-morrow, eleven-

::;?
=^P? %ht you are. So long, my dear

With that, a heavy swaggering tread on thetiagged path agam. the purring of a motor ^iZ
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the iron gates in the side street, followed by three

aggressive horn-bU3ts as the car swung round the

turning into the road in front.

Frances Copley quivered with esentment and

distaste. No civiUtics would be asked from her in

respect of Montagu to-night it was true; neverthe-

less she felt outraged, soiled in her native dignity and

refinement by her husband's association with so dis-

pleasing a person. She could not forgive the man's

vulgarity, his innate commonness. Even less could

she forgive his resonant exit which, by breaking up

tlie protective silence, had disconnected her, and that

violently, from the prodigy vhich as she believed had

glimmered at her through the medium of that same

preciously protective silence.

Morris, after attending his guest as far as the

portico, came back into the hall, slammed the front

door behind him and ran upstairs three steps at

a time.

' Not gone to bed yet. Fan? That's good,' he said.

His fair, handsome face was flushed. It glowed.

He glowed, in manner and movement, fired by the

inception of some mighty gamble, some, to him,

splendid sport of taking risks. Crossing to the piano

' 1
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and standing by the inward curve of the glistening

satinwood case, he faced his wife, debonair, dazzling,
his shoulders slightly raised, his hands in his trouser
pockets, his feet planted well apart.

'We've thrashed out our business and to some
purpose.' he said exultantly. ' It's hardly too much
to prophesy that, with any sort of luck, next spring
will see you back in Grosvenor Square on the old
terms, or better ones—not inconcei\-ably very much
better.'

Frances made no response. She was too busy
observing him, considering him, in his rich normality
Yes—he was da;;zling; yet his words jarred on her.

Association with Charlie Montagu did not make for

distinction. She asked herself, indeed, if a certain
amount of tlie latter's vulgarity and mateiialism
had sensibly not rubbed off upon Morris, blunting
the edge of his perceptions and lowering his general
tone.

Conceivably very much better,' he repeated.

'Always supposing you consent to my deserting you
for five or six months meanwhil,-.'

1 hen, as she still made no response, save tliat of

continued and close obser\-ation :—
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'Wise woman,' he teased her, 'not to commit

yourself until you've forced mc to explain. Well,

then, my dear, you may, or probably you mayn't,

remember hearing me speak of certain South

American mining rights I hold. Exactly how

doesn't matter, but somehow Charlie Montagu

managed to save them for me in the evil day. They

were practically worthless at the time, anyhow,

owing to a squabble over some delimitation of

frontier between the rcpubUcs of Bolivia and Chile.

Now the frontier difficulty is adjusted. We know

with which government we have to deal. It remains,

therefore, only to get the concession ratified and

profits will speedily begin to flow—flow in a silver

stream wide and deep. But to do that, firmly and

incontestibly to establish our claim, I mean, it will

be necessary to have some one on the spot this

autumn and winter, with full power to act,and so
'

He broke off, looked behind him sharply, shook

himself.

' Ugh—how abominably cold it strikes in here !

'

he exclaimed. 'What possesses you to sit in a

thorough draught, my dear child, doors and windows

both open? The place feels like a vault.'
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As he spoke Morris moved over and closed the

folding doors.

'There—that's better,' he said.

Returning, lie stopped behind the music-stool,

and laid both his hands on his wife's lightly clad

shoulders.

' You know, you are rather dumb, Fanny—almost
as cold a? this remarkably inclement room of yours.

Aren't you glad?'

Frances remained very still, yet her thought

raced.

'RcaUy I don't quite know,' she said at last; 'for

your news means nothing less than revolution—if

it means anything. And my mind refuses to jump
to that without a Uttle preparation. I have made
up my face to the existing regime and l ,^on't find

it easy to unmake it on th» instant. You are selected

to take the journey to this Eldorado, I suppose,

initiate and control the whole enterprise there on
the spot?'

'But you don't seriously object to my going? ' he
asked quickly, the pressure of his hands growing
heavy, compelling.

' No—no—unless
'
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'Unless what?'

'Unless it puts you under funher obligations to

Mr Montagu.'

'Oh! I tiiought we sliould come to tliat!' he

laughed. 'But pray make yourself easy on that

score, my dear, for it doesn't in the least. On the

contrary, it puts Montagu under an obligation to

me—which he is the first to recognise, let me add.

I undertake the journey, the diplomacy, the work

and worry of bringing everything into line, of

starting the machine generally; while he—not-

withstanding profitable participation in the results

—is free to stay here at home in gross comfort such

as his soul loves.'

'He has no soul.'

Frances Copley broke out with a concentrated

bitterness very startling from a woman so habitually

self-restrained and sweet.

' How you do hate the poor brute,' Morris took her

up directly, half amused and half vexed. 'And all

the while he thinks you simple perfection, too !

Well, gross comfort, then, such as his rather too

obvious body loves. Does that rendering please

you better, my dear?'
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I!

He turned away, moving towards tlie range of
front windows, four in a row, while vexation gained
on amusement. She was narrow-minded, prejudiced 1

Her refinement tended to make her altogether too
censorious.

'Ohl you needn't enlarge on the subject, you
needn't tell me, my dear Fan,' he waved her off
as she attempted to speak. 'You don't pay me
the uncommonly poor compliment, I imagine of
supposing me dead blind to Montagu's pecuHarities?
I am perfectly aware he doesn't belong to our world
-to your world, perhaps I'd better say, so as to be
carefully accurate. Though, allow me to add, there
are scores of women in it who would swallow him
and his money at a single gulp did they but get the
chance. He mayn't be up to your fastidious
standards-may be a bounder, in short; but he is
a thundering good man of business too, with a grasp
and a foresight I've rarely seen cquaUed and never
surpassed. Then, in addition, I can't, nor do I want
to forget he has been as faithful a friend to me as
ever a man had. I have no wish to hurt your
feelmgs, Fanny, but I must remind you that when
things went so deucedly wrong last winter, not one of
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your own people held out so much as a httle finger to

help. If despised Charlie Montagu had not stepped

into the breach, I give you my word I should hardlv

have been saved from a very ugly form of
'

But Frances Copley was upon her feet. ;-!ie

interrupted him breathlessly.

'Morris, Morris, did you hear that?'

'Hear what? ' he demanded, facing round on her.

'Great heavens. Fan, what's taken you? For pity's

sake don't look so distracted, so unnatural.'

'But didn't you hear?' she insisted. 'The report

of a revolver, a pistol shot, and then something,

some one, fall ?

'

'Pistol shot—nonsense. A burst motor tyre out

in the road, probably. Not that honestly, my dear

child, I heard a sound.'

'No—no, it wasn't a motor tyre, nothing to 't

with a tyre,' she said coming close to him, leaning

against him in her agitation so that he felt her whole

frame quiver from the violence of her heart-beats.

'And it wasn't in the road, but close here, just

below the windows, in the garden.'

Copley slipped his arm round her waist supporting

her. The assertions she made were manifestly
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absurd. Robust common sense condemned them
utterly. Yet her emotion impressed him as sincere;
too poignantly so, indeed, to admit of his just
laughing it off. He forgot his late vexation in
interest as to the cause of her existing condition.
For was it not unexampled to see Frances at once
vapourish and almost violent thus? She had been
for so long his private possession, that habit brought
with it the 'take-you-for-granted- attitude which,
as between man and wife, paves the way to neglect
-on the man's part. She was still his possession
—not for an instant did it occur to him to ; -v jrtain
doubts on that point-but within the last ten minutes
a differently endowed and unfamiliar one, of which
the whole appearance and atmosphere sprung a
surprise on him sharply, challenging to his curiosity.

Not the least element in his surprise was recog-
nition of her rare beauty in this strange mood,
wherein, though she claimed him, made use of him,'

he actually counted—as he irresistibly perceived—
for rather less than nothing ! The weight of her tall

slender figure rested deUcatelyon his arm, and against
him, as by right; yet without any appreciation of
him save as a conveniently supporting piece of
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domestic furniture, say. Her large, light brown eyes,

matching her hair in colour
—

'mothUke' was Lady

Lucia Fitz-Gibbon's word (or them, and they did

call to his mind those of some soft, shadowy, night-

flying creature—were fixedly wide ojwn. Not, as

he felt, that they foolishly or affectedly stared,

least of all stared at him—he could, indeed, have put

up with a far larger share of their glances, which

were notably exquisite just now to his thinking

—

but searched, looking through, rather than at, all

objects presented to thcnt, as though striving to

wrest an answer, wrest knowledge, from some not

readily penetratable medium. And he became

qucerly jealous of that—whatever it might be, how-

ever unreal, however intangible—for which her eyes

thus searched. Became queerly anxious to convince

her, seriously, finally, of its non-existence; and so

force her strayed thought back upon his own great

self. For the moment he was in love with her,

actively, consciously, moved by and drawn to

her as he had not been for a length of time he did

not quite care to measure.

' Come and see for yourself. Fan,' he said. ' Come

and see for yourself'—and, holding away the lace
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curtain wilU his dispng.ngcd hand, lie drew her

forward into the shallow embrasure of the

window.

Under that singular and captivating empire of

daylight which refuses quite to die, and of lamplight

which fails quite to conquer it, the whiteness of

portico, steps, foolisli, would-be roguishly, ball-

throwing Uons, and flagged way before the house

front, gleamed up placid and unbroken. The square

gardcT itself—the weather-worn sundial, holding the

centre of the oval-shapcd rose-I^ed edged with pale,

rounded pebbles, the broad gravel path encircling

these, the now clipped and tidied, though rather

'eggy. privet hedge, the stunted rhododendron and
orcuba bushes, below it, filling in the two outer

corners of the square—lay open to inspection as an
unrolled map. Barely could the garden afford con-

cealment to a tom-cat, and very certainly to nothing

of larger growth than one of those pervasive and
privileged bravos.

'Well, my dear? ' Morris Copley asked, smiling at

her half masterful, half pleading, and wholly

plausible, straining her to his side, meanwhile, with

a vigour compelling her attention. 'Where, tell me.

I
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arc the signs or consequences of your wonderful

shooting '<"'«odc?'

'Nowhere,' Frances answered, with a long-drawn

sigh.

Tlicn she brought her wide, mothlike eyes to bear

on her husband in dawning and startled recognition

of his undeniably ardent attitude.

' Still, I heard it, Morry, I did hear it,' she repeated,

though more, as he saw, in attestation of the truth-

fulness of her original outcry than in any attempted

refutation of the contrary evidence he offered.

'All the more reason for your consulting Plowden,

then,' ho caught her up. ' It's no use trying to throw

dust in my eyes. Fan, not the very faintest. Exile

here, in this impossible place is getting upon your

nerves. The deuce knows it would on mine if I spent

day after day here ! No, my dear child, the sooner

I ha\i; you back in Grosvenor Square and civilisa-

tion, have you back in your own world—which I

swear is the only suitable and natural one for you,

though I did just now fling stones at it—so very

much the better. You may, and do, look delicious

in this incongruous setting—Lucia's correct enough

there, whatever her gift of romancing—but, all the
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same, I am convinced something is wrong with you.
and something for which this place is responsible.'
And as Frances began to protest-inwardly jealous

for the reputation of her tall villa and the prodigy
•t harboured, the prodigy which, after weeks of
apprehended push and effort, in the precious silence
to-n,ght had glimmered through at her-Morris
swept by a gust of passion stopped her mouth ^vith
kisses.

'See here,' he said, taking her two hands and
dramng her back into the lofty white-walled room
away from the window, 'wiU you just cut all this
here and now, and come on the trip to South
America with me?'

For a minute Frances, carried away by the fine
fervour of his manner, played with the idea-looking
him m the eyes, trying exactly to sound him, and to
sound herself, too, through the mist of charm and
of distrust he alternately raised in her.

'Do you really want me to come, Morry?' she
questioned him, not without wistfuhiess.

•I do, I do,' he asserted. 'Why, in the name of
c«nmon sense, dearest Fan, should I propose your
commg if I didn't really want you?'
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'Oh
! there might be other reasons—the avoidance

of some greater ennui, the promotion of some '

She broke off and looked down, her lips taking for
the moment a bitter line.

'But it is altogether delightful of you to ask me,'
she added, lifting her eyes to his again immediately
and sweetly. 'I shaU never forget it, dear; I shaU
lay it up in rose-leaves and spices among my best
treasures of memory, and take it out and look at it,

from time to time, with infinite pleasure.'

"Then you come?' he said, in a very proper tone
of exultation, though lettinj go her hands some-
what suddenly, perhaps.

Frances shook her head, smiling.

'No, I don't—there's just the beauty of it for us
both, I think. For I should not be at aU effective

on such an adventurous journey. Sooner or later
I must infallibly be in your way and hamper your
movements, consideration for my comfort, in some
form or other, coming between you and your busi-
ness. And business, the successful accomplishment
of what you set out to do, is the main thing, isn't it?

To be a handicap-think how odious, how unpardon-
ably stupid! Oh! I see quite clearly,' she wem on.

II
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•you must be absolutely free. It would neither be
fair on you. nor on the undertaking generally, that
you should have such a domestic and unenter-

,

prising woman as I am tacked on to you I'

Frances Copley spoke with rising assurance,

amounting even to gaiety. Of her husband's genius
for making money she was as certain as of the rising

of the sun to-morrow. Apparent eclipse, in his case,

merely argued storage of energy. If those rocks, of
the Chilian-Bolivian Andes, had not reared their

crests above the horizon, inviting him to smite
them, Moses-like, and set silver streams flowing,

then something eke would-«uch was her
inalienable conviction—the release of silver streams,
from one source or another, being with him
ineviable.

In the back of her mind she had, all along, pre-
visioned eventual return to Grosvenor Square or
some equivalent of that distinguished locality.

Morris was made that way. To the unwise he
appeared to go under. But she knew better. To
her it was inconceivable that he should stay under.
By some trick—at the word, for she used it advisedly,

her lips took the bitter line again—some skilful trick
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of legerdemain aU he touch i was bound to turn into
money. The trick had started working now, thanks
—though through what exact combination she was
ignorant—to Charlie Montagu. Hence merciless re-

clamping to the dizzily turning social wheel at no
distant date awaited her—her independence crushed,
her cherished leisure ravished away from her—unless
she could find means to consoUdate her freedom,
consoUdate her very self, by forcing-so at least she
read it—further disclosure from out the shy, hide-
and-seek of the tall villa, by meeting and holding
the thing which happened next, and thus unmasking
both the logic of her past and direction, for conquest
or submission, of her coming Hfe. Her 'America'
was, as she told herself, in the most literal sense,

'here or nowhere,' let Morris's be where it

might.

AU which, as it flashed through her, roused her to
a tenacity of purpose not easy gracefully to dis-

simulate.

'No. no, my dear Morry,' she therefore wound up,
with determined lightness, 'most emphatically it

would be folly for me to go with you. And what
costly foUy at that, for one doesn't travel half round

i'l;

ni

\
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the globe on a bare twopence-halfpenny, as you will
admit!"

'The cost could be met/ he took her up largely,
as one sweeping aside a quite unworthy ob-
jection.

Though not out of her modest income or his

damaged credit, as Frances reflected. There re-

mained Montagu's bulging pockets, and to these she
reluctantly feared he aUuded. But she entered no
protest, just letting the rem-j-k drop. For Morris
had shown at his best during this last half-hour. She
had resisted him, yet was too grateful to suffer

introduction of any discordant note.

'But, of course, if you really shirk the long
journey, and possible roughing it which I'm afraid
the journey must entail in parts, we must leave
matters at that.' he went on; and was there not, she
asked herself, a flavour of relief perceptible behind
the tenderness of his tone and bright affection of his

handsome face? 'Heaven knows, I don't want to
be selfish, and sacrifice you to my own pleasure in
having you with me. Only, let it be understood, the
decision is yours not mine '

He raised his shoulders and spread out his hands
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as in playfully regretful resignation, smiling at

her.

'Have your own way, dear Fan,' he said. 'I

submit.'

'Yes, let me have my own way. It is very

sweet of you," Frances answered, her mothlike eyes

strangely alight.

'And aren't we both bluffing, just bluffing? How
very hateful,' she thought to hcr^lf.

m
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CHAPTER HI

Morris Copley's start for his field of operations in
the western hemisphere may, not inaptly, be des-
cribed as tumultuous. The leaving of aU trouble-
somenesses-certain aspects of his marriage not
impossibly included-bchind him, and the prospect
of wealth-bringing adventure ahead, combined to
fill him to overflowing with gallant animation. From
the moment the inhabitants of Napworth Castle-
Lord Bulparc's fine place in Hampshire-received
news of his intended departure, the doors of that
historic mansion opened wide to receive his wife,
during so much of her temporary widowhood as she'

might care to spend ther«. This suited thetraveUer
to perfection. It looked well, sounded weU; and,
while conveniently reUeving him of responsibility
concerning her, advertised to the world at large
that, neither his rather discreditable financial
position, nor their joint migration to the purUeus of
Primrose Hill, had compromised his wife's position
with her ovm people.

30
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Frances did, in point of fact, pay her noble relations

a visit of quite old-fashioned amplitude; and, during

the initial weeks of it, at all events, derived no small

pleasure or benefit therefrom. The domestic

atmosphere of Napworth was not charged with

intellectuahty, nor its social atmosphere with drama
of any conspicuous sort. Life moved forward in

stately and complacent monotony. A Primrose

League f6te—with speeches—on a monumental

scale, succeeded first by a Friendly Girls' Tea, and
later by a cricket week of correspondingly extensive

proportions, registered the high-water mark of

political, philanthropic, and athletic effort. But the

mellow, deep-rooted comfort, the spacious and peace-

ful beauty of the great house and its many acres of

park, lake, river, woods, and gardens—well known
to her from childhood—were undoubtedly very

grateful to Frances as an interlude. It is noteworthy

that she attached herself to this definition of her

stay at Napworth with gentle obstinacy. An 'inter-

lude '—low be it spoken, yet, very certainly, as she

told herself, it represented to her no more than just

that
!
To remain in London throughout the dead

season would have been, as she recognised, bad taste;
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a proclaiming of herself a martyr to circumstance
-m other words, to her husband's wild-cat specula-
tions-little short of vindictive. She might, and
reluctantly did, hold definite views as to the
questionable character of some of Morris's business
activities; but, Heaven forbid she should give him
away I Hence, since she must, in loyally to him,
spend August and September out of town, Napworth
was her choice.

It offered many advantages besides those already
enumerated. For example, she could, with impunity,
wear last year's gowns there. Lady Bulparc, being
herself liberally supplied with more recent if less

exquisite creations, approved them as evidences of
thrift in one whose economic situation was so parlous
as that of her niece. His lordship's eye—a Uvely
one-for a pretty woman did not greatly trouble
itself with her dress, unless the configuration of the
garment in question too modestly tended to conceal,
rather than bravely expose, the charms of her
person. While Lady Lucia-who was passing the
summer with her parents, in preference to enduring
the eccentricities of the Irish Sea, followed by those
of his estate in the wilds of SUgo, in company with
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Ulick Fitz-Gibbon, her spouse—being restricted in

matters of costume, owing to her approaching

confinement, found it in her heart, notwithstanding

enthusiastic admiration of her cousin, to thank the

powers that—' Fanny, poor darling, wasn't quite too

fearfully and wonderfully smart for words just now I

'

In the first few weeks of her sojourn, Frances

Copley enjoyed the profound security of Napworth

the more deeply because, to be truthful, she had

received a pretty sharp shake up just before leaving

London.

Through those tumultuous days heralding her

husband's departure—Charlie Montagu very much
to the fore, moreover, 'just looking in, my dear

chap, to see how things are moving'—the interior

of the taU villa had shown at its barest in sentiment

and bleakest in daylight candour. The aura of

coming wealth and success so radiantly diffused by
Morris, and all the high-spirited paraphernalia of a

big journey which encumbered its tables and floors,

elicited no response. It stared, blankly elegant and

artificial, drawing aside its faded skirts in protest,

as it seemed, against such an exhibition of un-

tempered vitality.

1

rL'i
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Often,

THE TALL VILLA
during that rather breathless period,„ — .^.uvi uiciiimess period

Frances Copley questioned, heart-sickly, ,.hether
the curtain had not been rung down for good and allon her absorbing experience by the pistol shot inho garden, which she so confidently had heard andMoms so confidently had not. Must she accept that,
to her .mmense discomfiture, as the finish of thewhole prodigious matter? And, if so, had not the
tall vxlla betrayed her, dangling promises of know-
ledge ,t could in no wise redeem, beckoning down
avenues of apparent freedom which, in point of fact,
led conspicuously no whither? Or did the fault lie

2
some ineptitude of her own? Had she frustrated

the purpose of disclosure surrounding her by
deficiency of faith, or of will-power to meet and help
forward the push of that attempted breaking
through? She could not tell and really suffered^
being unable to do fo.

Copley had been three days at sea, and she her-
- was on the eve of leaving London-all her
httle arrangements regarding house and household
completed, two maids packed o« to job places for
the remainder of the summer-the Uiird would
attend her to Napworth-and the almost t Tbly
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respectable mfe of a police constable instaUed in
the basement as carctaker-before any sort of answer
to these harassing questions was vouchsafed her.
Then it came, with a stealthy and ambiguous
suddenness.

Last hours in a house packed up for one's leaving
are ineWtably restless ind unsatisfactory. One set
of habits is broken off. A new set has not yet come
into being. After tea, Frances, listlessly busy, set
herself to turn out and tidy the drawers of a certain
red buhl writing bureau in the drawing-room.
These contained an accumulation of lettera and
papers left over from the Grosvenor Square era,
which she had never found inclination or energy to
deal with before. She dealt with them now in
obedience to the false conscience, restlessness, and,
as in her case, fatigue so often engender.

Amongst them she presently lighted upon a num-
ber of dealers' Usts and catalogues of picture shows,
which she had formerly marked with a view to
buying. The two brothers Maris, Le Sidaner.
Mauves, and other names to conjure with, stared
at her from their somewhat dusty pages. Over these
she wistfuUy lingered. For she had loved it very
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«fcarly, that ,o carefully «,lccted collection of-ode™ French and Flemish paintings. To part
with them had shrewdly pained her. SittingL^one in the packed-up house and lowering light.she
felt rt pa.n her stiU. And this not merely from a
"atural jealousy at having her private possessions
become the property of stranger.; but because these
P^.cuUr pictures. aU and severally spoke words
she badly wanted spoken, words she delighted to hear
-spoke them in rare modulations, rare hannonies
and gradations of fom> and colour, to her charged
'^y' ""''"« meanings, subtle echoes from out the
•"finite of life. Her imagination rallied to them this
evenmg, as to things of edifying and consoling worth
by loss of which she was not only materially, but
spmtually. the poorer. Rallied to them the mor«
that she was sadjy out of conceit, just now, with
the taU wlla, which after beginning, as she read it
to speak words of the same iUuminating quahty-
though through a very different medium-had gone^ on her, making a fool of her, and played her

The stifling August afternoon closed in thunder
and petulant downpour of hot rain. Sitting at the

ilJ
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bureau-placed across the comer of the room, a
high, narrow window to right and to left of it-
Frances could see the moisture rise in steam off the
parched pavements and roadway of the side street,
and shroud not only the more distant trees in the
park, but those growing upon the scorched slope of
the canal bank, with a curtain of indigo mist-an
effect mournful and stagnant. The air of the roo.n,
too, was stagnant, for during the height of the
shower she had been forced to shut the windows
agamst the insplash of rain. And though, in com-
pensation, she opened the doors on to the gallery of
the stairhead, small refreshment reached her thenre,
the whole house > .ing saturated by long continued
sunshme and the peculiar deadness of London
summer heat.

All which helped to deepen the discouragement
remembrance of those weU-beloved, and now
widely-scattered, pictures produced in her. Never,
until this melancholy hour, so she reflected, had she'
quite measured aU her husband's financial smash
and -the treachery '-for by this large-sounding
phrase did she qualify her experience-' the treachery
of the tall villa' had cost her. Yet presently, by
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inevitable reaction, this sombre thought led on to

Soutb r " ''"^'^*y-"-'»ely that, should hisSouth Amencan venture event,ute, as Morris so
buoyantly predicted, in the gushing forth of hand-
s mer s, ver streams than ever, her former rich
licence of expenditure would be restored

the^fl?^*^'''
"'^'""^'' ''^*'"« ^=^ «"'°- "p°n

1 ht,f°^=^*^'y-P='"--'l -iting flap of the

mothble eyes explored the pall of thunder mist

tamed th.s thought of recovered riches and the
consequences thence deriving; for ^o do sc signalled
-<Ud„t it?-a declension from her recent high
seremty of altitude. Nevertheless, she dallied with
the .dea, unable to put it from her. Once

'J^^^T
""""^ '"'''^"*'"^ ^'°*'^- *°°. ^he

would be free to haunt dealers' galleries, an honoured
patron and buy aU which her intelligence com-
mended and coveted of beautiful and inspiring in
art. May not the possession of conspicuous wealth
amount, sanely considered, to a great romance,
through the power it bestows, potent as some
m.ghty magician, over all things save-well-save
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the ironic catastrophes of accident, disease, and
death? Even hearts can be bought, and thi.t not
always basely, since gratitude is very surely to be
counted among the virtues, a certain popular
cynical definition of it notwithstanding. To be rich,
veiy rich-? Through inexperience, through per-
versity also perhaps, had she not underrated the
spacious opportunities it confers? Now, wiser by
her wider knowledge of ordinary conditions, might
not riches, if they returned, in and by themselves
suffice?

And, indirect rehabilitation of Morris and all

Morris stood for being thus rather quaintly initiated.

Frances began to ask whether that which he once
said to her about the revenge convention is bound,
sooner or later, to take on whoso wilfuUy outrage
it. might not indeed be true? Was he not possibly
right, his own brilUant opportunism the sanest, most
satisfying investment modem humanity—for the
majority of which the great faiths, the supreme self-

devotions, are extinct-could well make? While,
who was she, as she sadly reflected, in any case to
set herself in opposition to the standards of her age
and class? She who, in no single department-not

f %
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even the obvious and primi'ive one of chUd-bearing
-had, to put it roughly, scored a success ? Why be
too nice, then, to accept current values? Why fret
herself ^ith the struggle to bu^d higher, sink founda-
tions deeper than the rest? She really wasn't worth

^ that. And to take herself, her own needs and
Ideas, so seriously, merely argued a refinement of
of self-seeking and self-conceit.

Arrived at which depressing point of introspec-
tion, she turned her head, though still resting cheek
and chm on her hand, conscious that a shadow
crossed the other end of the room, from the open
doors to a certain gilt arm-chair on the left of the
fireplace. It did not lie along the floor or rest on
intervening objects, as do shadows cast by some
sohd body, but walked upright, while upon the thick
gray carpet she could just detect a muffled tread

Frances Copley was not only startled but
frightened, horribly frightened, so that her heart
felt to stand still and her hands and feet grow co'd
and heavy as lead. She could not move, the weight
of them, the weight of her whole slender person, in
fact, seeming too overpowering great. Neither
could she find voice, in her weakness, to ay out
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Thus was she, perforce, held immobile tiU the first

violence of the shock passed off. By then—actuaUy
a matter of a few seconds—although fear, shrewd
and intimate, remained, she had regained sufficient

self-control and bodily steadiness to observe and to

think.

Presently the shadow sat down in, or rather sank
on to, the chair, the carved, gilded frame and
plaited cane back and seat of which showed through
It. And to Frances Copley watching, there was in
this something so tgitating, so ever, hideous, that
she closed her eyes, unable further to endure the
sight. Confusedly, in the pause which foUowevI, she
heard the tap, tap of rain dripping on to the vndow
ledge from some stone projection above. Heard the
swish of a motor's tyres .ilong the swimming road-
way. And these ordinary, everyday sounds were
curiously comforting, giving her courage again to
look. So doing she bjcame sensible of a change, a
development, which made her eyes grow wide with
new wonder, new apprehension.

For the shadow could no longer be thus simply
described. It had grown, in some degree, substan-
tial, taking on, for the most part, definite outline.

IvM
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deimite form and shape. That, „a„,ely, of a young

"Z'
°^ -*««-% distinguished bearing, dreZ-« as far as, through the sullen evening light

Frances could make out-in clothes of the highest'
h,o„ though according to a long-disc^ded

cdounng and cut. The face alone still continued

han the volummous black satin stock supporting
he chu, the tightly buttoned, short-waist^ blue

^T\ '""" '"* "° '"""^ *° "-the buff
beeches, boots, nearly reaching the knee and
Pl«ble enough about the a.kle to display its shapeH-

One foot was advanced; the other drawn backunder the chair, the heel raised. The right handhung over the chair-am>, apparently clasping some
object the exact nature of which Frances .^^d^
•n her present position, determine. The left hand'
clenched, was pressed against its forehead, as the
figure eaned forward in an attitude of dejection-
was it?-or of waiting and suspense.
And in all this surely the taU villa redeemed its

cin^'J:
''"' '"*' ^""^"'^""S *° Frances

Copley the hidden thing she had so persistenUy
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asked of it, so consciously invited and pursued. For
here, if you like, was prodigy, visibly and sensibly

enthroned, presenting itself to her amazed and
shrinking gaze. And that she did shrink, notwith-
standing clearness of brain and recovered self-

control, she was only too disagreeably aware.

As the minutes passed, alarm increased to the
point—as she shudderingly registered—of fiUing the
lofty, dusky room throughout its length, breadth,
and height. And this, exactly because she was clever

enough to reckon, not only with the immediate but
with the more obscure and remote bearings of her

extraordinary case. Clever enough to understand
that, in respect of it, she had broken with normal
experience, had crossed the frontier of things

conditioned and consequently permissible; and now
confronted regions where all natural law—as we
know it—ceases to operate. Fairly grasped, this

was surely a sufficiently staggering inteUectual situa-

tion. To what moral danger, what mental terror,

might she not, then, be exposed?

If she could have distinctly seen the face of her
astonishing visitant, and thereby gathered some
idea of his character and purposes, she would, so
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she held, have felt less terribly unprotected and
«tray But that blurred and unintelligent surface
blunted all her weapons whether of attack or of
defence. The very distinction of his otherwise
liandsome person, even the brave clothing he wore
only added, by their grotesquely ironical contrast,"
to the extreme shockingness of that amorphous
countenance. In how far must she hold herself
responsible for his coming? And. granting she hadm some sense called him. forced him, was his present
intention to implore the sweetness of a Mving woman's
pity, or to chastise her impertinence in thus
violatmg his ghostly immunity from the battle and
ravage of continued earthly life?

She could not teU-which uncertainty so shrewdly
tormented her that presently, seeing him move,
lean farther forward, his head raised as though
fixmg her with those undiscoverable eyes, his left
hand extended as in appeal or reprobation, Frances
Copley could no longer repress her emotion. She
drifted on to her feet, softly wailing :-
'Gfr-go-or show yourself plainly. Go_or tellme what it is you want of me. 1 will listen. Indeed

I u-.ll do anything, anything not actually wrong
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which you require of me. If. in some mamier I don't
understand, I have intruded upon your repose and
brought you here against your wUl, I beg you to
forgive me. I acted in ignorance, for nothing could
be further from ray wishes than to trouble or hurt
you. Only show yourself plainly, so that I may
know what you are, know to whom I am speaking."

But there, across the gentle tempest of her denial
and entreaty, the voice of the housemaid cut in
crudely :

—

'Mr Montagu's downstairs, ma'am, asking to see
you. Shall I show him up?'

The gentleman in question, however, was an
altogether too seasoned campaigner, where his

interest or admirations were concerned, to waste
time—so often but another name for golden oppor-
tunity—in ceremonial observances. Learning
Frances Copley to be at home he did not wait to be
'shown up'; but foUowed the pink, sUghtly flurried

young housemaid hot-foot—this the more readily
that she was a pretty, trim-figured creature. Already
his showy person bulked big on the gallery outside;
and, after the briefest delay admissible, projected
itself into the dim, fear-smitten dra^ring-room.
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^Pley he began, with loud cordiality, pulling offh«^ht-ha„d glove. •Iwas.o^thanLLd

TlI^Z
'''^'-"^^'^y *°'<^ - you we« due

for i" H
''"' P'^" '" «-*^- I --t 'apologise

for .nv3d,„g y„„ ^, ^^^^ ^^ unconventionThTur;
»-t I ve just nm up for the night from my littleshanty at Marlow. Should uncommonly L o^ow .t you some day-not on the Napworth scale

ir:;'"' ' ''"'^ ''''' ^^"^^ ^°-« that A^tobby of mine gardening. Brought up a few

^. m the car, as samples. Gave them to your
Pri, downstau,, just to shake the wet off befo« you
handle them. I felt I couldn't be in town, ve^. J^ll-thout calling to inquire how you w^reS^ong without the caro sposo. Felt there mi^ht^
«.r.e tnflmg matter in which I could be of Lvi^you perhaps. Things do tun, up sometimes when

I
'^'^ ' '^^°«' y- J'--, which .re easiest adjustedby a member of mv sex Nn j, • .

'^^^'^

howl-
No harm m asking, any-

^
And he ended on a rather forced and tentative

Throughout this address, in fact, Montagu
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exhibited the oddest blend of watchfulness and
swagger. He tallced fast, may even be said to have
gabbled in the desire to conceal his uneasiness, for
he was not in the least sure as to the reception
awaiting him. 'Hang it all, how's my lady going to
take Uus move? '-If he had put that question to
himself once, as the great car swept along the first
dusty and then streaming, roads into London he
had put it twenty times.-'What the deuce ,,-iU she
make of it? Will there be a frost?'

And he stuck out his coarse under-lip and squared
his heavy shoulders prepared, if needs be, to bully
that possible frost into very effectual melting
But something quite other than bullying was in

the sequel, demanded of him. And, to his credit let
<t be stated, after scantiest hesitation, every ounce
of decency in his hulking, sixteen-stone carcass did
^Unctively respond to that demand so strangely

For the flurried young housemaid-into whose
hands the wet roses had not been delivered without
comphmentary oglings-having retired as far as the
stairhead, advised herself to come hastily back and
turn on the electric switches just inside the folding
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doors thereby flooding the ,«om with prinm^e-

S. M Tl '" "^'^ '"^"•* "i-nationC^
beheWhs hostess, as though sudaeniy awakened
^ fact of his presence, turn fro« the buhl bu«au
before which she ^^s standing, and, with a UttJe crymake a wild, soft rush at him.

^'
Wide-eyed, very fragile, as it struck him and

excess.vely lovely, she caught at his arm with iSh

i;:^::t'^'^
'''''''''- ''''''^--^

For the moment Montagu came near losing him-
self and committing an egregious and rather black-
guardly folly. The blood went to his head. B„thappi

y. for a moment only. Native shrewdness
came to h.s rescue, «inforced by the decencies afore-
said tor women of Mrs CopleysquaUtyandposition
don t, as he reasoned, throw themselves into a man'sarms casually in tliis abandoned fashion, without
cause. If she thus ran to him, it was simply becaJ
sheveo^muchranawayfromsomethingorsomebody
else To take advantage of her distraction, was
to close the door on all future intercoui^e, to loseher for good and all, in short. To pUy a chivalrous
part by her was to estabUsh a relation difficult
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subsequently, to ignore or to break. He glanced
about him sharply in search of a possible reason for
her so evident terror and distress; and saw nothing
save the extra bareness of a room denuded of orna-
ment in the interests of approaching departure a
room particularly incapable of concealments because
practically packed up. Saw nothing, yet v. -uely
incomprehensibly felt he was being watched' andm this found a challenge to the very best behaviour
he could produce.

'But, my dear Mrs Copley,' he said soothiiigly
whatever's upset you like this ? Not had any bad
news have you? Nothing wrong with our South
American traveller. I hope.' Come and sit down-
here on the sofa-and tell me all about it.'

Then, as she obediently subsided on to the
cushions, it came to him as an inspiration not to do
what was obvious, namely, take his place familiarly
beside her, but to remain standing. She was in an
uncommon rum state, thus he put it. So as she
steadied off, let her feel secure; safe of protection,
yet by no means taken possession of or impinged
upon the lessening of her dignity and self-respect.-
Oh, he'd play the game, so he told himself, very much
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play the game of scrupulous delicacy. It wm the

^yT^H^rr-'^*'"""*--^^'*^payi"—He believed it would.
But, at this stage of the proceedings. Frances

^^^y ^ stiU too da«d to be capaUe Of a„:
telhng. Her rush and clutch at him had been
instinctive, involuntary. ^ leed. unconsdou,. ^
she sat upright, pressing her hands down on the bed^ ^fa on either side her. her eyes half-Cosed.

7^ to control her thought, her senses, ti^
a so to control the ^current shudder whichpSat her ,aw and raced down her spine. And, ia^
effort, the veo. size of the man, planted there so
solidly m f.ont of her. his ve^. commonness, the

^, healUuly, buU-Hke build and animal for« ohun, helped her. by their enormity of contrast, to

2^- backfrom out the phantasmal-the ab^or!^-mto ordin^ .elation to ordinary, law-sub-

^1 "'^ ^--'y that grossness which she
formerly condemned i„ him, now-though shewas powerless as yet of reasoning it out-a7pea^;d
his ment He was of the earth, earthly; anTu"'
that earthhness, as on a sure foundation, she Tether so strangely strayed and now returning feet.
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Presently her eyelids fluttered and then .teadJed,
as she looked down the length of the bright, naked
room to the gold ann-chair at the left of the fire-

place. And CharUe Montagu, carefully observing
her, saw her fetch a deep sigh and relax to a less
strained and anxious attitude.

'Feeling better, Mrs Copley, eh?' he asked.
'Better?-oh I yes, thanks,' she answered, speak-

ing at first vaguely, Hke one only half awake; but
gaining poise and manner as she went on. 'I cannot
explain what affected me so much. I reaUy hardly
know myself. But not bad news, nothing of that
sort. The thunder, I suppose, and the dusk.'
She paused, a shudder again catching her.

•I felt absurdly confused and faint. I have—
fooBshly-stayed indoors all day, and the heat is so
heavy, isn't it?'

•But not in here,' he took her up. 'You're as
cool as a cucumber in here, my dear lady; not to
say as cold as charity. When I came in, I give
you my word, I was almost knocked over by it.

Wondered what dodge you could have for keeping
the temperature so low in this basting weather-
saw a Uttle fortune in the trick if one could patent

M
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it-*h?'a.d he laughed encouragingly.

-Marvellous
2-^.vely marvellous ,-.What the deuce has she

^ZeU.
'"^^^"'^'-^"^^ow.. he said to

grace ul body stiffemng again, while tem,r unmis-

No,.fs„ot. The temperature seems to havego- up w,th a bounce in the last minute or so Norefngeratmg trick to patent after all. Tm afraidand so rope m the boodle.' and he laughed again
I am gjad. Frances Copley said, sinking back inher corner of the sofa and half closing he! eyes

Montagu looked hard at her. His aU-.ion tTtheduU^he had sosensibly felt onentering,was,for some
r ason,unp,easanttoher. The mention of it had beenpearly a bidder on his part. But whyP As ^;as she stayed so desperately sca«d it was evide^
he could make nothing Of her. Mo^over. to seTiywoman so scared amounted to being downriJ
panful. Hew..edtoknowwhathad't^r;;S
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-wanted it badly. aU his rather coarse curiosity atbumu^ point. But he also, and sincerely, wanted
to soothe, to relieve, to-in a sense-«cure her by
a display of sympathy and friendliness. Thereupon
Charhe Montagu decided to take the risk of lettingh^lf go a Uttle. That answered with most
women, as he knew by large and varied experiment.
Might not :t, after all, answer in the present case?He drew up a chair and seated himself, throwing

ril rt *^' °*'"' "^ '^" ''^^ """-"S hi'
nght ankle, his nght hand lying along the head of
the sofa as he fingered the comer of one of the silk
cushions a very picture of easy good nature, of
your thorough good-hearted and honest 'good
sort. °

See here, my dear lady,' he said in tones of
amiable argument. 'Heaven knows I don't want
to p^ter you with prjong questions and forcem^H into your confidence. But there's no denying
I tod you terribly upset, and I really can't be
expected, m reason, to leave you till you're more

LTtt,-
''^^•^-^^-'^^-'toseeifthl:;

any httle matter in which I could be of use. Well
it s very clearly borne in on me I can bo of u.se. and
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in a way which gives me more pleasure than I can
«>adi]j express. You've been here by yourself .
tot too long, packing up and all the rest of it

•

-I go to Napworth to-morrow/ Frances inters
jected.

•Delighted to hear it,' he shot back, in generous
agreement. 'But to-morrow's to-morrow, you'll
pardon my observing, and a good many hours ofl
yet. I can't consent to your remaining here alone
"«-wlnle. No, my dear Mrs Copley, it simply
-ont do. You're putting too great a strain on
j-oui^lf. What you need is a Uttle fillip in the
«ay of society. Any's better than none-^ven
nunc, at a push '

He paused.

You are really very kind,' she could not but
murmur.

'Notabit,notabit-^xcepttomyself.
I refuse

to let you stay here and mope. Come out and dine
quieUy with me, and we'U go on to one of the Halls
afterwards. Name your own restaurant-Carlton
or Soho, just as you like-and your own entertain-
ment. I don't care where, or what, so long as you
do me the honour of being my guest. Xu question
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of dressing, you know. Just come as you are, and
wigive my country togs.'

He got on to his feet, towering above her, beam-
ing down at lier, genuine in his solicitude for her
umnediate ^ell-being whatever ulterior hopes or
purposes might haunt the recesses of such mind ashe Pos^ssed. And that superficial sincerity and
sohc. ude worked upon Frances, in her existing
«nd.taon, very strongly. She could not look beyond
the present, and the sense of rehef and safety wWch
lus large masculine presence produced
I take no denial,' he went on. 'My car's here atWte and the rain's ceased Ye^you'U come.

He rubbed his hands together; and just remem-
bered not to slap his thigh in his extreme gratifica-

'Awfully charming of you, r^ sure; and ifyou U pardon plain speaking, uncommonly sensibfe
too. Mr. Copley. I'u guarantee the HtUe jaunt to•Inve away the hump and do you good.-By theway, may I have the use of the phone in Copley's
den. for a couple ot minutes? I „,ust alter the date
of an appointment. Nothing of the smallest
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i.i

illi

unportance.-No, after you. please, my dear ladyIm going to see you safely started on your way
upstairs to get your hat and wraps before I retir;
to telephone. Can't allow you time to change your
mind, you know, and give me the slip.'

And. laughing, he shepherded her out on to the
gallery, carefully closing the double doois behind
him.

Once alone, all geniahty died out of his bold
high-coloured face. He looked back at the shut
doors savagely, sticking out his underhp.
'Damned if there isn't something beastly un-

pleasant about that room.' he said to himself. 'Now
If I was supeistitious-but, thank the Lord I'm
not.'

And he swaggered away downstairs to cancel by
telephone, an engagement for this evening with
another remarkably pretty young woman, though
of a quite different style and social order to Frances
Copley-Miss Myrtle Vane of 'beauty chorus'
celebnty, whose not unnatural fury at his desertion
could, after all, as he cynically reflected, be satisfac-
tonly assuaged by the gift of a dozen of sweet
champagne and a new Marie Sceurs et Cie. frock



CHAPTER IV

Amidst the fine amenities offered by life at Nap-
worth, Frances Copley found, first a rest cure, and
then self-reproach.

For she slipped back into the country house
routine-so agreeably fenced against intrusive
vulgarities, so sheltered and padded, not to say
smotheringly feather-bedded, against the multiple
shocks and jars of average experience-as some rare
silver-scaled fish, caught and thrown gasping upon
the nver-bank for an atrocious few minutes, might
shp back into the cool delight of deep, slow-flowing
water. Restored thus to her native element, she
let herself be, taking no thought of before or afterm the charming safety of it a!l. In past moments
of high aspiration she had girded, it is true, at the
tyranny of the social wheel and its ceaseless revolu-
tions. But she was tired, in a mood neither enter-
pnsmg or reforming. While never, assuredly, did
the wheel turn to pleasanter or less hustling purpose
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than he« at Napworth-through the meUow sweet-
ness of smnmer days and nights, on the southward-
faang stone-balustered terrace; in the bravely
radiant flower-gardens; or on the gr«at lawns below
shaded by spreading cedars, whence wide gray'
steps, half hidden in wistaria and trailing rL
opened upon the water. On the opposite side of the
lake, the weU-timbered park climbed, i„ gentle
undulations, to woodlands set along the sky-line
and across the turf and through the now yellowing
bracken, ranged companies of fallow deer
To Frances it all was beautiful, and that with ahigh digmty for which her perturbed and fluttered

spint just now cried aloud. She would, indeed, have
rejoiced, during those first weeks at Napworth,
henceforth to limit her world to the gracious fraction
of It enclosed by park-wall and deer-pahng. and
never set foot without those aristocratic barriers
again. This, more particularly, in the interests ofher so desirable rest cure. For, that eminently
agitatmg thmgs-and they, in great deg,^. of herown wilful evocation-did scaringly hu-fc and
boisterously swagger outside that thrice blessed
barrier she could in no wise deny.
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About these last she. quite tremendously, did notwant to think. She hardened her heai against
them St., more hardened her conscience-foTthey
a^ acked her on the mora, plane; and lent hei^U

^ ' "T"
'"™'''°" *° '""^ "^^ ""^-ments

the ma^l events, plans, pleasantries and discussions'
01 the hour.

This attitude Lady Bulparc warmly approved,
temng qmte a number of pe«ons. who it in no degree
concerned, that-' all poor Francs had gone througU
ov^ng to her husband. Morris Copley's disgraced
behav,our-he had been hammered on the Stock
Exchange or something dreadful of that sort, which
she -the speakcr-'didn't in the ,east understand-had so very much improved her. She had givenup so many of her exaggerations, was so much more

'

hke other peopie. le.ss fanciful and precieuse. Eccen-tnoty IS always objectionable, but particularly so
in a woman in poor Frances's unfort.mate position
-nouveaux riches without the riches, don't you
know.'-Thus may the superficial aspects of an
almost tragic fall from grace commend the fallen to
the conventional and wovldlv minded !

And that, during the last "strange evening spent
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« London, she had ve,y much fallen trom^

-e..jLf::or.r°'^"---

head.tothepoi„tofinvitingthe;t ;'°"'"
thehospitahtyoUmanwhLZ ,i:t:?to distrust and dislike Afw ° "^^^son both

breeding once admitted-to which .h. . m
a^takee^ceptioninhisconrtrS::
shown praiseworthy good feeUng and good t.T'

>f he eketed to draw, at some future date^he co^dhardly refuse to honour the draft r J^°'^'^
courtesy, ordinary gratitudlsh/ \ "''""^
anH 1^

S'^antuae, she must receive himand be nice to him after Morris came back-e.^
I
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before Morris came back not improbably. She
could diplomatise; but eiifectually to snub, or givehim the go-by, she henceforth could not
The situation was further complicated by the fact

that her recollections of that extraordinary';;:^;*
were disjomted and incomplete, nightmarish in their
absence of cohesion and sequence. The rush of thecar through the shining rain-wash • ' streets, thehghts and noise of the restaurant with its feeding
crowd; the dancers, Jokers, singers, acrobats, aUthe ghttenng quick-changc medley of the music-
hall performance, rioted-to her seeing_i„ wild
arabesque across a black background of limitless
alarm. Am.d the extravagance and immense incon.ruuy of ual, she failed to disentangle impresses
and sensafons from words actuaUy spoken and deeds
actually accomplished. There were tormenting
blanks m her retrospect. She remembered for
instanc ^ n...i„g , distracted appeal to the spectral
figure smmg in the arm-chair at the far end of thedusKy drawmg-room; remembered subsequently
strugglmg back, from some depth of physJ f,Jno.,, n.to normal consciousness of her surroundings
to find Montagu, reassuringly high-coloured and
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I

corporeal ,tandu.g squarely i„ front of her. Butto the «t.™„ what exacUy had happened? Wh^had he done or «id? How far. in words or taimpuhwe. fear-driven action, had she co.pronused

And she went hot and went cold, now at th.

^oughtofthose^on^entssoawWdlyunac'counted
for-thesocuj complication having singularly gained

2
-Portance in this house-party atmo^her'":!

mto comparauve insignificance. Such shifting ofvalues was ahnost inevitable in the case of o2«
open to external influences as Frances Copley fo^
« good truth. What possible connectfon h vePnnuose League f.tes or Friendly GirV Teas ^^occult phenomena? Prohfic in slightly outw^
supers .t.ons they may be. but hardly on psyl?™

Frances went as far as to question whether she hadever been in touch with the supernatural a ^To doubt .f she was not. in respect of all that Sdupe of her own disordered imagination; wheU,^
as Moms, at an earlier stage of the wh,L,m2^
busmess, asserted, it wasn't sinaply a..«,,JS
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dortor. for nerve tonics and change of air ai,d scene,n he were nght and this the real explanation, shehad more than ever cause for self-reproach and^ shame^ For if there had been nothing to
fnghten her beyond her own sick fancies, shesLd
condemned of weakness and folly i„ the ex-
tremc.

Around these tormenting propositions her mindworked and weaved, weaved and worked, until the
rest and content of Napworth was threatened withcpse Not that the dear ph.ce was less beautiful,
but that she was, in her own estimation, less worthy

tZ !""''- !"' "''* *"''^' "^ '"^ *°'^ ^^».
could .t m .ts high dignity, its sustained nobleness
of aspect be expected to hold with cowardice, with
morb.d hallucinations, or with moral indebtedre»
to a pe|.o„ of Charlie Montagu's social kidney?
From all Which it may, not unreasonably. L
mferred that Lady Bulparc's x^joicings over her
mece s delivery from exaggerations" were-perhap,
happily-a httle premature.

The cricket-week ended, and the hou^-party

temrn ^""^•^^'"^'-'^"^•-"Sroomed.s^t
tempered and slighUy brai«le« youths-for your
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crack batsman is rarely afflicted with genius-along
with all the iH-etty young girls and smart young
married women, invited f -neet. amuse, and admire
them, had gone their sevt al ways, when the wind
of discomfort veered for Frances Copley, or rather
backed unexpectedly, blowing from a former
quarter.

For, having disposed of her duties to her guests,
Udy Bulparc now proceeded to dispose of her duty
to the neighbourhood in the matter of afternoon
calls. Its population had crowded to burn incense
at the Napworth shrine immediately on the arrival

of the family from town. But Lady Bulparc e.xer-

cised a crafty discretion in her acknowledgment of
such local civilities.

'If I return their visits at once," i* was her custom
to explain, finely regardless of whoso might, not
impossibly, overhear her, 'it gives all sorts of people
I don't in the least care to see an excuse for calling

twice in the summer, which is quite unnecessary.
But if I wait, there is always a hope the weather may
break up, don't you know; and the afternoons grow
too short for people to come over who live at any
distance. Though it was all so much easier for me
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before there were motor-cars. Every twopenny-
halfpenny little nobody, who we never used to hear
of in former days, drives one now; so I can never
feel really safe unless I give a general order of "not
at home"; and then, of course, I risk missing the
very few tidy neighbours we have.'

Lady Lucia's 'condiciou'— to use the accredited

euphemism—excusing her from participation in
these belated courtesies, it fell to Frances Copley
to act as her aunt's companion. And it was on her
return from a more than usually comprehensive
progress—since it included luncheon at Filmers, an
ancient dower-house in the Harchester district,

rented for the summer by certain connections of
Lady Bulparc-that the change of wind aforesaid
arrestingly greeted her.

Glad to be rid of the dusty roads and of her lady-
ship's more continuous than enlightening conversa-
tion, Frances went straight out on to the southern
terrace. Lingering there, for a minute or so, her
eyes travelled gratefully over the glory of flower-

gardens and reposeful coolness of lawns lying

immediately below.

Un( the cedars an cncanipnient of choirs and
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I

a white-spread tea-table suggested a gathering.

But further observation disclosed no human presence

in all the bright, calm scene, save that of Lady
Lucia—a small, rather huddled, much bedraped

mauve figure, pcrcfted on the dwarf wall protecting

the tennis courts and croquet grounds bo-- ., ring

the edge of the lake. She carried a cerise rarasol of

large circumference, which showed a note of rich,

vigorous colour as against the expanse of shimmering

water and soft greens and yellows of the upward
sloping park.

And, beholding that lonely httle figure, the pathos

of her cousin's motherhood, the brute animalism

about to assail this pretty, vivacious, delicately

nurtured creature in approaching hours of danger

and of pain, struck home to Frances Copley very

sharply. She revolted, she pitied—knowing by
experience the event in all its shameless crudity-
yet did she not envy somewhat, too?

With light, swift feet she went down between the

gloving flower borders, where bees still droned and
over which butterflies dallied, though the afternoon

shadows grew long. Down over the exquisite

carpet of turf, her gray skirts gracefully sweeping it
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—for feminine attire had not then reached its present

remarkable altitude below and bre^ity above the

waist.

As her cousin drew near, Lady Lucia waved the

cerise parasol in welcome.

'So you're back, darling. What a let up !' she

cried. ' I was getting woefully bored with my own
company. My father turned up for tea, but made
off again directly aftenvards. Since when, I've

cleared the table to feed these guttlesome swans—
on the best cake too, which is simply immc'-al. I

know it is. But what would you have ? One must
pass the time somehow. Now come and tell me all

about it—Mamma's last included. Where have you
been?'

'Mainly at Filmers,' Frances said, 'for they in-

sisted on showing me all over the house.'

'And isn't it simply too heavenly for words?'

'It's a wonderfully perfect example of the

thirteenth century, if you want to Hve that far

back in English history. Personally, I don't know
that I particularly crave to duck my head at every
doorway or be able to touch each ceiling with my
hand.'
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'You prefer the proportions of the taU viUa, in
short.' Lady Lucia took her up naughtily.

'I prefer Napworth,' Frances said, her mind
meanwhile returning to that question of mother-
hood.

For Lucia looked all eyes, as she inflected. Eyes
set in a pinched, almost witch-like little face. Eyes
which seemed to hold back and refuse expression to
some ever present thought. Was she unhappy,
feehng, in her innermost soul, shocked, even out-
raged by the strangeness of that which was taking,
and still more was soon to take, place? Frances
Copley had a great tenderness for her cousin. Con-
spicuously feminine though she herself was in
instinct and feeling, she reaUsed how cruel it is to
be a woman.

'Oh
! darling Napworth !' Lady Lucia returned.

'Of course, there's no comparison between the two.
Still, Fihners always fascinates me. because I'm
perfectly sure it's simply crawhng with ghosts.'
Mrs Copley made no immediate answer. She

indeed sat down a trifle hastily on the broad stone
coping of the wall, and fell to feeding the swans,
which, fierce-cyed and stately, with rustling of stiff
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wing-coverts and slow stroke of strong black paddles,
gUded to and fro over the water just beneath.

And there are no ghosts at Napworth," she pres-
ently and, as it might seem, rather inconsequently
remarked, forcing a laugh.

'My dear, how should there be?' Lady Lucia
softly laughed back. ' Isn't Mamma in possession, and
wouldn't she successfully sterilise the most germ-
impregnated atmosphere of that particular sort?
Any ghost would need the courage of nineteen lions

to face her, she presents such an impenetrably
soUd wall of disbelief—unconscious disbeUef, which
is the most powerful because the most hopeless

description of disbelief, because utterly beyond the
range of argument. If Napworth did ever possess any
ghostly inchnations. Mamma must have annihilated

them years ago. Not that I have ever heard any
legends. For the most part the family's walk in Ufe

appears to have been of the quite stupidly !)on-jstest

and least dramatic. If any members of it have
ever wanted to run rigs they've been careful, I

gather, to run them elsewhere.'

And she, too, fell to feeding the swans.

As for example?' Mrs Copley asked, relieved to

f'
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have the conversation drift away from Filmen «,dthe question of hauntings which it had appea«d
Wcely to develop.

^PP^ana

But Lady Lucia glanced at her sideways beforeanswenng with slightly-raised eyebrows makingan amused, mquiring little mouth
Well for example, rather conspicuously yourown tall villa, mv dear if ,• ,

^
a. ray aear. if it comes to that.'

This answer brought Frances Copley instantlv
upnght. flushed and distressed, the ChJe MonTa^'
episode seeming to jump out at her i„ allT
concentrated unpleasantness.

^Ah
!
no. Lucia, that's hardly fair." she protested

t«. much taken by surprise to dissimulate her hurt
I did not go to the tall villa to please myselfand find opportunity for running rigs-as younot very gracefuUy put it-but simply to

:::!:."
^^^^ '"°"^-" ^'^ ^'-"^•^ and

•1 know. ever>oody knows, my dearest. Why
should you defend yourself? You were superb
s.rnp y heroic. I was. and am. on my knees to youabout all that. Good patience, Fan. you ci't
senously imagi'ne I'm such a beast as to mean you

m
•- i'-- )

.
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with aU your angelic sweetness and goodness, in
what I just now said?'

Who else then?
' Frances asked, still too flushed

too harassed by self-reproach, to appreciate this'

copious libation of cousinly affection and admiration
poured forth so generously at her feet.

Udy Lucia hesitated before answerinir. It wa^ti't
like Frances to be so touchy, so quick to resent a
quite imaginary^ slight I

But surely you must have heard the rather pre-
historic Oxley story,' she said, "which incidentaUy
transferred the title and estates to our branch of the
Cowdens? Of course, it was a frightful scandal at
the time, and made no end of talk. Not that I can
be expected to lament it, though, since it brought
our grandfather-yours and mine-Napworth and
an the rest of the property. Billy'-Udy Lucia's
brother, as it may be explained, the present Lord
Oxley-'who, as you know, is perfectly crazy on
family history, raked up the whole thing when we
heard you were leaving Grosvenor Square. It's one
of his favourite legends. He proposed writing to
you about it. But I would not let him. I took for
granted you knew all you cared to know; and I

c
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didn't see why you should bo bothered with letters
on the subject when you'd more than enough on
your hands, poor darling, already.'

Mrs Copley sat down on the coping of the wall
again. She could not but reflect that her rest-cure
must be far from complete since her nerves showed
themselves so singularly on edge. She felt quite
ashamed. It was too silly to get rattled and give
herself away Uke this ! And it was more than siUy
inexcusable-she told herself-nothing short of
that, to have anything approaching a tiff with poor
precious Uttle Lucia, so large-eyed and pinch-faced,
under her brave cerise-coloured parasol and
arrayed in those suggestively voluminous mauve
draperies.

ConsequenUy, Frances had but a single purpose
in mind at this moment, that of apology, of gently
and sufficiently making her peace.

' No,' she said humbly,
' I am afraid I must confess

to an ignorance of family history whic i would rule
me for ever out of Billy's good books I have never
heard the prehistoric Oxley or any other story about
the tall villa. My mother never talked to me about
her affairs; and I didn't even know of the existence

ili|»
5
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of the house until after her death, when I had to go
into busines -.alters with our lawyers/
She leaned ' rward, coaxingly laying her hand on

her companion's kner.

Forgive me if I seemed cross just now, Lucia
ilarling,' she very prettily pleaded. 'The sun r.nd
the !onp drixc'-she mifiht have added Lady
Bulparc's unceasing conversation-' have given mc
a tiresome headache. I feel rather to pieces, I'm
sure I don't know why. So, both to show' you
do forgive me, and to save my reputation with
Billy, tell me the Oxley story from start to finish.
I should timply love to hear it.'

But as the story, with confusingly digressive
quirks and flourishes on Lady Lucia's part, did get
itself told, Frances Copley found herself but very
doubtfully loving it. For, during its progress, the
wind of discomfort sensibly backed to that former
disconcerting quarter, and blew on her searchingly,
chill with the strangest of suggestions, strangest of
—were they not?—provocations, until she shivered
for all the warmth of t.he summer evening and
peaceful loveliness outspread before her.

'You see, our grandfather was f- child of that

I,

J
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Lord Oxley's distant cousin,' Lady Lucia explained

in the course of her narrative; 'quite a tiny child,

of course, at the time it all happened. But there

were no other boys in eitlur family, only the usual

cohorts of supcrlluoiis (kmghters And—my dear,

don't be shocked—but Billy says the tall villa, con-

veniently tucked away on the edge of the London

of that period, was just young Oxley's iiid d'amour.

Either he bought it directly it was built, or had

it built expressly for this Mrs Cressidy with whom,

as I tell you, he was so madly infatuated. Owing to

that unlucky shortage of boys. Lord Bulparc

naturally was wild Oxley should marry early, some

girl in his own world, and secure the succession to

their own branch of the family—heirs male, don't you

know, as many of them and as quickly as possible.

But he simply wouldn't look at any other woman.

La Cressidy must have held him to an extraordinary

degree—though Billy, after his investigations of

letters and papers and so on, doesn't scruple to

describe her as a regular wrong 'un. She was too

deeply dipped to be able to get a divorce, and several

years older than Oxloy into the bargain; and

throughout her spirited adventures—they appear

ft
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to have been many—never haU liad any dulurcn.

So there they both were, you see, hopelessly blocked

in every direction. Exactly wluit brought about

the final catasUoplie, Billy fails to trace out so far.

But either Lord Bulparc made a successful appeal

to her cupidity, boiij^ht la Crrssidy off, in short,

or she just grew tired of Lord Oxley and his too great

devotion, for she vanished one tine morning in com-
pany, as was proved, with one of her former lovers."

'And he—0,\ley?' Frances Copley askd, after a

little pause, looking down at her hands very tightly

clasped in her lap.

'Oh I well, Billy considers him a cowardly idiot,

but I don't share that view of his co.iduct. It was
wrong, of couise, still it spoms to < - rather

magnificent. The men of our generation u t err on
the side of desperation in their affairs of the heart.

He could not make up his mind to live without her.'

'And so—shot himself,' Frances said, very softly.

'That I can't tell you. Billy refused to give me
the details. He says they are rather revolting—

and, don't you know, it is not quite wise perhaps to

let one's mind dwell upon what is horrible under

—under certain circumstances.'

i
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She bent forward, and with her handkerchief
swftpt the scattered crumbs off the top of the wall
on to the water, where the circling swans bowed
their proud heads, greedily slushing them up.

'But no doubt he will be only too dehghted to

give you chapter and verse;' she added, 'regarding

the whole treasured transaction, if you care to ask
him. He comes back from Scotland, you know,
next week.'

Frances shook her head, still keeping her eyes
fixed on her clasped hands.

'No,' she said, 'I don't think I do, perhaps, care
to ask him.'

She slipped from her seat on the coping to her
ftct and stood there; but swayed a little, for her
knees gave under her so that she was forced to steady
herself by leaning against the low wall. Perceiving

which Lady Lucia called out in alarm .—
"Frances, Frances, darUng, what is it.' You look

so ghastly pale. Are you faint?'

And bundUng down off her perch, she put an arm
round her cousin's waist with the instmct of render-
ing her support.

'Nothing—indeed, nothing,' Mrs Copley rather

isl?
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wanly protested. ' I shall be all right directly. You
must not exert yourself. I am only ridiculously

tired. Really it's too foolish. I must have got a
touch of sun when I was driving this afternoon,

I think—or at Filmers, in the walled garden, more
likely. It was roasting hot there and I'd forgotten

my sunshade. I'U go indoors and rest in my room
until it's time to dress for dinner.'

Midway in their progress homeward, across the

lawns, the two ladies stopped, caught in a sudden
wide-flung splendour of sunset. Beneath giant oaks
and Spanish chestnuts, and through beds of bracken
bathed in ruddy light, the herd of deer, with swing-

ing antlers and dainty mincing tread, streamed down
to the lake-side to drink. Above its gardens and
gray terrace, the southern front of the great house
rose into a sky of carmine and of gold; while around
roofs, turrets, and chimneys, a whirling multitude of

swifts and martins, black against that immense
radiance, rushed in the fine madness of their evening

flight.

'How heavenly, how wonderful ! All the world's

on fire,' Lady Lucia cried. 'But it's a Uttle creepy

too, for it seems to take one out of oneself and away
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into—well, I don't quite know what, as if one's

soul swung loose from one's body somehow.'

And, as seeking protection rather than rendering

aid, her arm tightened about her companion's

waist. But Frances Copley made no direct response

cither to the words spoken or to that clingirg,

affectionate clasp. Her mothlike eyes continued

to explore the sunset glory, singularly blank of

expression and distrait.

' Does any painting or miniature exist of that Lord

Oxley ?
'
she presentlyand ratherinconsequentlyasked.

Oh !—of Alexis, la Crcssidy's Oxley, you mean ?

No, none. By the way, I forgot to tell you about

that. It appears—I quote Billy's researches—he
was tall and well made, and awfully particular about

his clothes—had a remarkably fine figure, but, poor

dear, an equally remarkably plain face. Was so

ugly a man, that he never permitted any portrait to

be painted of him. I dare say he really wasn't half

as ugly as he imagined. But he seems, if Billy's to

be trusted, to have had a perfect craze on the subject

of his own looks. It's fearfully pathetic, don't you
think, and so unlike most men, who consider them-

selves Adonises even when they are the most obvious
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frights. I confess, to me it's all the more touching

because he dressed so well. That was jtist decent
pride, tremendous self-respect, for he simply hated
his own face.'

Pleading fatigue, Mrs Copley appeared neither at

dinner that night nor at breakfast next morning.

Although ill-disposed to sleep, bed still seemed to

offer the securest shelter obtainable against the

wind of discomfort wluch so unmercifully buffeted

her. To endure those buffetings in public, yet

avoid self-betrayal, was beyond her power at

this juncture.

For here, once again, negativing every denial and
putting scepticism to the blush, the supernatural

and the incalculable issues which—as she was clever

enough to perceive—it inevitably raises, confronted

her. To twist or wriggle away from that confronta-

tici was useless. Lady Lucia's chapter of family

history confirmed the truth of what Frances
had herself witnessed. What she had witnessed

confirmed the truth or Lady Lucia's narrative. The
two fitted into one another with a rather horrible

neatness. She had, as she reflected, in the first

place pursued indications and solicited disclosures;
liiil
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and, whatever her subsequent fluctuations of belief

or encouragement of convenient doubtings, she was
now compelled, by unimpeachable evidence, to

admit they had Kin granted her iv no stinted

measure. For the oft-quoted 'long arm of co-

incidence ' really was not long enough to cover the

case, inordinately as she might stretch it. This,

placing fact beside fact, impression beside reported

record, during the watches of the summer night, she

recognised only too forcibly.

What must she do then? By the time the dawn
broke, mere feelings had trooped off in a feverish

crowd, fear leading them; while that single question

emerged, vital and paramount, calling aloud on her

tenderness, her breeding, her sense of honour.

'For, since it is true, how can I stand aside and let

this misery gi on indefinitely? ' Frances indignantly

wailed, thereby rising to a higher, more general and
generous view, of the amazing predicament in \\hich

she found herself planted. ' To let it go on, now that

I know, would be wrong, contemptibly cruel and
callous, if his sad coming back can, by any means,
be prevented. Just that is what I have to do-
put a stop to it somehow.'
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And, on this, a luU in the wind of discomfort
foUowed; appeasement and cahn descending upon
her, so that she slept until her maid arrived, bring-
ing her morning tea and her letters.

Among these was one from Morris, written at sea
and posted on landing at the Peruvian port of
Mollendo. Self-confident and self-centred, mightily
entertained and entertaining, the young man wrote
in the finest spirits, leaving no doubt in the mind of
his reader that in his case, at all events, aU was very
much for the best in this best of all possible worlds.

Here and there, thrown in as sauce to a dish of other-
wise unquaUfied egoism, she found a phrase regarding
herself—hope that her country visits proved a suc-
cess, that she was in good health and so on and so
forth. Upon these rather perfunctory concessions to
the marital situation, her instinctive comment was:—
'How httle he really misses me, how Uttle he

reaUy cares
! Of course, it's charming of him to

throw dust in my eyes and his own—and he does
throw it ever so nicely-yet wasn't I wise in my
generation when I refused to go with him, since he's

evidently so royally happy without me?'
And then, lying in the cool fragrance of the great
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comely bedchamber, the dear beauty of Napworth
looking in on her through wide-open windows,
Frances's thought returned to the man who so

tragically had sacrificed enjoyment of this beauty,

sacrificed his claim to this splendid inheritance,

sacrificed life itself for love of a woman—and, alas,

a but worthless woman at that ! Morris Copley's

attitude, as revealed in his letter, and the attitude

of her unhappy kinsman, with his handsome person
and his, to himself, unpardonably unhandsome
countenance—and here a Uttle shudder plucked
queerly at Frances's jaw and rippled down her
spine—offered assuredly a most moving contrast

!

To be loved, as Alexis, Lord Oxley had known how
to love, and as Morris so conspicuously didn't, what
a blessed gift for any woman to receive ! Rightly
understood, rightly met, wasn't it a career in itself,

and of the most inspiring, most enchanting?

Tears smarted in her eyes.

'And -sis reward,' she said half aloud, once more
in imagination beholding that impalpable and face-

less being, seated in the gilt arm-chair in the drawing-
room of the taU villa, 'his dreadful, his unspeakable
reward 1

'
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Havixo attained this height of romantic compassion,

Mrs Copley proceeded, as the current phrase has it,

to dig herself in.

To ordinary lungs the atmosphere at so extreme

an elevation of sentiment might well prove too

rarefied for sojourn save of the briefest. Such,

thanks to the vein of eccentricity and extravagance

Lady Bulparc so loudly deplored in her, was not

Frances's experience. On the contrary, the moun-
tain-top once reached, she drew in strength of

purpose and clearer discernment with every breath.

The path, leading to these inspiring altitudes, she

frankly admitted far from easy or, at moments,

agreeable to tread. She had been quite terribly

frightened. She did not attempt to minimise the

chances of alarm awaiting her in the future. Yet,

as she extiltantly assured herself, she had veritably

arrived. She had forced discovery. At last she

understood. Her whole perplexing relation to the

tall villa—what it asked from her, what in return it

103
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had to give—was explained and henceforth ranged
itself, falling into intelligible sequence and place.

From the first she had felt it promised to v,-ork for

independence and inward emancipation, for the

quickening of her spiritual, her personal life. And
so it quite divinely did, though through means and
to ends hitherto undreamed of.

Self-reproach ceased to vex her. She, indeed,

swept aside the very solid, florid person of the

financier, Charlie Montagu, and all he might be
reckoned to stand for in her present situation, with
the Ughtcst, the airiest touch. For, in her new-
found singleness of vision and of intention she

became unscrupulous respecting secondary issues,

as is the not infrequent habit of your idealist and
devotee.

And as a devotee, a gentle implacable fanatic,

Frances Copley showed herself in this hour of the

blossoming of her soul and—shall it be added?—
of her heart. As she saw it, a call had come to her,

in and by herself, electing, selecting her, to which
it was not only a matter of private honour but of

high privilege to respond. As she lay, delicately at

her ease, in her bedchamber throughout the long still
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hours of the summer morning, she meditated with
ahnost passionate content upon the finely personal

character of that caU. She alone had heard, she

alone had seen, upon the two occasions when, in the

drawing-room of the taU villa, the supernatural had,

so to say, broken through. Morris and Montagu,

alike, felt the chill accompanying that attempted

manifestation, but nothing more. So it belonged to

her, and to her alone, to meet and to deal with.

Frances Co )ley raised herself against the fine

white pillows, and turning her head let her eyes

dwell upon the lawns and radiant gardens, the dark,

wide-spreading rpdars, the gleaming lake in the

hollow, and peicciul uplands of the park, sleeping

in the steady September sunshine beyond. So doing,

the fair glory of the material world very present to

her, she dedicated herself, consciously, voluntarily,

to the help and succour of a being earthbound yet

unmaterial, the ghost of a true lover, her kinsman
and, in a sense, her guest. As he had—thus she now
figured it—trusted her, appealed to and claimed

her, she would bend every energy, expend her

imagination, her sympathy, to the setting free of his

unhappy spirit.

m
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How this was to be accomplished, what pain and
effort it might cost her, she could form at present

no idea. But she had faith. Ways and means would
declare themselves in due time. Now, she just gave
herself, without faltering and without reserve.

This excursion into emotional superlatives reacted

upon Mrs Copley's physical condition with the most
engaging results, conferring unaccustomed bloom
to her complexion,^ soft brightness to her mothlike

eyes, and graceful buoyancy to aU her movements.
So notably was it the case that, when—emerging

from her temporary seclusion—she joined the famil>

circle at luncheon. Lord Bulparc genially chaffed

and rallied her upon her radiant lookj, adding a kiss

of a warmth and gallantry not, perhaps, strictly

avuncular. Her aunt remarked, meanwhile, for the

;>enefit of the assembled company, men-servants

included, that :

—

'All the fuss about Fanny's headache last night

really seemed a little ridiculous, since she was
evidently so remarkably well to-day.'

Lady Lucia took a less superficial view, the

temperature of her affectionate curiosity mounting
—though she abstained from direct questioning or
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comment—to close on boiling-point. She knew
Frances had received letters from the South
American traveller by the early post, but—

'Surely Francie, darUng thing, couldn't care fcr

Morris Copley to that extent a this very mature
time of day I She really looked too wonderfuUy
sweet for words. It was too extraordinary. Was
it possible that there could be anybody else, lon't

jrou know?'

Leaving her husband out of the question, there

was one thing for which Mrs Copley most emphati-
cally did not care just now—namely, the prospe.

.

of meeting Lady Lucia's oft-quoted brother, the
existent Lord Oxley.

She foresaw he would, in the interests of liis

cherished studies in famUy history, infallibly put
her through the longer catechism in respect of the
tall villa.

That thought was odious. For Lord O.-jiey.

though an unusuaUy estimable young man in every
relation of life, was not overburdened with tact.

He butted and bored at any subject dear to him,
totally unconscious of the wearisome effect such
buttings and borings might produce on his auditors.

i
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That any matter intimately touching herself should

be thus clumsily exploited would, Frances (elt, be

nothing short of torment. Simply she could not bear

it. Under stress of his exposition and cross-question-

ing might she not, only too likeiy, betray herself,

letung drop some hint of her sacred and amazing

secret? To betray herself, to that well-intentioned

but tedious young nobleman, would be humiliating

enough in all conscience; but to betray her tragic

spectral visitant would, as slie saw it, be an act of

the grossest, most unpardonable treachery. She

was very jealous for him; jealous of the trust which,

as she exaltedly believed, he had placed in her.

She felt an immense and exquisite tenderness towards

him which brought a sob to her throat. Conceive

then, the anguish, the insult, of Billy blurting out

—couldn't she hear his loud, unmodulated tones, so

unfortunately resembling those of his mother, Lady

Bulparc,

—

'But, by Jove, my deai Frances, you don't mean
seriously to tell me you're under the impression

my discreditable namesake actually walks}'

To avoid all possibility of so painful an exposure;

Mrs Copley decided, then and there, to advance the
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date of the only other visit she had in mind to pay
before her return to town; and thus find an excuse
for leaving Napworth while the beneficent peace of
the dear place was still unendangcred by the arrival
of its all too-inquiring heir-apparent.

The visit in question was of >early autumnal
occurrence. Never since her marriage-not even
during the most crowded period of her husband's
prosperity-had she omitted to spend ten days or a
fortnight, at Stourmouth, with her godmother, Mrs
Allenby-Knox.-A wonderful old woman, ripe in
knowledge of men and of affairs, whose apparently
inexhaustible fund of anecdote covered the better
part of three generations of all which was most salient
in the world of poUtics and of society. Her husband
had enjoyed a long and respected parliamentary
career as member, first, for Lord Bulparc's .A)cket
borough of Marychurch, and later, after the passing
of the Reform Bill, for the Marychurch Division of
South Hants. To consolidate his connection with
his faithful constituency, he bought land and built
a comfortable, dignified house among the pines and
heather of the east cUff at Stourraouth-at a time
when that now sprawling and tripper-ridden M
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watering-place could still boasl a socially select, if

geographically rather circumscribed, infancy.

Here, giving up London, his widow elected to

settle when, death claiming him, the House of

Commons knew Mr Allenby-Knox no more. And

here, upon leaving Napworth, Frances Copley came

to pay her yearly tribute of affectionate admiration

and regard.

If her uncle's house offered her a rest-cure, hei

godmother's offered her something little short of a

retreat—in the technical acceptation of that term.

Allenby Lodge sheltered no other guest; and its

aged, autocratic owner did not come fully to life

until comparatively late each afternoon.

With the freedom and leisure this arrangement

secured her, Frances had no quarrel. Her secret,

and a deepening assurance of her vocation in relation

to it, lay warm against her heart. She welcomed

this space in which to take brea^, to review the

situation, and mature her plan of campaign. If it

is possible for a human creature to be perfectly

happy, Frances Copley was, I firmly believe,

perfectly happy at this time. Through those still,

sunny autumn days by the sea she walked on air.
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Romance enfolded her—romance just sufiiciently

shot with fear to be tonic rather than enervate,

since, for some strange, deep-seated reason, bliss

lacks savour unless seasoned with just a whiff of

pain. Her enthusiasm, her sense of a call to high

endeavour, stood at the flood. And then, when she

least looked for it, Mrs Allenby-Knox, of all people,

unwittingly echoed that call, gave that enthusiasm

a reinforcing shake.

It fell out thus. Thfc conversation during dinner

circled round modern feminine standards, apropos

of soii-.e recently reported demonstration of a

peculiarly aggressive type by a band of militant

suffragettes. The whole movement was condemned

by the handsome old lady, root and branch, with a

rich flavour of contcm^jt.

'Believe me, they are wrong, my dear Fanny,

wrong from the very start. Woman's strength, like

her office, is not collective but individual,' and she

punctuated the assertion with an impish laugh.

'And what, then, is woman's ofnce?' Frances,

willing to humour her, asked.

'The subjugation of man. To accomplish that

she must act singly, not in battalions; and for the

ii
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simple reason that, in the mass, we are not beautiful.

In the mass neither face, figure, nor clothes tell.

A flock of sheep, a herd of cows, is more harmonious,

and therefore more grateful to the eye than any

human crowd, especially an c.\ d feminine one.

And by beauty alone—let us be honest—is man
swayed, overcome, reduced to his proper attitude

of obedience. All other claims fail—wit, learn-

ing, talents. accompUshments, even money itself.

Beauty is paramount.'

And as Frances essayed to combat tliese rather

cynical statements, her friend was quick to turn on

her with examples from history both public and

private.

'Nay,' she said at last, 'I need go no farther than

your own family, my dear, in support of my conten-

tion. Think of that famous beauty of my earliest

youth—Flora Cressidy.'

Mrs Copley had some ado to control a start and

the httle cry which threatened to accompany it.

'I can just remember—as a baby of five or six

—

seeing her laboriously drawn, in a bath-chair, along

what it is now the very inelegant fashion to call 'The

Front' at Brighton. By then she had become a

It' *
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mountain of fat. She was one of those small-boned

women, noted for their Uttle hands and feet, who,

after forty-five, do grow inordinately stout. The

legend of her beauty survived, however, as well as

that of the indiscretions which earlier rendered her

notorious. People would point her out to one

another—my nurse did to my nursery-maid, T re-

member, and snubbed me severely with "a person

who no good Uttle girls ask questions about " when

I made some innocent inquirj'. Yes—pointed her

out, but by that time, poor woman, with something

of a wink. Man after man, and they by no means

of the commoner sort, had wrecked themselves for

her. To cite a member of your own family, as I just

now said—think of the thousands poor Oxley

squandered on her
'

The surface of the dinner-table shifted Idly to

Frances Copley's sight. The dessert service, flowers,

decanters, glasses and fruit performed the weirdest

little dance over the white cloth and then slowly

settled back into place.

'Lord Oxley?' she just managed to pronounce.

'Yes, Alexis, Lord Oxley—an excellent fellow,

with abilities above the average, and a real/a«> for
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politics—lie sat for Harcliester, was expected to

make a distinct mark and be included in the next

Conservative Government, I have often heard my
father speak of the loss he was to the party. Instead

of which he died, miserably, by his own hand. Was
found in the garden of some house in the St John's

Wood district where he kept her, with half his face

blown away—so the story ran—because beautiful

Flora Cressidy had run off from him '

The elder lady continued to develop and illustrate

her original theme. But it is to be feared Mrs

Copley failed to follow her arguments. Lucia Fitz-

Gibbon had told her the details of that suicide were

revolting—too unwholesomely so for her brother to

repeat. Now Mrs Copley, knowing the how and

where of them, found her bliss—for it still very

strangely subsisted—more than ever seasoned to

fullness of perfection by pain.

But, even as she led her hostess out of the dining-

room, a few minutes later, on her arm, she reahsed

that the period of preparation had reached its term.

The days of her retreat were numbered. The

sunshine, leisure, freedom of them, already palled

on her. She grew restless for action, for the practical
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initiation of her amazing campaign. Suddenly time

piessed—for, when she came to consider, if it were

to be successful, must not that campaign be finished,

over and done with, before Morris, borne on an

ever-broadening stream of opulence, came back?

Hence her departure from Stourmouth, like that

from Napworth, was a little precipitate.

In London, she found autumn had preceded her,

had hurried, taking time by the forelock. During

the long drive from Waterloo, north-westward, the

town struck her as looking curiously out at elbows,

devoid of dignity and of style. Rules of traffic were

relaxed, and the populace—such as showed of it

—

leaving the pavements, meandered at its ease along

the middle of the streets. In the parks, elm and

chestnut leaves fluttered down on to the scorched

grass, upon which dusty figures lay at full length

wrapped in graceless sleep, and across which little

troops of tired children aimlessly trailed.

Looking out of the window of her laden taxi,

Frances received an impression of all-pervading

dilapidation, of litter, of waste paper, of not water

enough to wash with or air enough to breathe.

Formerly she would have recoiled in fastidious

f'4'
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disgust. Now she only felt pitiful, pitiful exceedingly.

For what fate, as she reflected, could be more cruel

than to be held captive to so squalid a world as this

one, immediately visible, by the evil spell of poverty

when living; save that of being compelled, unnatur-

ally, recurrently, to revisit it when dead?

And her thought flew forward, with a splendour

of tenderness, to the tall villa, and to Alexis, Lord

Oxley, whose soul, twentieth-century science and

general modernity notwithstanding, was, as she

believed, held there in thrall.

Yet when the much-desired tall villa—its rows of

narrow windows, fluted pilasters, and other over-

decorative adjuncts—came into view, as the cab

passed before it and, turning the corner, drew up at

the iron gate in the wide street, Frances Copley

experienced a revulsion of feehng. For, after the

serene and happy grandeur of Napworth and quiet

dignity of Allenby Lodge, this house did, it must be

conceded, look most terribly cheap, its flimsy

pretentiousness quite glaringly pronounced. That

it could ever have harboured—still more, did now

actuallyharbour—treasuresofpathos and of romance,

absent from those far superior dwelling-places.
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strained beUef. Behind its would-be elegance,

moreover, she seemed to detect a grimacing
smirk, as though it mocked her high-soulcd

fervour.

Nor were other elements in her reception lacking

to give colour to such doubts.

Owing to the earlier date of her arrival, her cook
and parlourmaid were still absent. Hence the police

constable—husband of the formidably respectable

caretaking wife—being off duty, shorn of the

official dignities of hehnet, tunic, and belt, amiably
ran out, in shirt-sleeves and carpet slippers, to help

unload and transport her luggage. His build and
expression were those of a colossal, serious-minded

small boy, fresh-complexioned and innocent of guile

—a really virtuous small boy, could so miraculous

a human product by chance exist. Any one farther

removed from dark extra-mundane influences, from
things occult and the super-normal, it would, as

Frances ruefully told herself, be difficult to conceive.

If she required an insulator, a non-conductor, it was
superfluous to look further. She had the genuine

article, and in prime working order too, right here

under her hand.

Ml
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But an insulator, a non-conductor was, unfortu-

nately, of all things precisely that which she least

required or least desired; and its presence depressed

her, adding to the general sense of disappointment

under which she laboured. She had counted upon

some sign, some leading, which, in this hour of her

return, would set a seal upon her strange enterprise.

But none was vouchsafed her, so that, recalling the

exalted happiness of the list ten days, the present

afiected her as a rather cruel anti-climax.

So sharply, indeed, did it let her down that she

lingered aimlessly in the little square garden, before

finding sufficient energy and resolution to follow her

maid, and the policeman carrying the la-ot of her

bags and baggage, into the house.

On either side the steps of the portico the foolish

stone lions pranced in their eternally arrested game

of ball. Half-blown roses, withering upon their

stems, dotted the bushes in tb>: oval bed surrounding

the bundial. Upon the soil, gray and cracked from

drought, the privet hedge rained soot-encrusted

leaves. A dun-coloured mist, wherein the dust of

the streets hung as in solution, covered the houses

in the near distance and the half-bare trees along
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the canal bank. It covered the sky, too, almost to

the zenith. Through it the sun sullenly glared—
an angry, tarnished vermilion disc, as magnified in

size as it was deficient in clarity and nobility of light.

The taxi-driver cranked up his engine, swung his

car round and out into the main road, amid a voUey

of petulant footings. A lean black cat, long in the

leg and flabby in the barrel, leapt from the coping

of the dwarf wall to the top of the railings, clung

there a minute, its alert head raised, as it surveyed

the prospect with hungry yellow eyes, dropped to

the ground and slunk off beneath the sooty shrubs.

Somewhere, out at the back, a child explosively

cried and milk-cans clanged and shattered. The voice

of distant trains and traffic swelled, and sank away
as though choked and muted by the weight of the

dust-laden atmosphere.

And Frances Copley, a delicate very up-to-date

figure, in light, straight cut shantung travelling coat,

and white hat swathed in a voluminous pearl pink

motor veil, stood on the flagged pathway below the

dining-room windows, seeing all, heanng all, gauging

to its last word the inherent commonnees and cheap-

ness of the scene. Her lips, for once, took a bitter

ilf
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line. For was it, she asked herself, possible this

could really be the prelude to any supreme act of

devotion, supreme acliievement, especially upon the

moral and spiritual plane?

Failure had, in the past, not infrequently been

her portion. What guarantee had she the present

would prove more kind; and that she should, this

time, succeed and attain? Was not the whole

precious undertaking presumptuous on her part,

compact of ambitious vanity? And, worse still, was

not the whole undertaking based, only too probably,

upon a delusion? Not a delusion as to the fact of

Alexis, Lord Oxley's infatuation and suicide.

—

These she accepted as too well attested to admit of

doubt.—But as to the after-consequences of that

infatuation and suicide, to which, she and he alone

could bear witness to his 'walking,' namely, as her

cousin Billy, Lord Oxley would crudely phrase it,

to his ' haunting '—the word was so wretchedly banal,

so vulgar, it hurt her I — This same very cheap,

smirking tall villa, at the present day?

Thus did the blight of scepticism, of disbelief in

herself and in the object of her self-dedication, again

descend upon Frances Copley. It shrivelled her
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inwai'd happiness and sweet enthusiasm, even as the

drought and dust of London shrivelled the autumn

leaves.

Other sounds had, just now, fallen silent, so that

she could hear the dry rustle of those leaves, when

a faint draught of air from the east, detaching them

from the blackened twigs and branches, drove

them down in an arid shower upon the pavement on

the opposite side of the road. Surely they too

whispered, in the blank meagre tones, of failure

sach as she dreaded and as her heart so desolately

prevised?

The garden of the tall villa, even in the existing

autumnal off-season and general out-of-townedness,

did not lend itself to prolonged occupation. It was

at once quite too public and too circumscribed a

spot. To dawdle there would be absiurd. Of this

Frances Copley, notwithstanding her inward distrac-

tion, presently became conscious and it flustered

her slightly. She glanced up at the range

of drawing-room windows with an nncon.fortable

suspicion of being criticised and watched. And with

that, it occurred to her how often Flora Cassidy,

whose loveliness had been so many gallant
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gentlemen'tundoing—according to wonderful old Mr*

AUenby-Knox—must have look d out from those

same drawing-room windows at this same little

squf.re garden below. Couldn't she imagine the

exquisite, treacherous woman holding aside the lace

curtains, and gazing down at her—Frances Copley

—in mingled amusement and—was it?—challenge,

actually now I

The impression, a singularly vivid and living one,

stung her pride and gave new vigour and direction

to her thought. For the first time Mrs Cassidy entered

into the affair, somehow, as an element actively to

be reckoned with. Wiereupon Frances was shaken

by anger altogether concrete and human. Scepticism,

self-distrust, fear of delusion, were swept under by

it. Righteous indignation overflowed in her; uud,

not impossibly, some of that natural antagonism of

woman towards woman where a man is the prize of

the fight. Dear, gentle, sweet Frances Copley

squared up to her adversary, her fists clenched,

her sleeves, so to speak, rolled up. In other words,

she walked up the steps between the prancing lions,

her graceful head carried high, and passed, without

further hesitation or tremor, into the house.

ri
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Upon the table in tht inner hall lay a pile of letters

and other postal matter, flanked b^ a sheaf of lilium

auralum, prize flowers of superb quality and growth.

The scent of them liUed the hall and well of the

staircase, hanging dense and heavy in the close, dry

air. Pinned on the paper enfolding their long,

woody stems, Mrs Copley saw a man's visiting card

bearing the inscription :

—

'With compliments, hearing you are due home
to-day. Hope to call shortly. Sincerely, CM.'
scrawled in pencil.

Reading which Frances's anger, far from being

appeased, took an even sharper edge. Small wonder
the tall villa grimacingly smirked if this was the

greeting it held in store for her 1 Montagu had just

been Ij-ing in wait, then, string upon her return,

ready to prosecute his unwelcome attentions directly

she was again unprotected by her own people and
alone I The man and his gigantic lilies were alike

suffocating. Tears of mortification smarted in her

eyes. The position was so vulgarised, so unpardon-

ably lowered by his immediate intrusion—gift in

hand too I Flowers—yes, but so evidently ordered at

a florist 's, as though those from his own much-vaunted

il

M
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garden weren't undesired enough I What would

he advise himself to offer her next?—Jewels,

diamonds? Or would his advances take the rudi-

mentary form of a cheque? Frances piled on the

conceivable atrocity and offence. She was furious.

Bundling up the pile of letters in both hands and

scornfully leaving the lilies where they lay, she went

into her husband's library, opening off the hall.

She could not face the drawing-room—that Mecca

of all her aspirations, of all her devotions during the

last strangely exalted and happy weeks—just yet.

She must master her anger and arrive at a more

dignified and peaceful frame of mind first. How
could she bring any degree of comfort and tran-

quillity to another, when in such a turmoil of feeling

herself? How present the calm, the receptive atti-

tude, which is necessary to any manifestadon from

across the gulf of physical death?

The library was sooer in colouring and nobly

furnished. For Morris—by what right it would be

difficult to pronounce—^had found means to convey

to it all the choicest pieces, pictures, books, bronzes,

from his own special quarters in Grosvenoi Square.

This was, as Frances all along had felt, a proceeding
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little short of dishonest. But he had carried it

through with bis usual "r.-.iliant plausibility and
bluff. The rsuU she ai flitted as delightful-

Morris's taste i.- si'i'h T.iatters being excellent—as it

was unjustifiable. The room had none of the faded

elegance or affected candour of the rest of the house;

but a ripe privacy and repose. Oh ! Morris knew
how to do himse'f well, no faintest question as to

that—so she reflected, as she sank into one of the

deep-seated leather chairs and began to open her

letters.

The first of these was from Morris himself.

'Business is humming, simply and most exten-

sively humming.' he wrote. 'I wiU not inflict

wearisome details upon you, but ask you to take it

for said that all is well, beyond my fondest hopes

and expectations, as to the fundamental worth of

this property. The lode is remarkably rich and

apparently inexhaustible in quantity. Only—there
is always an only in this wicked world, is not there?

—if wo are to get full value out of it, matters must

be personally conducted for some time longer. To
delegate authority would be to lay oneself open to

all manner of delays and malpractices. Rascals, of

'Hi
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every nationality and colour under the sun, swarm
here, ready to swindle you at every turn. I have

written fully to Montagu. I do not feel it would be

fair by him, let alone by ourselves, to leave things

in the hands of a manager at present. Either he,

Montagu, or I, ought unquestionably to be here on

the spot. His want of knowledge of Spanish would

be a vicious handicap, and in some other respects

I cannot honestly pretend he is fitted for the job.

Rather soft and over-civilised (in not quite the

highest sense of the word) a financier not a pioneer

—

and it is that last which is required out here. Cut

off from his habits and comforts he would be a

miserable man and probably a pretty sick one. All

of which, my dear Fan, points to the unpleasing

conclusion that I am bound to stay on for another

three to six months. I hate being away from you

for so long; but with a general "restitution of all

things" within my grasp, you can understand

I naturally fight shy of the notion of leaving my
work half done, and so running great risk of a

fiasco. You are always so unselfish and reasonable

that I feel sure you will enter into my difficulties

and see how I am placed.
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'For the rest, I am as right as rain—in first-

class condition, and on good terms with man and

beast. I get on extremely well with these Spanish-

Americans, those, I mean, of the upper classes.

They are real sportsmen, with plenty of tempera-

ment and a smprising amount of tradition—a fine

flourish of courtesy and manner, too, which pleases

me. The women are superb—if you admire the

Goya type. I do—not that I see very much of them.

It is singular what a tremendous mark the Moors

—that Arab civilisation—has left on Spain, even

Spain transported half across the world and that

for many generations. There is more than a hint

of the harem, even to-day, about the way these

new-world colonials regard and treat their women-

folk. Probably they know their own business best.

I could imagine the ladies by nature amorous, easily

inflammable. They produce families, anyhow, on

the patriarchal scale—positive broods. President

Roosevelt can make himself easy on the score of race

suicide south of Panama. The children are the most

engaging little velvet-eyed beggars too. I stayed in

a country house near here last week—a big hacienda

literally packed with them, of all ages and sizes

Am
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from a babe a span long upwards, so I have seen

Spanish-American home life at close quarters.

Indeed it has charm. At moments I felt dovwiright

envious of my host. The patriarchal stunt had me,

so that it struck me as a rather pointless

proceeding to spend oneself in piling up money,

with no fruit of one's loins to inherit and make play

with one's riches in the future. It is a little rough

on us, my dear Fan, is it not? I never quite make
out how far you really mind; but, as I grow older,

my regret does not lessen. To have no stake in the

younger generation is bad for a man—incHnes him

to recklessness. One swings too loose. Honestly

I feel it
'

Frances Copley read no further.

She closed her eyes. Her face grew very white.

She let her hands, and the letter they held, drop in

her lap. Morris had never reproached her before;

and this amounted to reproach, if indirect still

scathing. It cut her to the quick. Her poor heart

bled, seeming to empty itself drop by drop, until she

grew faint with the drain of it.

Perhaps she was illogical, still she did very certainly

suffer. She might, often did, distrust her husband
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and disapprove his doings. She was not in love with

him it is true. Whether she ever had been so may
be doubted. But she admired his cleverness, his

gaily brilliant personality. Was pleased and touched

—often against her better judgment—when he paid

her little lover-hke attentions, noticed and praised

what she wore, looked, or said. Morris had become

a habit, in short, though a habit she found herself

disposed to call a bad one sometimes, a habit against

which she rebelled, of which she even tried to break

herself. But to have the habit round on and

break her was as unexpected as it seemed unjust.

Not that she felt angry now. It went too deep for

that. She bled inwardly under the immense

humiliation of it.

The more so that Morris was, in some sort, within

his rights. Thinking of those proUfic new-world

Southern women and their extensive progeny, must

she not admit herself a failure? As a wife she had

not fulfilled her half of the contract in its material,

primitive aspects—she granted that. Only Morris

needn't, surely, have so clearly dotted the i's and

crossed the t's? It was ur ..»erous, specially un-

generous to suggest she did not 'really mind.'

illi;
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'Really mind !—really mind !'

The tears ran out of Frances Copley's closed eyes

and down her white cheeks, and her lips quivered.

For to her a depth of accusation resided in those

words, thus applied. Her fastidiousness, her refine-

ment, her too delicate sense of honour, her too good

breeding, were arraigned in those two words and

condemned. Morris had grown tired of these things

in her. They hampered him. He pulled at the

chain by which marriage bound him to her. At a

distance, free to live his own life, he discovered he

had no particular use for her any more—and not

unskilfully told her so.

\Vhich did not for an instant mean he proposed

to desert her. On the contrary, he would come back

—when it suited him, sooner or later—^pour money

into her lap and bid her spend it with a lavish hand,

thereby satisfying her tastes and his love of the

spectacular—Be the smartest of the smart. Multiply

houses, servants, motor-cars, horses, patronise the

arts, splendidly entertain. Oh ! she knew the whole

gilded programme by rote !

But if, by chance, when he came back, all these

magnanimities were not required of him? If he did
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not find her ? If she was herself no longer accessible

—no longer here?

Frances Copley stiffened in the luxurious arm-

chair. Her tears ceased, and her mothlike eyes

opened wide, searching, searching, half terrified,

half fascinated by something she vaguely appre-

hended, vaguely inwardly saw.

The scent of Charlie Montagu's giant lilies filtered

into the room, impregnating the air. The guile-

less, fresh-complexioned poUce constable, having

finished his tea in company with his formidably

respectable wife in the basement, was in act of

carrying the last of the luggage upstairs. Frances

heard the heavy tread of his large, slippered feet,

and the chippering accents of her maid, holding

friendly converse with him during his amiable if

ponderous ascent.

These sounds, reaching her intelligence, awoke her

from her trance, recalling her to things ordered and

ordinary as from another world. Listening to them

she regained, though not without struggle, the

conscious control and direction of her will. She knev;

what she meant to do—or rather attempt to do, for

it trenched on prodigy, on the miraculous. It was

U^'

i
'
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a song of degrees, moreover. It would take time and

effort. The end was not yet. Nor, in a sense, the

beginning either—not, that is, to-night.

To-night must be given to rest, to the schooling

of jarred nerves and of a troubled heart. Therefore

she would deal very simply with herself. Would

eat, and after dimier would go to bed; and there

read herself calm, read herself absorbed and quiet

till sleep came to her. A new >iook by Hewlett lay

on the table at her elbow, its leaves still uncut.

She had ordered it because, so she learned from

reviews while at Stourmouth, it told of redemption,

of the union of long-parted lovers, breathed of the

open air and of flowers, and of the sweet freedom of

untenanted spaces by valley and by down. That

would suit her humour. She would read it, drench

herself with the poetry, the fair words and images

of it, until, please God, she slept.

To-morrow morning she would write certain duty

letters. One to dear little Lucia Fitz-Gibbon, one

to her late hostess, Mrs Allenby-Knox, and one to

Morris. That last must be delicately and bravely

done. Telling him not to hurry, to take his time,

and on no account to think of quitting South America
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until he could do so with comfortable conviction

business would not suffer from his absence. Having

put his hand to th'' extremely profitable plough, let

him by no means turn back on her account. She

would write affectionately, ignoring—by even the

most distant illusion—the matter which had so

deeply pained her. For her will was good towards

Morris, wholly good. She would assure him that

she, for her part, was well and contented, that every

one had been delightful to her both at Napworth

and Stourmouth, that both houses stood permanently

open-doored should she elect to revisit them at any

moment.

To-morrow afternoon she would go out for a while,

and walk in the dusty aridity of this autumnal

London, which was so new to her. She had never

seen it before. It told strange stories, provoking

wonder and p' . It meant much.

Then, at five o'clock, and not till then—having

made herself ready in body and in soul—she would

enter the drawing-room and wait.



CHAPTER VI

Tun great cats were restless this evening and com-

plained behind their prison bars. The moaning

cough of a lion, presently swelling to the sombre

splendour of his full-throated roar, was borne upon

the fitful south-easterly wind. A wind a little

sinister in its dry warmth; tli. breath of it tainted

by passage over miles of streets, miles of buildings

and the some millions of but indifferently washen

humanity re- i.nt therein.

It bellied the lace curtains of an open window as

Frances Copley, pushing apart the high, narrow doors

came into the drawing-room; and, snatching at the

long 'angel sleeves' of her gray tea-gown, sent them

fluttering up from her shoulders like a pair of filmy

wings. In an instant or so it fell dead again, or in

any case withdrew itself otherwhere. The curtains

dropped limply into place, and Frances's wings were

folded—her sleeves hanging straight, the pointed

ends of them brushing the ground on either side her

clinging silken skirts.

>34
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She came a few steps forward, and remained for

a while looking, listening, taking in—gently resolute

—each detail of her surroundings. Everything was
in place; yet the room seemed bare and unfriendly

seen in the dull, diffused evening light. Well, its

unfriendliness must be conquered then—that was
all. Sympathy and understanding must be re-

established between herself and it. She had lost

touch—she feared she might do so—owing, not only

to absence, but to the larger knowledge she had

gained, during that absence, of much which had
formerly taken place here. There were n^w elements

to be counted with, new impediments to be sur-

mounted. And this represented a set-back, to be

met with patience, with imagination and, above all,

with a perfect sincerity of purpose. She must work.

Fortunately, there was no longer need to hurry

events, since Morris postponed his return from the

silver-spouting Andes. And of work she wasn't

afraid. Indeed she hailed it. Conquest is precious

in proportion to the strain and stress it entails—

Once again that old story of a seasoning of pain

needed for the perfecting of bliss.—She did not ask

for a walk-over. For had she not unlimited treasure
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of patience, or of any other virtue required, very

much at the disposal of the tall villa ? Was she not,

in her present humour, prepared to woo that rath-

absurd and strangely secretive dwelling, until,

cajoled by her gracious importunity, it yielded up
the last fraction of its mystery?

And there Frances rather tremulously smiled;

while, her hands clasped high on her bosom, she at

last found tender courage to look at the gilt-framed,

cane-seated arm-chair of amazing memories, set by
the fireplace—calling it, in some sort, to witness

both the strength and pu» ity of her present intention.

The chair was empty. Not for an instar.t had she

expected it to be otherwise than empty. Yet the

sight of it tended to confirm her faith, to revive her

finer devotion, thus awakening an echo at least of

her earUer felicity. And in this she let herself

thankfully rest, satisfied for the time being to ask

nothing further.

Lightly and swiftly she moved back and closed the

doors on to the gallery, shutting herself in with those

dear echoes of her former delight. Crossed the room
and closed the window also. For the wind began

to torment the curtains again; while it brought,
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on Its tainted breath, the renewed and tremendous

complaint of the caged lion.

And that complaint Frances didn't wish to hear,

finding it agitating as some voice of elemental

protest, of elemental upheaval and danger. She

dreaded agitations from without at this particular

juncture, as threatening the detachment, the

unruffled temper, in which spiritual enthusiasm

blossoms and thrives. Against outside agitations of

the commoner sort—Charlie Montagu to wit—she
had akeady taken precautions. If she wanted any-

thing she would ring. If any one wanted her, they

couldn't simply have her. She was not at home.

Absolutely she received no guests. She had as-

certained, moreover, to her relief, that innocent but

possible marplot of an insulator, the police constable,

was out of the house, away on duty and not due

to return till morning.

In these elaborate provisions Frances took a sub-

jective, and, some may hold, slightly morbid pleasure,

as in the style and finish of her dress. But both

they and it were, indeed, in a manner hieratic, part

of a self-invented ritual by which she sought fitly to

aiiproach the consummation she iiad in view.

If,

(J
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Deeply, even bitterly in earnest, just on that very

account Frances Copley—being who and what she

was—thus embroidered her theme, dallied, playing

hide and seek with the sternness of her own purpose,

and to that end multiplied modes of procedure on
her way.

Safe now, behind closed doors and windows, orders

given which should effectuaUy block intrusion from
persons of normal flesh and blood, she sat down at

the piano and gave herself to the weaving of dim-

coloured, pensive harmonies, such as her soul loved

in music, in painting, and in verse. She turned for

refreshment to art—in which the atmosphere of

Allenby Lodge and of dear Napworth, though each

delicious according to its own fashion, was, it must
be conceded, not a Uttle deficient. And that invited

refreshment proved great. It Ughtened effort and
the strain of suspense. It softened the humiliation

caused by her husband's letter. It extinguished

her too Svely awareness of the crudities and
squalor of this autumnal London, stretching out

on every side to the horizon ugly and immense.

It worked in her towards acquiescence in what-

ever might be destined to befall, an acquiescence
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for clearness of vision and

139

inwardmaking

peace.

' Tout lasse, tout passe, tout casse,' she told herself.

'Yes, one sees—isn't it driven home on one only

too sharply and perpetually?—that is so. Yet art

remains—a secure and lovely refuge. A well in the

desert which never goes dry whatever the drought,

and from which, having once drunk, one s blessedly

at Uberty to drink again, in one's need, whenever
one may wish.'

In this gracious frame of mind, tranquillised,

freed horn the tyrannies of time and place, Mrs
Copley continued. So that when, about half an hour
later, the doors on to the gallery silently opened,

apparently of themselves, and as silently shut, she

took the strange event calmly. A thriU of expecta-

tion and of triumph went through her it is true,

while, quietly turning her head, she looked into the

great oval mirror set as central panel in the waU on
her left. In it, just perceptible through the mourn-
ful, now fading, evening light, she saw an upright

shadow—that of a man, tall in height—standing
behind her. At the ^ame time she felt a chiU

diaught of al-r shiver her transparent drooping
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sleeves and stir the small stray curb upon the nape
of her neck.

For some few seconds the shadow seemed to pause,

as though irresolute what direction to pursue. Then
she saw it move forward and take up its station by
the inward curve of the piano case facing her.

Frances's slender fingers played on, touching the

keys softly, mechanically; but her breath caught in

short sighs. She could not control it, for it answered

to a pain which clutched, like the opening and closing

of a sharp, thin hand, at her heart. And she stiu

looked into the mirror. She judged it safest so, till

the pain ceased and she had fuller mastery of her

nerves, and of her muscles also. At present she

knew herself to be incapable of intelligible speech.

Knew, further, that although his coming crowned her

dearest hopes with the promise of fruition, she must
infallibly suffer a moment of mortal terror when
first addressing her discamate guest and looking

him in the face. Rich in theory, she had failed to

discount the pangs of such a moment as yet. Now
they threatened her as a rather horrible certainty,

close at hand. Her spirit might be, was indeed,

fondly willing, but her poor flesh cried out its
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weakness. Neither compassion, nor romance, nor
that ultimate design conceived after reading her
husband's letter yesterday-as a method of release
both for him and for herself-proved strong enough,
so she sorrowfully recognised, to queU her natural
shrinking from commerce with this abnormal being,
who so tragicaUy had made the worst of both worlds,'

figuring before her as a deserter-though, to her
thinking, an heroic one—ahke from life and from
death.

She gazed, therefore, not at the appearance itself

but at its image in the mirror, seeing the room, on
either side the faint and misty blur of it, with aU
the finical neatness and precision a mirror gives.

An effect artificial, even quaintly deceitful, like the
sly smile of one who knows more than he, or she,

intends to tell.

This effect of smiling reticence, of knowing more, of
knowing best, affected Frances, bringing the thought
of Mrs Cassidy to her mind. As once before, she
had the impression that lovely and treacherous
woman, Alexis, Lord Oxley's ex-mistress, watched
her in mingled challenge and am- Tement. And this
stung her to decision. StiU playing, making muted.
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wistful music, Frances Copley txirned her head and

braced herself to speak.

' When you first came,' she said, her voice veiled,

husky, even a Uttle broken, ' I was afraid. I thought

only of myself. 1 was terrified both at you and at

what you might demand from me. I hastened to

leave this house, to go away and try to forget. But

I wasn't permitted to forget. While I was away

iruch concerning you was told me which changed

my feeling towards you, and showed me my duty.

I have come back of my own free will. I am still

afraid; but I no longer mind being afraid. My
desire now is not to avoid but rather to seek you.

For, as I have learned, we are kinsfolk, you and I,

and, since this house is muie, you are in a sense my
guest. Of that I have come to be glad. I claim you

as part of my inheritance—the most valued, the

most welcome portion, if you so will it. If I can help,

serve, comfort you, I am ready to do so to the utmost

of my poor capacity. What conditions, what laws,

rule your present state of being I don't, of course,

know—nor .vhether what I say is intelligible to you.

But even though niy speech may not be so, I can't

but hope my intention and my sympathy are.'

X
i 1
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A pure and sweet radiance, an effulgence of appeal
and reverent pity showed itself in Frances's expres-

sion and intonation.

'I shaU live in that hope,' she told him, with
gently engaging fervour. ' Every day I will come to
this room at the same hour. I will wait for you here,

so that, if you wish to reveal yourself further to me,
you may have opportunity and leisure to do so.

There's no hurry, no compulsion. Only, as I say,

I am ready.'

She got thus far and stopped, the audacity and
conceivable impiety of these promises and proposals

borne in upon her.

For might not she, only too probably, be invoking

forces outside the legitimate human sphere, forces

alt04,.;ther beyond her power to deal with or control .'

Might she not sully and debauch her . science by
this rather prodigious compact, as by participation

in unholy practices, assistance at some Black Mass?
Imagination rioted. She felt to skirt the Up of an
abyss deeper than time, peopled by nameless and
forbidden shapes of hideous import and incal-

culable potency. Stumuiing, losing her foot-

hold by ever so Uttle, she might fall into that
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seething pit of honor, fall past al' recovery,

all help.

Then, on a sudden, she understood what was
happening to her. The moment so lately prevised

had, in fact, arrived—the inevitable moment of

mortal terror. The pang of it were upon her,

great as those of birth or «he agony of dissolution—

both of which they, in some sort, repeated and pre-

figured. For wasn't she, in truth, both giving birth

and suffering death in most marvellous fashion, awe-

inspiring rites of initiation operating upon her?

She had offered herself, was accepted. Mysteries

were in process of being revealed to her. She also,

though in an inverse position, was ' breaking through.'

As the dead man forced his way so wonderfully back

into the earthly environment by presenting himself

visibly to her, so she now forced her way onward,

out of that same earthly environment. In both cases

Nature was defied, in a sense outraged, and of

necessity took her just revenge by the infliction of

suffering.

Yet, e%'en when tJie trial was at its height,

Frances had faith the pangs would pass could she

but endure; and that, with theii passing, victory
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be achieved of the highest illumination and
advantage.

Meanwhile, in good truth, they were merciless.

They tore her, so that she bowed her delicate body
together, leaning her head down and down until her
forehead rested upon the backs of her hands, still

extended over the keyboard of the piano.

'I dare it all,' she sobbed in her anguish of flesh

and spirit. 'I give myself wiUingly—give myself as

ransom for the weU-being and happiness of both.
Yes, both, both—for Morris's freedom to Uve
largely, fruitfully, byme unclaimed and unhampered;
and for this wandering soul to gain redemption, no
longer sense-bound and passion-tormented, to rest in

peace.'

With which supreme act of will and of devotion
the climax was presently reached. Frances came out
on the other side—only so can I phrase it, existing

terminology being as yet inexact and misleading in

respect of such rare psychic and psychologic experi-

ences. This much it is possible, however, to record
—namely, that her state was radically yet very
subtly changed. Through those amazing self-

invited rites of initiation she acquired the sixth

HI
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sense and penetrated, in a degree, the fourth

dimension, so that henceforth the super-normal was
to her normal. She was delivered from the delusion

of finality, the earthly life of the individual soul

falling into its true and reasoned relation to the sum
of things—as ut a smgle lap in the eternal race, a

single stage of the eternal journey; as but one

dwelling, and that how small a one, in a city of

measureless dimensions. This not to the derogation

of her present mortal and mundane condition; for

she saw it no less precious, no less momentous or

actual than any condition preceding or following it.

Saw it as an essential link in the mighty chain of

personal being, which without the chain would be

faulty, broken and incomplete. To acclaim only

the whole is, as she perceived, an error, since a whole

without each and all of its parts is unthinkable,

monstrous. But to limit thought and vision to one

part alone is equally erroneous; and hence fraught

with much practical distress and danger to both soul

and spirit.

The immediate and direct effect of all which, upon

Frances Copley, made for liberty from many conven-

tions and superstitions; her feet, like those of the
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Psalmbt, being thereby 'set in a large room.' She
awoke to a wondering thankfulness, a happy
spaciousness of moral and mental outlook, along
with a sense of physical relief, of tension relaxed and
pain obliterated. She breathed evenly and freely

once more, felt her nerves steady, her body at ease,

her confidence restored.

Sitting upright, she raised her hands, passing them
over her eyes as though wafting away some last

remnant of unrestful sleep and ugly dreaming.

So doing, she became aware that her ghostly
companion not only had moved but had suffered

some change also. He now stood close beside and
leaned over her. The outlines of his handsome
person had gained in distinctness, his whole figure

in substance and opacity. She could distinguish the
colour of his clothing, of his black satin stock,

short-waisted blue coat and buff cord breeches, his
high riding-boots creased and wrinkled to the fine-

ness of the ankle. His hands she could not see, they
being apparently clasped behind him.

Lifting her graceful head, the dawn of a smile in
her eyes and upon her lips, Frances looked up into
his face, now so near to her own, and that without
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shrinking or republon although it still showed vague,

a dull, reddish-gray blotch, through the encompassing

twilight. Yet this, beyond begetting in her wistful

yearning compassion, affected her but little. It, in

fact, as she joyfully registered, quite curiously didn't

matter. It offered no impediment to sympathy nor

to intercourse of the kind she now understood to be

possible. For, thanks to those cruel rites of initia-

tion, invited, performed, and successfully endured,

some new faculty of apprehension, new mode of

approach and interchange of consciousness, had come
into play.

As yet she felt to grope after it, as a baby child,

learning to speak, gropes after the accredited sounds

and association of syllables by which to convey its

needs and express its emotions. She was at the

alphabet only of this new and sublimated language.

But she would master it. Oh, yes, she exultantly

told herself, given practice and application she would
master it. Already didn't it begin to work—this

strange new faculty of approach, of interpenetration ?

She felt convinced it did. Felt convinced, moreover,

that her gh. ly visitant in some sort responded,

being sensible o' her altered and enlightened state.
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Persuaded thus that, at last, she did veritebly
hold him to touch, that intelUgent communication
was established between herself and him, Frances's

smile brightened to a delightful gladness which set

forth the value of her fragile moonlight beauty to
the full. She looked, indeed, exceedingly lovely
just then, in the repose of her proven courage, in

her wonder of discovery and achievement.

'As I have said, you and I are kinsfolk, but in the
last few minutes haven't we improved on that,

converting the hereditary connection into some-
thing of a personal one?' she asked him, with
sweetly tempered gaiety. 'Mayn't we go so far as
to declare ourselves friends who, through much
tribulation—for I also have suffered, though in a
humbler, -less conspicuous manner than you—have
been drawn to one another, very wonderfully been
made known to one another to our mutual advantage
and content?'

And here, though by instinct and habit the least

erotic or flirtatious of women, Frances intentionaUy

put forth all her power to captivate and to engage.

For she, on her part, became aUve to the increasing

attraction exercised over her by this amazing
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companion. Fear ceased, giving place to quite

opposite sensations, to enjoyment, indeed, of hit

presence. Not alone a philanthropic duty-call to

aid the enlargement of some unhappy earthbound

spirit now animated her, but feelings decidedly less

abstract and more genial. For vhile the minutes

passed, the man himself—if as man she could in

reason regard him—his character and qualities, as

revealed to her through the medium of the much
enlightening sixth sense, claimed Frances Copley's

approval and satisfied her rather exacting taste.

Granted, poor dear, he had run after strange flesh,

loved not wisely but far too weU, and, in the despair-

ing sequel, taken means reprehensibly crude—as in

the event shoutingly unsuccessful to obt.iin release

from sorrow—yrt, as she now re-.d him, he remained

throughout a finely tempered, finely sensitive

creature. She warmed to his reckless devotion,

though bestowed on so thankless a feminine object.

Oh I without doubt little Lady Lucia was right, on
that perfect summer evening strolling up over the

great lawns from the lake, at beautiful Napworth,
when she declared suicide, in his peculiar case, a
beau geste, rather than an act of cowardice I
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Now, as with the lessening daylight the lofty

drawing-room of the tall villa became a pUce of
brooding obscurity, of uncertain forms and shadows,
Frances was aware that the human aspects of
her strai:-e companion gained very strangely in

actuality and in appeal. What he had formerly
been, all the notable promise of hb nature and
circumstances—befo.-e that same ill-judged, though
engaging beau gesU set him miserably wandering,
outlawed by his own deed alike from both worid^
—became arrestingly and very wonderfuUy clear to
htr.

'Let us trust one another,' she therefore presently
prayed him, her soft husky voice taking an endearing
accent and cadence. 'I earnestly beg you to have
confidence in me, as I most truly have confidence in
you. Let us agree to put all desperation away from
us-for you, in your time, if what I hear of you is

true, have been somewhat over-desperate. You
see I make bold to claim the privilege, of friendship
and speak to you without subterfuge or circumlocu-
tion. If, as they tell me, by a woman you were
broken, by a woman shall _vou be healed—even b •

me. While, if by a man I have been wounded, by
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a man will I be healed- jven by you. Each shaU
act as physician to the other, thus curing sickness
and adjusting past trials and wrongs. Ah ! believe
me,' she very charmingly admonished him, 'it will
all work out to an excellently comfortable conclusion
if we keep faith with one another, you, Alexis, Lord
Oxiey, my kinsman, and I. For it can't be for noth-
ing we are permitted this extraordinary intercourse,

£0 contrary to the conduct and probabilities of
ordinary experience. In justice to our own intelli-

gence we must make a success of it. For wouldn't
it amount to a quite scandalous admission of
ineptitude to let the whole business end here and
now, sinking out of sighi into nothingness Kke so
much water spilled on sand?"

Carried out oi herself, transported by her own
words and emotion, Frances rose to her feet as she
concluded her speech. Down the side street, mean-
while, and along the road in front of the house, a
lamplighter made his evening round. Following
immediately upon his progress, yellow-gleaming
brightness flashed up and inward through the high
narrow windows, stamping the pattern of the lace
curtains in fine filigree upon wall and ceiling.
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transforming the room from an abode of brooding
obscurity into one of deUcately fantastic Ught.

In this sudden iUumination, far from fading out
with the vanishing shadows, her visitor's person
appeared to Frances to cast off its last semblance
of the spectral and unreal. Definite in colour and
in contour-always excepting the face-positive and
substantial as that of any gentleman her contem-
porary and acquaintance who, for reasons best known
to himself, should elect to masquerade, at six o'clock
of an autu i evening, in his great-grandfather's
clothes, it was there opposite to her, head and
shoulders sHghtly inclined as though courteously
observant of herself and attentive to her address.

In aU which hadn't she cause enough, in good
truth, for glorying of the liveUest? For didn't this
courteous and, indeed, ataiost affectionate attitude
very richly justify her beh;f that her meaning
and purpose penetrated his understanding, not only
finding intelligent lodgment there, but ready
acceptance and entertainment? She had been very
frank, very outspoken concerning his past action
and present parlous state. But this he evidently
didn't resent. He in no wise repulsed her advances.
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On the contrary, she divined a deepening apprecia-

tion, deepening sympathy. To Frances this speUed
victory—triumph, and that of the rarest sort. The
promise of that enchanted time spent under the roof

of wonderful old Mrs AUenby-Knox, at Stourmouth,

—when this, her crusade of rescue, was first con-

ceived—was in act of being quite royally fulfilled.

From out the long record of failure,, with which she

sadly credited herself, leaped a success little short

of miraculous. She had staked so much—so
immensely, incalculably much, and won !—So at

least she delightedly assured herself.

Still, the whole affair being of such extravagant a
quality, she craved further outside testimony to

that delightful assurance. The reality of her

suco:ss meant just everything to her. She hugged
her behef in it, and cried for greater certitude

on account of its very delightfulness. Her excite-

ment was intense; but thanks to the innate

sweetness and refinement of her nature, excitement

in no respect demoralised her. robbing her of charm
or outward restraint.

'Lord Oxiey,' she began, 'I beg you, tell me, do
you agree? Will you enter into the compact and
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help me to continue this beautiful adventure, tUs
joining of hands across the river of death. For, as
I see it, it is nothing less than that. WiU you aime
to me here, visibly, as this evening, again? That
you should do so would give me the highest satisfac-

tion—would indeed make me sing-alarly happy. I
speak in all sincerity. WiU you not speak to me
in return? 1 conjure you give me some sign,

answer me.'

And, in her fervour, forgetful of his discamate
predicament, she suited her action to that image of
hand-clasping across the watere of death, and, in
fact, held out ner hand to him. But when, after
hesitation, as c' one bewildered coming to himself,
he moved a step nearer, bringing both hands from
behind his back, she recoiled in something approach-
ing disgust. Vio!o.ice in any and every form was
hateful to her, and here Frances set eyes on the
symbol, at least, of violence of the coarsest sort.
This s^vung her back out of cherished triumph into
sentiment of quite otuer and earlier character. For
in his right hand her visitor clasped a heavy pUtol-
seeing which she also saw, with rather terrible
distinctness of detail, this very same visitor lying
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dead in the little square garden outside—where the
fitful south-easterly breeze just now shivered the
sooty shrubs and withered roses—the gray flags on
which he lay, the steps, and foolishly prandng stone
lions, horribly bespattered with hLs brains and blood.

'Oh
! no—no,' she cried in agonised protest, 'not

that. Lord Oxley. In mercy spare both yourself
and me any fresh rehearsal of that hideous catas-

trophe. It is over-for ever done with. Never let

us recall it. That you should obliterate aU thought
of it, gain final reUef from the consequences of it,

has been my fondest hope, my dearest object.'

Surely you understand it's the very core and heart
of this whole amazing business? Surely you're not
going so bitterly to disappoint me? Tell me, assure
me you do know this, that you do intend to work
with me—that you do understand?*

A space of-to Frances Zopley-poignant suspense
followed, while she strained every sense, every
faculty, to the detection and reception of some
answering message. And at last, faintly, dimly,

one began to reach her—though whether audibly,'

through the medium of ordinary speech, or through
the new and sublimated channel of conununion lately
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disclosed to her. where mind reveals itself directly
to nund. she couldn't for certain say. She listened
intently, intensely, to an utterance at first in-
coherent, as that of a person awakening from
gnevous sickness to consciousness and to sanity
The struggle after expression struck her as infinitely
pathetic.

'

He understood. He was grateful. Her com-
passion, her splendid effort claimed and compeUed
hira. But long silence, long disuse made him inept
tongue-tied._Yes,he would come again, since she
desu-ed it-he himself also desiring it. It could be
done-could be done, his dawning recovery of wiU
being stimulated and supported by her active will

'

This, or something to this effect, she gathered to
her great contentment though also to her no smaU
agitation. For this ghostly parley, while setting
a convincing seal of actuaUty upon the whole
transaction, was on that very account not a little
portentous.

'It's a bargain, then.' she gently told him. exer-
cising rigid self-control, though she shivered even as
the withered roses in the breath of the east wind
out of doors. -I am more than glad. I shall not
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be unpunctual either to-morrow or after to-morrow,

I give you my word. Now—for to-night, farewell.

I—I am a little tired," she said.

Going downstairs, Frances clung to the handrail

of the slendei twisted balusters. Victory exacted
its price. The tax on nerves and on imagination

had been enormous. Reaching the hall, faintness

overcame her. She sank, a piteous crumpled heap,

upon the floor.



CHAPTER VII

EnzABHTH, the housemaid, drew back the daffodil-
yeUow and white striped curtains. Raised the
bhnds, flooding the room with the misty sunshine
of a London autumn morning. She brought the
mccly-appointed breakfast tray across to the bed-
side, and waited, her forehead worried, her pretty
hazel eyes at once timid and perplexed.

Obedient to the call of light and movement to
this opening of the ordinary diurnal domestic ordi-
nance, Frances Copley put up her hands, lifting the
soft weight of her hair from off her temples; sighed
and then-in spotless raiment of lawn, lace and
ribbons of pearl-gray and pearl-pink-^ew herself
up into a sitting position against the piUows. Vast
tracts of dreamless, yet somewhat dolorous, sleep
stretched away behind her-the sleep of nervous
exhaustion, from the depressing influences of which
consciousness disengaged itself but slowly, and not
without a measure of mental and physical distress
She mistook her bearings, hardly recognising where

59
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or indeed who, she was. The edges of her men-
tahty were curiously frayed and raveUed. All
objects which met her gaze-the neat blue-and-
white clad maid, the breakfast tray, the daffodil-and-

white hung bedchamber—seemed curiously unmean-
ing, unrelated, and remote, in this bewildering

emergence from those vast and doleful tracts of sleep.

But, shortly, her natural graciousness, and quick
consideration for the comfort of others, asserted
itself in face of the young housemaid's evidently
troubled state.

•Have I overslept myself? Is it very late,

Elizabeth?" she asked.

'After half-past ten, ma'am—and I've been in
three times already, but didn't Uke to disturb you,
you seemed so quiet. Only me and Mrs Cheape'
—inappropriate name of the formidably respectable
wife of the poUce constable—'were frightened 10 let

you go on any longer without nourishment. You
see, ma'am, you never had any proper dinner last

night.'

Hearing which admonitory and somewhat re-

proachful statement, Frances Copley's consciousness
further disengaged itself. Remembrance fled, rather
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breathlessly, backward across the intervening tracts
of sleep to events and experiences immediately
preceding them-from which they might, indeed,
be judged to derive. Under the pressure of the
diurnal domestic ordinance, as represented by her
breakfast tray, under the pressure, too, of the hoarse
continuous murmur of London and its myriad
activities-ranging away for miles on every hand
in the misty autumnal sunshine—those events and
experiences assumed a high improbability. Reason
faltered, denying credence to offers made,
promises given, to that compact respecting further
intercourse, to the whole prodigious affair, in short.
of commerce with the dead. Her triumph of last

night, this morning took on vulgar pathological
suggestions. Had not she been overwrought,
hysterical, a prey to morbid hallucinations?

She glanced at the little black-hooded telephone
upon the table by her bed-that ugly, mechanical
canceUer of time and space. Should she ring up
Dr Plowden. or his understudy?—The great man
himself was still probably on holiday.—Request
attendance, report her coUapse? Disclosure need
go no further than that at present.
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Suddenly she discovered herself to be almost

sickeni-igly in want of food. The telephone could

wait. She would breakfast before deciding to

commit herself to the ministrations of the Faculty.

Not only did she breakfast, but bathed and leisurely

dressed. She felt languid and listless, above all

indescribably lonely. The sunshine mocked; so

that she was glad when about midday the wind,

shifting, began to draw up cloud in the west. The
hours went leaden-footed. Scepticism oppressed

her. She suffered a coldness, a blank indifference

towards her real, or supposed, mission. Yet she,

in fact, neither telephoned for Dr Plowden, nor did

she fail, at the appointed time, to keep her

tryst.

Rain, by now, fell steadily but softly, in a quiet,

penetrating soak. Pavements and roadway took

on a darker hue. Air and earth were alike released

from the all-pervading curse of dust. A freshness

tilled the drawing-room, distilled by the silent,

grateful wet. And Frances Copley, drawing the gilt,

cane-seated arm-chair, of fateful memory, into the

shallow embrasure of the second window, sat down
there within the shelter of the lace curtains and
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looked out over the trees on the canal bank into
the gray rain-blotted vistas of the park.

Thus the skies wept to the refreshing of parched
and arid London. And presently, almost unawares,
Frances wept with them, tears stealing quietly down
her cheeks unchecked.

She bent her he-.d, and setting her elbow on the
gilded chair-arm, rested her chin in the pahn of her
hand. Eventually refreshment came to her, also,

through this breaking of the drought; for ahhough*
she was still immers.>d in sadness, that sadness was
of gentler quaUty, unsullied by anger or revolt. Her
sympathy went out to all creatures who suffered in
mind, body, or estate. Among them it went out to
herself, in a strangely impersonal manner, she
withdrawn, contemplating, as from a distance, her
own high hopes, her ecstacies, yesterday's claim
to achievement, to-day's revulsion, apathy, and
weariful distrust.

' Oh I to be stable," she told herself. ' To be fixed,

with some sure foundation in oneself or in another
on which to build. My heart is hungry.—This cliiU

indifference grows out of that hunger.—Yet- yet, at
least in act, I have kept faith. I am here, ready to
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fulfil my .hare of the-perhap» only imagined—
bargain. If I've deceived myself, or nave been
deceived by an unhealthy condition of nerves and
brain, I will yet remain true to my delusion. Neither
the good Plowden, nor his understudy, shaU inter-

fere to cure me of it against my yiU.'

Frances raised her head, looked round, her
attention claimed by a just perceptible whisper of

footsteps crossing the carpet, and saw, through the
blur of her tears, the form of a young man approach
her, both hands extended and both hands empty.
*Ah

! you too keep faith,' she rather brokenly
exclaimed. 'And you give me the sign I You
come unarmed—at peace with yourself, as I joyfully

dare beUeve, and therefore bringing peace to me.'
This marked the last of Frances Copley's divaga-

tions. From now onward she possessed the stability

for which she had prayed. If Hfe narrowed for her,

it also deepened, as is the way of Hfe when lived

under the dominance of a single idea and according
to rule. Each day conformed to an inflexible pattern,

her course rendered the easier because representa-

tives of the world to which she belonged rarely

honoured London, at that pre-war period, save as
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birds of passage during the autumnal season of the
year. Frances's exile to the conlines of Primrose
Hill helped further to secure her against intrusion.
For what distinguished bird -

willingly wing its flight so fa. i

approved by fashion?

She spent the moming« ,i; tu

attending to her correspi.h'. n...

amount of business, don 'i: or

demand her care. The gmltics
and Mrs Cheape departed, and
maids were duly restored to her, ti.u. making her
modest establishment complete. Keeping Conti-
nental hours, she came down to luncheon at noon
and, after that meal, walked in the park, along the
road bordering the canal; or-taking train or taxi-
cab-went sociaUy west, though actually and
geographically southward, upon errands of shopping,
picture seeing, and the like. On her retv i she had
tea in Morris's library, only subsequent to ,*rhich did
the serious work of each twenty-four hours actually
commence. The rest wa^i automatic, a matter of
sleep-walking almost, so little did it touch the finer
issues and interests of her mind and heart.
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She changed her dress, makhig herself deUcately
resplendent in soft-hued silks and velvets, jewels,

filmy tissues, costly embroideries, and lace. Thus
arrayed, as for an assembly, she entered the drawing-
room, there to sit at first in dusk and firelight, later

on, as the days shortened and nights lengthened, in

fireUght and that of cleverly-shaded lamps, some-
times solitary, but more often in converse with
Alexis, Lord Oxley's imlaid ghost.

The nature and method of the said converse is

far from easy to describe. Notwithstanding her

acquisition of the—so to caU it-sixth sense, to

sustain and develop that converse kept Frances
Copley's wits, kept her so happUy enlarged power of

receptivity and divination, very much at the salute.

All the time she must be on the spot, her whole
attention, her whole emotion, ficuscd upon her
companion; or mental contact weakened so that she
ceased entirely to hold his mind and to interpret his

needs and thought. He began to sKp away from
her apprehension, to flicker out.—Nevir, truly, had
mother stranger child to humour and tenderly to

school
!

Never had nurse m.ore t-lirsive patient to
win back to sanity and health I Not that for one
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instant was he other than gentle and docile with
her

;
anxious, so she surely read him, to meet, even

to forestaU, her every request, her every wish. For
e»ch scrap of her giving he'd have given double,
treble in return—if he could. But he couldn't—
and in just exactly that lay the extreme pathos, the
almost agonising attraction of him and his situation,

the quite heart-breaking charm which, to Frances,
never lessened or grew stale.

Presently, striving after a definition, that common
phrase 'a lost soul' began to take on a new and
curiously actual meaning for her. It wasn't a figure

of speech, but a scientific reality and fact, and this

in its simplest and most obvious application. For,
as time passed, she grew to understand that she
dealt not with one sick, stiU less with one mad, or
even with a person of different nationaUty, language,

and traditions to herself, but with one lost. Just pre-
cisely that. A creature lost—condemned to wander
without direction and without hope. One for whom
neither sun nor moon rose or set, for whom no stars

shone to steer by through the blank confusion of
an endless, featureless waste. For wasn't he every
bit as much lost as any solitary castaway at sea.
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any strayed traveller in trackless desert or pathless
forest? He couldn't find the way. There wasn't,
indeed, any way to find. He moved in a maze from
which there was no exit, journeyed in a vicious
circle, perpetually returning whence he started.

With this added horror, that his only link with things,

either of spirit or of sense, was a recurrent draw to
this house, the quaintly furtive tall villa, which had
sheltered the passion and despair of his young man-
hood—a recurrent draw to rehearse the cubninating
act, engendered by that despair in futile, phantom
loneliness.

To Frances Copley, as she increasingly appreciated
and entered into it, his sentence appeared sad beyond
any more active and direct form of imaginable
punishment. For the curse of the forsaken and
forgotten was upon it, the curse of being cut off,

cast out—lost. And it lay with her to teach him he
wasn't lost, to guide him out of the maze, to break
up the vicious circle—to pray him out of Purgatory,
in fine, not with phrases, but with an illimitable

patience, appHcation, and provenant tenderness.

Along these lines she not unsuccessfully worked;
but the process was slow, and, to her, arduous. For
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the ground of their intercourse was, of necessity,

extraordinarily restricted. He Uved in memory
only, his relation to the modem world being limited

to his commerce with herself.

Yet, notwithstanding their manifold limitations,

intimacy grew and ripened, becoming close and, to

Frances, very precious. For she loved, and that

with an absorbed and hidden wistfuJness. She wooed
Lord Oxley with music, with sweet words, implied

rather than positively said, with long waiting silences

with a fine reticence of comment when, in moments
of self-revelation, he held up the mirror to former

ambitions, sorrows, and to that infatuation which had
so lamentably proved his undoing and his curse.

Frances picked her way among cherished, half-

fearful mysteries, a strange light in her mothlike

eyes and smile upon her hps. She grew thin, however.

Sleep and appetite alike became capricious. She
was troubled by palpitations and a quick little cough.

That she should follow so defiiute and so peculiar

a programme, week in and week out, and not provoke

domestic speculation and remark would be asking

too much. The servants wondered, both in silence

and in speech; but strictly amongst themselves.
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Since food, wages, 'outings.' were generous, work
light, and Mrs Copley a 'real lady as anybody could

wish to serve, ever so kind and nice,' discipline and
loyalty prevailed. 'Considering what things were
done in some houses they could name '—with emphasis
and a pursing of the Ups—'if she chose to put on
'eavenly dresses to play the piano, in the drawing-

room by herself, from after tea tiU the dinner-bell

rung, for certain she'd the right.' And at that they

left matters.

To Frances, meanwhile, her course appeared

increasingly clear. For Flora Cressidy, of evil and
voluptuous memory, must be met with her own
weapons, beaten upon her own terrain, in respect of

loveliness at least. Hence she, Frances, must strive

to look her fairest, not despising those aids to and
enhancements of beauty which rich and tasteful

clothing unquestionably supply. This decking forth

of herself was, at moments, a weariness; yet she

persisted, spending time, strength, imagination upon

it, with a fervour ahnost reUgious in its exaltation.

The practice was rendered easier for her through

unlocked for bounty on the part of her uncle. Lord

Bulparc.
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For that so-large-hearted nobleman, where a pretty
woman was concerned, at the tail-end of a genial,
discursive letter-announcing the birth, to Lady
Lucia and Mr Ulick Fitz-Gibbon, of a son and heir
—informed his niece that he had to-day given him-
self the pleasure of placing five hundred pounds to
the credit of her banking account. He made light
of the transaction, excusing himself, indeed, for a
certain temerity in venturing to offer any such gift.

'But,' as he wrote, 'hearing that gad-about
husband of yours (who, in my opinion, you would
be well rid of altogether did Providence happen to
see things that way) may not be back in England
for another six months or more, as Lucia tells me,
I cannot help feeUng you may find youreelf straitened
for ready money. If you raise any objection to
accepting this trumpery sum from me, I warn you
I shaU be both offended and hurt. I shaU teU
no one-least of aU her ladyship. Nor, I trust,
will you. Just let it be between you and me!
my dear child, and the bed-post, if you please.'

Frances, touched and grateful, did raise no objec-
tion. Thus, by a curious inversion of all ordinary
procedure, Bulparc cash of the twentieth century
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indirectly ministered to the sohce of a member of
Bulparc family getting on for a century dead and
buried I

Her treasure-chest thus conveniently replenished
—and truth to tell the contents of it had faUen
pretty low—Frances permitted herself to buy some
new and more than ever delicious confections, where-
with to further the extinction of any memories of
Flora Cressidy's pernicious beauty which might still

survive. But, even while so doing, she could not
but ask herself, what would happen when the said
extinction was an accomplished fact? And here,
since it must be admitted her mental—or wasn't it

rather her emotional?—attitude had changed consid-
erably, not in intensity but in direction, she found
herself on the horns of a reaUy woeful dilemma.
For did not precisely the unholy influence exer-

cised by those same memories, hold the spirit of
Hora Cressidy's all too faithful ex-lover captive to
earth, captive above all to the tall xllJa, her former
dwelling place? Those monstrous bonds once
broken, logic compelled Frances's recognition of
what must inevitably foUow. And against the
inevitable event her poor heart increasingly rebelled.
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So that during the long, too often wakeful, nights
of late autumn and early winter, she would turn
restlessly in her bed. her eyes wide open in the
close, clinging darkness, while she mcde her
moan :

—

To save him. to set him free, is also to lose him
-unless, oh. unless it is granted me, and that
smlessly, without violence or law-breaking, to carry
out my design to the fuU.'

And she would pause, sDent even in thought
before the consummation she had so daringly con-
ceived on the evening of her return from her god-
mother's house at Stourmouth.

Affairs had already reached this pass by
the first week in November. Coming back one after-
noon, after an excursion to the shop of a certain
famous modiste in Dover Street, she paid off her taxim Regent's Park, about half a mile from home. The
rest of the way she would walk, since it was stiU
early and the weather unusually bright and mild
The bare black trees spread beneath a sky dimly
blue above and. in the west, flushed with faint
smoky rose. Looking between the trunks of them'
lavender mist closed each avenue. Below them'
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revived by October rains, the grass, though tarnished

Jid sere in the open, had regained much of its vivid

green.

The colours pleased Frances, especially that blot-

ting of lavender mfat—ethereal in quality, a veil let

down ove: I.ne harsh actualities of London. For she

still loved ' .. loved things indeterminate and

vague, lov" i ^lem, perhaps, more deeply than ever

before. Th<; weather she loved too. This pause on

the verge of winter, windless, reflective, seemed an

intermediate state—but not purgatorial, merely of

suspended desire, of suspended animation and

energy, a peaceful folding of busy hands and sitting

still on the part of Nature.

Turning along the road to the left, Mrs

Copley went half-way across the bridge, which here

spans the canal, and stood there for a minute or so.

Immediately beneath, in the shadow of the broad,

low arch, the water showed a thick, greenish-black,

fouled by floating scum; but, farther away, the

unbroken surface of it gleamed and glistered,

repeating the dim brightness of the tinted sky.

Within the park railings, on the right, a mountainous

heap of fallen leaves burned. Not with outbi.ak of

Wfei
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«*me, being damp, but with innumerable who-b
and jets of Iceenly blue smok^; which, gathering in
volume and uniting as they cleared the top of the
umber and russet mound, drifted across the canal
horizontally, from bank to bank, in a weaving and
biUowing cloud, the pungent, slightly acrid scent of
them hanging in the quiet air. And that scent begot
in Frances visions of Napworth on November after-
noons such ^ this, the smoke of burning leaves
impregnating the atmosphere, when she, short-
skirted, with streaming hair and shoutings, {lew
swift as nimble feet would carry her, down over the'

sloping lawns to the tranquil lake-side, little Lady
Lucia and protesting French nureerymaids breath-
lessly bringing up the rear.

Then the superabundant vitality of childhood had
risen defiant, instinctively asserting itself against
Nature's reflective mood, against this pause in the
creative energy, which to-day she found so soothing
and so sympathetic-Ah I yes, she'd journeyed far
smce those days of irresponsible and heady gladness I

So. for that matter, had Luda also; though by an
easier course and to a decidedly less eccentric
landing-place. Only this morning a positive Te
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Deum, hymning the wonders of the son and heir,

had reached her from her cousin.

' It was very red to begin with,' Lady Luda wrote,
• and, oh, my dearest, so dreadfuUy creasa. Consider-
ing that both I and UUck are passably good looking,

I can't say it was flattering our united effort shouW
produce so very quaint a result. But it is quite the
right colour now, with a really divtne skin, and not
a single crease left. They have aU come out, except

the cunningest little folds, like bracelets, round its

weeny wrists. It reaUy is too darling for words aU
over. You must see it before it gets more common-
place and big. Ulick talks as if it would be fit to

ride to hounds to-morrow. I hardly think that;
still, could not you come just for a week-end to
make sure of seemg it in this fascinating stage?
We're both booked to go over to Ireland some time
before Christmas to exhibit our blessed babe to a
devoted-{?)-tenantry. I rather dread the idea
of the journey and change of cUmate for the poor
innocent; but UUck has been so perfectly angelic
to me about everything lately, and so touchingly
adores his son -as of course he ought-only one's

men don't—Jo they?—«/i»ays do just what they
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ou«W-that I fcelin this I ^ust "oblige" as the
tradespeople say •

And «, forth, and so on, through three closely-
wntten sheets.

^

ho^^thT'"""''
°' "P*"™'" y°""e -"Other-hood w^ch, even a fewweeks earlier, would havecau^d Frances Copley n.uch wistful envy, now

effected her. to her own surprise, hardly at aUShe had^ .udeed. studied them that moming-her

, "?
being brought with her breakfast to her bed-

chamber, where she lay «sti„g after an all too
wakeful „ight-in indulgent wonder. She «JoiS
- darhng Lucia's l^ppiness. Of course; but Ln't
jealous of ,t. Why should she be so? For hadn't

^0 touched deeper mysteries of late, tasted higher
because more spiritual, delights than any which'
centre round a basinette? She believed so; and sobehev.„g flushed, foran i„,a„, with tender if
slightiy fanatical pride.

Reminded of these rapturous ovcrilowings this
afternoon, by visions of the Napworth of her child-hood m wh.ch Lady Luda bo., so constant a part^e w-^ again aware how l.ttle they moved her.'
Decdedly they left her cold, in their inferiority of

r
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cause and of object, when compared with her own
most marvellous possession. And, thereupon—drawn

by a sudden craving to be back, to obtain sight and

knowledge of that same marvellous possession once

more—she turned from peaceful contemplation of

the gleaming water, the burning leaves, and drifting,

billowing smoke. For the time might be short, as

she almost bitterly told herself, short just in propor-

tion to the success of her endeavours.

Crossing the bridge, hurrying just a little, she

gained the road—here overlooked by blocks of red-

brick and free-stone fiats piled up rather monstrously

to heaven—running parallel with the canal bank

and leading, eastward, to the tall villa. As she did

so, a large khaki-coloured touring car shot past; and,

in obedience to orders halloed by its occupant to the

chauffeur, drew up, with a snarl of powerful engines

and grind of sharply applied brakes, by the kerb

about twenty yards ahead. Charlie Montagu

scuffled open the door, bounced out on to the pave-

ment, and—the fronts of his fur-lined overcoat

flapping open and revealing light yellovrish-green

tweeds beneath—advanced towards her, pulling off

his right glove.
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"Great, my dear lady!' he cried, 'simply great,

running across you Uke this in the open—the just

reward of perseverance, after the number of times

I've rung your front door bell this autumn without

success! EarUer, I mean, when you first came
back."

He blew out his chest, swaggering in front of her,

soft, high-crowned, brown felt hat in hand.

'Been away for the last three weeks myself.

Nipped off to Monte Carlo, in that good old car of

mine, with a friend or two. Cheery Uttle quartet,

in fact—no grousing and some sport. Out of the
season rather, I aUow; still, in season and out,

Monte's a peach, no mistake about that.'

Mrs Copley walked forward in the direction of the

tall villa. He kept along side her. Effusive cordiaHty,

bom, in part at least—like his slightly fixed gaze
and ripe complexion—of a late and generous

luncheon, washed down with copious draughts of

champagne, exhaled from his large and florid person

as from his rapid speech.

'And I needed to ease off a bit,' he went on,

dropping his voice to a more confidential note.

'Give you my word I did. With Cop the other
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side of the globe, and his affairs as weU as my own
to manipulate, I've been glued to the end of the
phone and the wire all the summer through, even
when rusticating at my Uttle shack down at Marlow.
Not that I grumble, mind you, at Copley leaving
his business on ray hands. Far from that, my dear
Mrs Copley, since anything I do for him I flatter
myself I do for you also, don't you see?'

'You are very kind,' Frances said.

She could no less; though, bursting thus head-
long in on her after protracted reUef from his
society, the man's appearance and manner struck
her as almost flagrantly offensive. To be in any
degree his debtor, and that through fear of what was
now so wholly precious to her, seemed a very crown
and climax of ignominy. Tears of humihation rose
ui Frances's eyes as she paced the gray, softly sunUt
pavement beside him.

Of aU this Montagu remained fatuously ignorant.
He swelled with satisfaction.

•Don't talk of kindness as between you and me,'
he answered largely, 'or you'll put me out. Upon
my word you will. To do anything for you is the
greatest pleasure I have in life. And you must be
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WU enough aware of that-ui,.ess I'm a much more
reticent fellow than I take myself to be."

And he laughed, covering her with a bold,
appraising glance—Extraordinary how effsctive she
looked in that plain dark blue coat and skirt-and
the sables

! Thundering good sables, though, when
you came to remark them. They must have cost a
smaU fortune. Dated prior to old Morry's smash,
no doubt. Just a matter of cut, style and cut. you
know, those clothes of hers—and the deuced tip-top
smart Uttle woman inside of them. Not that she
really belonged to the Uttle ones-willowy, if you
like, but not short. Over the average in height, for
a fact. That helped to give her the A.i. sort of air
she had with her-that and blood; for, say what
you Uke, when all comes to all, there's a devilish
lot in blood.

—

He audibly sighed.

•Pity they weren't walking down Bond Street now,
at midday, together, he and she; or at Church
Parade on a fine Sunday morning in the Park !

Those were the places to show yourself so as just to
let people know. A good many of your aristocratic

first-flighters, who were so beastly handy at giving
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l| aij;

him—Montagu—the -jo-by, would be nicely knocked
if they saw him and Mrs Copley strolling together

—she under his protection.'

He rolled the phrase round his tongue, though
unspoken, with remarkable relish.

'Protection—yes—but that nobby little object

lesson sadly nussed fire in this God-forsaken suburban
road, was wasted, quite damnably wasted as eye-

opening advertisement.'

Nevertheless, crossing the said road opposite the

tall villa, Montagu made it an opportunity for tuck-

ing his hand under Mrs Copley's elbow, as if her safety

were menaced by a streajn of traffic. For support-

ing, shielding, propelUng her affectionately forward,

although nothing more actively dangerous, or

impressible, was in sight than his own chauffeur, a
soUtary nurserymaid wheeling a perambulator, and
a couple of scavengers with their flap-hdded, pink-

painted cart, drawn by a glossy bay horse whose
massive proportions suggested those of a half-grown

and healthy young elephant.

In the Ubrary at tea—to partake of which, common
courtesy compelled Frances to invite him—Monta^
kept up what he woria have described as 'the same
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dear old game.' Not that he was otherwise than
sober, technically speaking; but that the extensive
luncheon aforesaid induced in him an enterprising
and expansive frame of mind. The company sharing
his recent trip to Monte Carlo-Miss Myrtle Vane
figured in that gay quartet—was hardly of the
description which stickles for refinement or extra
fastidious standards of taste. Owing to its habitual
freedom of speech and manners, Montagu had a little

forgotten, perhaps, that although the ultimate
object of your approach to aU pretty women may be
the same—a very simple one—it is wise to grade
your pace, not to unmask your batteries too soon,
or omit to fling some slight disguise over the frank-
ness of your assault. To disregard such precautions,
incredible though it may appear, is in some case^
actually to court a disconcerting repulse.

' This is a new move, giving up your drawing-room,
and camping here in Morris's snuggery, isn't it, Mrs
Copley? • he presently inquired, spreading himself in
his chair, throwing one leg jauntily across the other.
•And, upon my word, a right one, in my humble
opinion. Charmingly arranged though it is, I con-
fess it seemed to me there was something funny
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about your room upstairs the last time I saw you—
when you were good enough to let me prescribe for

you, after that nasty Uttle faint turn you had. I'm the
least superstitious of men. hard-headed and hard-
bitten too, I'm afraid'—and he laughed, as owning
humorously to his self-impeachment—' but I give
you my word I received the rummiest impression.

Couldn't account for it anyhow. Honestly, I beUeve
I should cry off sitting there alone in the dark. Now,
as between friends, Mrs Copley, have you ever
noticed anything a bit jumpy about the place
yourself?'

* I am particularly fond of that room,' Frances said,

with admirable and repressive composure, looking

up at him from under the brim of her black hat.

'Co_Tie, come, my dear lady, don't be harsh with
me!' he heavily bantered her, somewhat taken
aback. 'You must make excuses for me. Where
one's interested one's bound to be sensitive and ret

anxious, you know. It's only human nature, eh?
For the life of me I couldn't help putting two and
two together afterwards—my own unaccountable

sensations, I mean, and your fainting attack. I

assure you I worried a lot about that. Should have
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worried more if you hadn't been just off to Nap-
worth CasUe, where I could trust to your beine
properly appreciated and taken care of. No no

'

-as Frances, greatly incensed, made an effort to
speak-'

I know what you are bound to say butdon t protest. I take all this pretty seriously. Mrs
Copley. Copley left his affairs in my hands; and if
I make free to extend the scope of the commission
so as to include yourself, it isn't without reasonable
cause.

Montagu set down his cup,with ponderous delibera-
tion. His manner had changed to the solemn and
offical. He leaned back in his chair, planting his
elbows on the arms of it, brought the tips of his
fingers together and stared at them, his low fore-
head wrinkled as an ape's.

Not without reasonable cause,' he repeated.
And that brings me to a point which has botheredme most deucedly ever since the early days of my

stop at Monte. Came on me, as a bolt from the bluemy first evening there. Met some people staying
at the same hotel-South Americans. Chummed up
with them casually, as you do travelling, don't you
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Frances Copley didn't know, this not being her

manner of travelling; but let the statement pass,

—

'Yes, a bolt from the blue,' he repeated. 'And

I have been in two minds as to whether it is my
duty to tell you about it, or not, ever since."

'Clearly it is impossible for me to advi you,'

Frances said.

Her eyes were on the clock. She was athirst for

relief from her guest's most unwelcome conversation

and presence, to be free to prepare herself, with due

ceremony, for the dear encounter of now almost daily

occurrence. Time drew on, and the thought of

appearing unpunctual, still more of being cheated

of some portion of her cherished converse, mightily

distressed her. Under a caJm and chilly grace she

feverishly fretted, straining as a fine-limbed grey-

hound at the leash. Yet how to excuse herself?

How to terminate this wearisomely distasteful

interview? For hadn't Montagu contrived to

remind her, and that not uncleverly, she was in his

debt? His penetration, in connecting her dis-

tracted state—on the occasion of his and her last

meeting—with some mysterious influence resident

here, in the tall villa itself, startled and alarmed her.
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Aroused her indignation, further, as a laying o. o-
fane hands upon that which is holy-a -iefiU^.^ of
the shrine whereat she so devoutly, so fcrventiy.
worshipped.

Pushed hither and thither by which conflicting
impulses and restraints, she paid but small attention
to the opening phrases of hip ensuing discourse; so
that he was well away with his narrative before she
reaUsed the extremelypersonal anddclicate trend of it.

'I'm too much a man of the world to be hard on
my brother man,' he was saying, with conciliatory
emphasis. 'Ours is not a Puritanical generation.
Accepted. I grant that. Still, when a fellow has
drawn first prize in the marriage lottery-good
Lord, Mrs Copley, it makes my blood boU to have
him behave so rottenly. If some others of us had
had his chance !

'

And the speaker looked up to the ceiling, as
calling the heavenly host to witness.

' Of course one isn't going to let an old friend down,'
he nobly continued, 'even when he does what one's
gorge rises at. It isn't cricket. So I swore myself
nearly black in the face to these good folks-Really
tip-top people, you know, Mrs Copley, splendid

:i
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manners, refined, and all that—for colonials awfully

smart. And rich I You may take it from me, con-

foundedly gilt-edged. I'd sounded them. Made me
feel a downright pauper—my aunt ! that they did—
Swore they must be mistaken. Copley might be a
bit of a dog; but not that sort—giving himself out
as a bachelor and running after a flapper with her
hair only just up. I told 'em frankly, at the risk of

offending them, I didn't credit the story. It wasn't
gcod enough. But they gave me chapter and verse.

And they were straight from that part of Chile, you
sec, from San Diego itself—own a house in the town
and big country estate in the neighbourhood.

Copley's stopped with them there more than once.

And they gave me to understand local society's

simply off its head about him, ready to let him have
his pick of the girls—in the most exclusive set, too.

She's a big heiress this Miss Maraquita del Pa:,,

and '

'Thank you, Mr Montagu,' Frances raised her
hand to enjoin silence. 'Thanks, that is enough.
I have no wish to know the young lady's name,
whether she does or does not exist. I willingly share

your belief that she does not '
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'Awfullj- sweet of you; he broke in. 'I like to
hear you speak like that. Exactly the tone I
expected you to take, Mre Copley."

He drew his chair nearer hers.

Only in your high-mindcdness-which I admiio
with my whole soul-you jump to conclusions too
fast. For I had to back down. As a level-headed
man I couldn't hold out against the evidence. It
convmced me. If it hadn't done so do you suppose
my dear lady, I would ever have insulted you by
reference to the subject ? Good Lord, no, Mrs Copley
I'd too thankfully have spared you, spared Morris
-spared myself, for it's mighty unpleasant, I tell
you, to act informer to your best friend's wife
Unless-unless, I might have some cause to hope
that his-his-Copley's, I mean, turning out such
an uncommon bad egg makes a difference as between
you and inc.'

He drew his chair yet closer, his large, high-
coloured face advanced, hi. eyes lustful, his Ups
covetous and gross.

'You must have seen my admiration, Mrs Copley
I've made no secret of it and it isn't a matter of
yesterday,' he said. 'You haven't altogether

't|
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discouraged it, I think—went out with me that

evening alone—let me dine you and all that. I've

stood by Morris, seen him through, set hun on his

feet, all—you must be aware of that safe enough—all

for your sweet sake. And he's played a low game
on you—a blackguardly low game, considering who

you're related to, and considering your personal

attractions. Copley must be demented to give you,

of all created women, the slip. You can't let it pass.

Damned if I can let it pass either. We must read

him a lesson in very laige print. That's what I'm

getting at. Won't you—won't you let us take our

revenge together?'

Montagu's voice grew rasping and hoarse. But

before, paralysed by disgust and amazement,

Frances had time to apprehend his meaning or com-

bat his purpose, his coarse, paw-like—though much

manicured—hand grasped her wrist.

'Take your revenge.' he stammered excitedly,

'and give me mine, by giving me bliss. Let him

know two can play at that game, by Gad ! Punish

him and make me happy both—both at

once."

And his hand travelled up her arm, as he spoke,

ji
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tightening its grasp and drawing her bodily towards
him.

Suffocating, Frances Copley tried to wrench her-
self away, tried to cry out. But, against the strength
of this great bull-like animal, knew herself to be
powerless. She shut her eyes, giving herself up
for lost, to feel a chill draught of air on her face
instead of his hot breath, to feel the grip of his
fingers relax, to hear him call aloud in panic ;—
"What—what's that?'

Furtlier, heard him stumble, swearing, on to his
feet, thrusting aside his chair in such evidentiy
frenzied haste that it coUided with the little table-
on which he had just now set down his teacup—and
sent it flying, with a rattle of falling silver and crash
of broken china.

•What the hell do you want with me? ' he raged.
'Keep off, you accursed devil, I tell you. Don't
touch me—Ah I ah ! damn you, keep off '

His voice grew feeble and distant, died away in
the hall. The front door slammed, and, a couple of
minutes or so later, the puixing of a big touring-car,

as it started, broke up the quiet of the side street.'

Then, and then only, did Frances Copley, her
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breath sobbing in her throat, open her eyes and,

leaning forward, pass her hands across them as

though to wipe off from her retina some vision

causing utter nausea.

Never before, ever so remotely, had she been ex-

posed to brutal passion or physical violence. They
left her, for the moment, shattered, transfixed with

shame and with revolt. She had heard, had read of

such ugliness, but had given no real credence to its

existence; with the consequence that the shock of

this first-hand revelation of it was almost greater

than either brain or imagination could endure. She

turned in loathing from a world in which such things

were possible, turned in loathing from life itself.

Her husband's reported unfaithfulness and deser-

tion—whether true or not—were to her a matter of

indifference, save as they went indirectly to heighten

her ovm repulsion towards life. For all which

appertained to the joys of the senses, however

apparently fair, however natural and legitimate, lay

to her just now under sentence of condemnation.

Out of them could no good thing come. Her attitude

may be Ukened to that of the fanatic abstainer, who
would forbid the wine of the Eucharist because some
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persons, somewhere, do, on a Saturday night, some-
times get drunk. Only in the spiritual plane could
she admit cleanliness, admit purity. Only in it

could she—as she believed—ever again breathe with
ease, move with security and peace. And wasn't she
justified in this belief? Hadn't a visitor from the
spiritual plane saved her in her moment of utmost
peril, saved her from unimaginable degradation and
disgust? Hadn't the spirit of man, disembodied,
rescued her from the incarnate man-beast?
Having reached which height of exaltation,

Frances, without delajing for prosecution of cere-

monial rites, deckings forth of herself in be-
guiling garments, or other methods of suitable

preparation, impeUed only by an immense and tender
gratitude and an immense weariness, presently went
upstairs and, opening the double doors, entered the
drawing-room above.
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CHAPTER VIII

So doing, Frances Copley received a shock of a, to
her, very agitating description.

The curtains were drawn. The light of the shaded
electric lamps was low, but meUow, agreeably restful

and intimate. His hands clasped behind him, his

head bent, his face in shadow, one heel resting on
the rail of the pierced brass fender. Lord Oxley stood,

apparently lost in thought, his back to the fire.

Invariably, during the whole history of their

intercourse, Frances's arrival at the appointed place

of meeting had preceded his. She came and waited,

concentrating her every thought and desire upon
his advent; thus, as she beUeved, rendering his

portentous passage from the unseen to the seen
easier of accomplishment. That positions should
be reversed, he arriving fiist and awaiting her coming,

marked a new departure, a modification, as she

apprehended, of his state and of his and her mutual
relation. It caused her questioning alarm. But the

natural pose of his handsome person, its apparently
'94
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absolute «,Mty and opacity, caused her even6«a e, a„d mor. active alann. For that it should be

iti Lr'"* °' "°""^ '^^'^ -<^ •"-<!.
sent,e„t, obedzent to material conditions, subject totke passions with those of ordinary men. surpassed
™ag:„at.on. And this idea, this indeed conH-font an,ou„ted to no less-distracted her at once
v«th a strange heart-sick yearning, and with a senseof irremediable loss.

iroS"" Irt" ""' "^ ^'^ ''''^^^- P-^°"°dly
romc. Sheknewherself-onlytoowr-bynow-

1^", 7^'"°*'"'°^^^"*^^'-cLidys
earthly over of over half a century ago, the unhappy
Alex.s. Lord Oxiey; but with the said Lord Oxley's
.eturmng ghost, his phantom and spectre If asshe argued, that beloved phantom had, in the "last
eventful hour, by some rather monstrous alchemy
again become mortal, regaining the attributes and
necessities of y. long-discarded manhood, then notoiJy was her design abortive, her sustained and
arduous effort vain; but her love-she being sUlI
dominated by horror of Montagu's lust and cama
gross,^ss-a thing of contempt rather than of
unsulhedbcauty. It became adulterous, a milestone

If
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on the road to the divorce court, rather than

on that of the road to paradise, as she had so fondly

reckoned it. Her poor heart—no longer virgin since,

as she held, it had found its eternal spiritual consort

—would be broken past mending, the pieces only

worthy to be flung out and trodden into the slime

and moral filth of the street. The hated crudities

of life, as an undertow, drew her down, submerging

her. She tasted the waters of a despair, bitter

beyond all calculation.

But here, as though awakening from his fit of

abstraction to sudden consciousness of her near

neighboiurhood. Lord Oxley raised his head and

turned as to greet her. Whereupon, with a fluttering

cry of joy, of exquisite relief which, as a sword

transfixed her, Frances Copley perceived his face

still to be blank and featuieless.

With a gentle rush, her arms outstretched as to

enfold, she made towards him.

'Ah I you are the same. Thank God you are

unchanged,' she cried in the extravagance of her

joy, midway between tears and laughter. 'I have

been in torment. You knew and intervened to save

me from nameless abominations. But I trembled
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lest, through that very act, the marvellous bridge
which, for us, joins the world of spirit to the world
of matter mi^ht have suffered damage, making it
impossible that I should cross to you, or you to me
again. Or-that having crossed when coming to
my rescue, with too boldly human and mascuhne
a stnde, you should iind—ah !—but no '

Now she did very actually laugh, lovely in the
Mildness of her recovered happiness, while her moth-
Uce eyes lingered in searching tenderness upon his
indistinct and amorphous face.

•Why should I tot up the sum of my terror since
they're over; or attempt to explain them either to
myself or to you? You are here. I am blessed with
your society. That's enough.' Then on a Hghter
tone: 'What shaU,ve do? WiU you hke me to play
to you and with music obliterate ugly recollections
from your mind and from '

There Frances paused, the words dying softly
sighingly upon her lips. For she became aware of
an amazing heightening of the intimacy of their
commerce. It absorbed her, leaving room for
no other thought. Aware that, in some strange sort
as through a fine veil, he smiled upon her, holding MH
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her, Kjoidng in her even as she rejoiced in him.

Aware, moreover, that, notwithstanding the couple

of paces still visibly dividing them, she was nearer

to him, more closely conversant with his personality,

more perfectly united to him in sentiment and

emotion than she had conceived it possible two

separate and individual beings could ever be. Spirit,

forcing all barriers, fused itself with spirit, each

one enclosing the other and by the other en-

closed.

'Ah I here indeed is love—^here is love absolute,'

she murmured, awe-stricken by the magnitude and

wonder of her own felicity.

But for those who, like Frances CopVy, are still

a part of the material scheme, subjected to the laws

and limitations of the earthly state, transcendental

delights of this super-mundane quaUty cannot be

practised with impunity. They are extra-, if not

super-natural, and levy heavy tribute on the flesh.

Her physical strength began to fail under tlie stress

of such extraordinary emotional output. Instinc-

tively she withdrew a little from her ghostly associate,

seeking reLef from the magic he distilled. She sank

into a chair. Lay back in the low depth of it, her

'?!

r • »|
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eyes closed, she immobile, emptied for the moment
of all volition and all sense.

Yet, after a certain lapse of time-the length of
which she could by no means measure-through the
numbing weight of bodily fatigue and mental stupor,
she was conscious that Lord Oxley spoke to her
At first she failed to understand and follow his
communication. Then words stood out, so soothing
and heartening, that before the charm of them,
lassitude gave way.

For he told her, and this in noble and courtly
phrases, it was true that he very uniquely loved her
loved her to the exclusion of all earlier affection,.'
But told her it was also true that-as she had
divmed-the marveUous bridge joining, for her and
for himself, the world of spirit to the world of
matter, had suffered partial destruction and might
weU prove too fraU to carry either across the inter-
venmg gulf often again. As against this, mitigating
m some degree the ill news of it, he further told her
that he had fuUy entered into possession of him-
self; and was no more-as in the past fifty years
and over-driven helpless as blown sand, as sea
spume, as the troops of fallen leaves, out there in
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the roadway, chased shuddering and aimlessly

tormented by the autumn wind. She. Frances

Copley—thereby earning his eternal gratitude

—

had put a term to his purgatorial discipline. Her

deeds and her devotion had risen, as incense of

prayer, to the mysterious Throne of Grace, buying

his pardon and reinstatement in the scheme of

salvation. Therefore was he earthbound no longer,

nor was he powerless, the sport of former passion,

and prisoner of self-inflicted death. He had ceased

to be an outlaw and had regained his spiritual birth-

right His chains were struck off and he free to go

onward, to go higher, to claim his share in the glad

activities which are reserved for the soul after the

period of its probation is accomplished.

' When I revisit this house now,' he finally told her,

'I revisit it, not as slave, but as master. I come

because I will, not because I miserably and rather

horribly must. Nevertheless each coming, each

breaking-through, is more arduous, more beset by

pain and struggle than the last. Each time I have

incredibly farther to journey and experience a

severer difliculty in adjusting myself to the environ-

ment which I find here, and—still more—in adjusting
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myself to the environment awaiting me on my
return. I fight my way out. I fight my way back.
To reach you, to be with you, most sweet saviour,

1 joyfully engage in that battle-whatever as yet
unsignaUed penalties it may entail. Only I entreat
you not to doubt my constancy should I fail to
come; but rest assured that some force, some com-
pelling power, strong beyond all comprehension and
all argument, withholds me-that our bridge, to use
your figure, lies in ruins and that the gulf it spanned,
therefore, is impassable for me.'

This discourse-of which the above is inevitably
but a clumsy and halting transcript-threw Frances
Copley into a mighty questioning, both of herself and
of the course it became her duty, here and now. to
pursue. She had listened in alternating thankful-
ness, admiration, and harsh travail of soul. Her
eyes were open, but her vision remained clouded.
To her seeing, the pale lofty room swam in faintly
gilded haze, in which, and, in a way as part of it-his
image-sublimated, transfigured-the young man,
her enchanting and enchanted companion, moved
thoughtfully to and fro. Frances kept the same
attitude. She leaned back in the large chair, her

ii

ii :
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arms lying along the cushioned arms of it, her hands

turned nward, drooping from the wris'. She felt

quite horribly tired; and she was up against the

biggest proposition of her life. A chance to display

heroism of noblest quality was afforded her. How
could she do other than accept it? Nevertheless,

watching her phantom visitant, sensible of the love

she bore him—a love so recently and splendidly

touching consummation—Frances shrank, sorrowed,

inwardly cried for mercy in presence of the sacrifice

demanded by that heroism, her mind all the while

woriting towards a clear and relentless conclusion.

And it is surely testimony both to her fortitude and

to the natural elevation of her character that at

this, for her, tremendous juncture, she disdained

compromise, thrust away the allurements of delay

and of side-issues, making straight for the goal,

although the goal spelled relinquishment of that

she held dearest.

For
—
'Heaven forbid,' she at last said, schooling

herself to speak with a calm persuasiveness, 'that

I, the wopian to whom has been granted the privilege

of obtaining—as you so beautifully assure me—your

freedom, should interfere to detain you from full
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•xerd« of Itl That would be detestably selfish
->y. .nd self-seekin,. We have been tooXly
'*.f

'"""-"-•>« voice did a Ut.Mrcmbie- for you ever to mistake my motives, misread my
">ten..o„, or for me to mistake or misread yd
T^erefo.. I heg you. make no further attcnfptTo
fight your way here. Come no more to this

have suffered, and-in so far as that might pTove a
h,ndrance-the comfort you have receded Ih.n
•t» precnct. slip out of remembrance like a tale2;h.s told Inexpressibly though I shall miss you^d crave for knowledge of you, I implore you neither

IT " ""' '"'''' '^'=^'=^-- *»><= '- bywh.ch your present existence is controlled, ana do
notstnve.myourthoughtofme,toevade

or abrogate

a^uaHy adueved. Oh! have no scruplTs, no
hes.at.ons/ She bravely bade h.m. 'I sJendered
myself, gave myself, long ago. with:., indeed a veryfew week, of our first meeting. And my giWng h^-he last wonderful hour-not to speak'oTallt:
othe precous hours in which I have enjoyed your-cety-been rewarded above my hopes or desert"
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rewarded so generously that whatever the future

holds for me I still am magnificently, radiantly

blessed.'

Upon that declaration she balanced for some

triumphant seconds, then to turn giddy, slip, waver,

and lose her precarious footing a little. For the

pain of parting was almost insupportable, as was the

bewildering prospect of returning to the world, taking

up the ordinary race and round where she had left

it when Morris Copley's financial crisis drove het to

the shelter of the ridiculous, and now adored, tall

villa. The habit of the recluse, of the—in some sort

—anchorite, was strong in her. To quit its half-

lights, its leisures, and trances, its so dearly peopled

solitude, for smart crowds, amusements, the publicity

of entertaining and of being entertained, trenched

on the indecent. Grosvenor Square and all that

Grosvenor Square required and implied glared at

her. Oh ! the enormous tedium and uselessness of

it all!

Frances turned sideways in the chair, folded her

arms on the left arm of it, and let her head drop until

her face was hidden, resting upon her folded arms.

In this attitude she held herself, indifferent to
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observation, to appearances, at once rigid and in a
manner abandoned, overwhelmed by distaste and
distress.

Lord Oxley had crossed the room, and now stood
by the chair, bending slightly above her. Presently
h.s hand dwelt shyly, lingeringly. upon her bent
head, her cheek, the nape of her slender neck. And
Frances felt his touch as a chili yet gentle draw of
wind, encircling, playing upon her. Tlus affected
her profoundly, as attacking her in some sort through
the medium of lier senses, from the human side, and
thereby augmenting rather than allaying the fever
of her grief.

'Ah
! if it were but the wind of death "

she
huskily muttered, 'the healing and welcome wind of
death !-But don't try me too far, beloved friend
lest I weaken.-No-come here no more, unless-
unless you can take me away with you when and
where you go.-Work for that, if it won't hamper
you to do so, won't impede your own advance

-

For a great while I have wanted to ask this kindness
from you. yet waited, feehng somehow the time
wasn't ripe. But now that you have spoken and
that I know your emancipation from earth-bondage
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is complete, know, too, the love I bear you is returned,

it can't be wrong, I think, for me to speak.'

Frances sat erect, looking up at the young man,

who still bent over her.

'Believe me, I shirk no duty,' she confidently told

him. ' No one is dependent upon me for their well-

being. I'm not really wanted the least here •" life,

rather do I stand in the way of others' happiness,

cutting them off from it.'

The thought of her husband, Morris Copley, in

all his bright actuality, dazzingly plausible and alive,

was singularly present to her—the thought of him

and of Maraquita del Pas.—She accepted the exist-

ence of that young lady.—For wasn't he cut out to

set blooming fine flowers of romance in a girl's fancy

and inflame hot Southern blood? In the large gay

life of thi ^eat Latin-American country house would

not he be in his element, in his place ? Rich, gallant,

astute, amusing as they make 'em, in every sport

and pastime up to the neck? Oh ! she did him

justice, just then, she gladly did him justice. Wasn't

he past-master in all those primitive yet liberal arts

which derive from horse and rod and gun? For

whatever Morris's shortcomings or delinquencies,
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among theia certainly couldn't be counted the-
smaUest carefulness to save his own skin. A gambler
bom, he gambled as readily in every shape and sort
of danger, as in mining rights, in stocks and shares,
and wild-cat financial flutters. If the male pop; 'a-

tion of the del Pas hacienda indulged in a trifle of
amateur bull-fighting, fc instance, couldn't she see
Morris flourishing the provocative red cloak with
the best, and only vaulting the barrier of the bull-
ring at the last extremity, thus avoiding the
maddened beast's charge by the very skin, so to
speak, of his teeth. Yes, indeed, she granted him
aU that, and all the coercive charm wluch marches
with it in a normal, passionate woman's eyes. But
for those very reasons, she herself, so conspicuously
wasn't the right wife for him, with her fastidiousness,
her super-sensitiveness, her squeamishness-if you
like-her love of owl-hght rather than sunlight, and
of all things mysterious and but half-seen. Her
cliildlessness, moreover

Indeed I'm no deserter, but it's honestly,
scathingly tnie that I'm not wanted,' she said. ' My
going out of hfe would hardly be noticed. The water
would close so smoothly over me. Save for a day
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or two, I give you my word, I should hardly be

missed. Therefore don't at tempt to come back unless

you have permission—how or from whom I am
ignorant—these things belong to your condition

ratlier than to mine—to fetch me and lead mo back

across the marvellous bridge, while it still bears,

giving me your hand. Then let it crumble into

nothingness behind us, if it pleases. Will you try

—most beloved'—she tenderly insisted
—

'will you

try? Only—only let it, if you can, be soon, be

within a couple of months from this date, because
—

'

Putting a great force on herself, Frances rose,

went across the room and sat down on the music

stool.

'Stand tliere, Lord O.xley,' she bade him, 'just

within the curve of the piano-case, where you stood

the first evening you visited me. I will not look at

you but at your image in the mirror—until—that

image may no more be seen.'

And her fingers strayed over the keys, bringing

forth delicate harmonies in a swan-song of wordless

blessing and of farewell.



CHAPTER IX

I-ADY Lucia sat on the fender-slool, in the library,
holding the hope of the house of Fitz-Gibbon upon
her lap. A comely, cosy baby, possessed of a slow,
sly smile, „nd lor „ pointed, humorous upper lip.

How the creature would discourse, by the same token
when the time came and with what rollicking merri-
ment! Already wasn't he. though only a fortnight
shortcoated. on excellent terras ^vith all creation, a
joke in the tail of his eye almost too good for telling
-so did he strike Frances Copley kneeling, in her
over-refinement of aspect, before him.

Little Lady Lucia, meanwhile, chattered with all

her accustomed paucity of grammar and wealth of
emphasis. She had regained her good looks, the
haunting strain of gestation and perils of child-bed
lifted off her. To her native prettiness she now,
somehow, added an air of youthful matronly con-
tent, mightily engaging. For hadn't she, indeed,
performed the whole duty of woman-witness the

209
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rosy, dimpled, infant humorist enthroned upon her

lap?

'As you couldn't, or wouldn't, run down to

Napworth, Fan darling,' she told her cousin, ' I felt

I simply must bring him here to show you, on our

way through to Ireland. I wanted quite desperately

to have you see him in this very trottiest stage. Of

course, it's passing already—which is a little agonis-

ing. Every day I seem to see him more growing up.

And though each weeny advance is quite fearfully

thrilling, one can't help regretting his first utter

dependence on one. His helplessness was so

adorably pathetic. Nurse him myself?—Yes, my

dear, of course. I insisted upon that. With help

—half bottle and half me, don't you know. I had

to give in to a fraction of bottle, though I am a bit

jealous of it. Uliok fussed frightfully because

idiotic people told him nursing ^vould spoil my

figure. But with care and proper corsets I really

don't see why it should. Anyhow, figure or no

figure, I wouldn't hear of a wet-nurse, which was the

alternative. Conceive letting any wretched hired

milch-cow of a woman come between me and

Patrick Alexis
'
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Then remarking Frances Copley start, and. with
a quick intake of breath, steady herself by one hand
on the white bearskin rug. since in kneeUng she
swayed a little

•Yes, Fan. I know,' she continued. 'I thought of
that directly-of my teUing you tlat uncomfortable
story of BiUy's I mean, about the wretched Oxley
man, called Alexis, who shot himself somewhere in
this house. It gave me a creep. But ever since the
year one, it appears, the eldest Fitz-Gibbon sons
have been alternately named Ulick and Alexis.

And my Ulick being Ulick. it was naturally Alexis's

innings, don't you see. I did protest. But the whole
Fitz-Gibbon tribe proceeded to argue with me, in
person or by letter. Regiments of Fitz-Gibbon
ancestors, they declared, would infalUbly turn in
their graves-which didn't seem to me of such
desperate consequence, unless by chance they pro-
posed to turn out of them and add their remon-
strances to those of their descendants. But what
could I do? One can't be too obstinate with one's
in-laws, specially Irish ones. So I gave in. It did,
as I say. give me rather a creep, though it's wrong,'

I know, to have any superstitions about what.
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after all, happened ages ago. Wrong and,' she

manfully added, 'silly, too, because by now it must

be so entirely over and done with; while one has to

admit that unfortunate Lord Oxley's departure,

poor fellow, did hugely benefit our side of the family,

by giving us Napworth and the title and all the rest

of the delightful set out. Still, you can understand,

when it comes to even the most distantly absurd

possibility of inherited ill luck to one's baby, one

does have a skin toe Uttle and is inclined to feel

like a goose.'

'Oh ! I understand, I perfectly understand,'

Frances made answer.

She rose from her worshipful kneeling position,

moved aside, and absently straightened various

objects arranged on a small table—a silver ash-

tray, some little Japanese manikins of quaint and

malicious design.

'But take it from me, Lucia,' she threw off, over

her shoulder, and this with an odd inflection of

harshness, 'that affair is, as you say, entirely over

and done with. Even the most nervous or super-

stitious needn't worry in the very ftMntcst degree

—now.'
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Maternal feUcities and absorptions notwithstand-
mg. Lady Lucia retained a power of shrewd observa-
tion. From the moment of their first embrace, this
morning, she had been sensible of sometliing not
quite accustomed in her cousin's appearance and
behaviour. The vesture of their relation was tlio

same, yet in the substance of it she detected a
difference. The difference was slight, very slight
She could not put her finger on that in which it

consisted. Yet it was there all the same. Perhaps
she hadn't been quite tactful in bringing her son
and advertising his many claims to admiration-
not quite considerate in face of Frances's own
pitiful loss of a baby. Lady Lucia was contrite
ready to blame herself. Yet, somehow, she didn't
believe t was just simply that. The cause of this
cluMve difference, she held, lay deeper, derived from
a source more recondite. For Fanny was the last
woman in the world to grudge another happiness
particularly of so natural and tender a description'
Nc^this wasn't her. Lady LurK's, doing. It took
Frances from within rather than from ,nthout.
Fanny had alwa3's been so sympathetic; unselfish
dear thing, almost to a fault. And to-day she
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seemed so oddly wrapped away, so distrait. She

didn't spring to touch with her old charming, veiled

yfulness. Really it was as though she forced

herself to attend to you and pick up your meaning

when you spoke.

Her looks strangely matched this new mental

attitude—to use fine words and so call it. She was

thin, very thin surely. Yet that did not quite des-

cribe the impression her appearance made on you.

For it had nothing to do with insufficient nourish-

ment. She didn't look starved in the least, only

fragile ahnost, as you might call it, transparent.

A delicacy upon her not the outcome of disease, so

at least I.ady Lucia not uncleverly argued it, but

of over much repressed emotion and thought, of

constantly pursuing ideas—one idea, not unlikely

—to the positive eating up of her bodily life.

She wore a light silver-gray dress, and as con-

cession to the wintriness of the December day out

of doors, bleak and inclement, a soft chinchilla wrap

about her shoulders. This neutral-tinted raiment

added perhaps to her air of fragility. But then

wasn't there—though Lady Lucia hardly liked so

to state it—a vagueness, an indeed gentle wildness
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in her exprewion and glance? \M,at could tha*
mean? Was it not. partly at least, tlie result of
living so much by herself?

Roundly the little lady rated Morris Copley in
thought. For wasn't it simply abominable he should
so neglect Frances, leaving her stranded, for months
on end, in this outlandish quarter of London? But
then, upon precisely what terms were Fan and her
erratic spouse ? Lady Lucia would have given much
to know. Was some escapade of Morris's at the
bottom of the difference she now discovered and
deplored? From Fanny herself she would never
gain iUumination on that point. Fan was the soul of
loyalty. Nothing would induce her to give away
that-really rather beguiling-sinner, her husband
of whatever atrocities he might be guilty. Had not
she valiantly kept her own counsel, and headed off
comment, even at the very blackest moments of his
Jinancial dibicle}

And there Lady Lucia puUed herself and her
speculations up short, aware the silence became
prolonged to the verge of awkwardness. All the
same, she would venture a throw.

'Oh
!

I take from you, and gladly won't worry,'
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blic said gaily, 'since you're so reassuringly confident

Patrick Alexis runs no danger. But why now,

darling Fan? The qualification is yours and it a

trifle intrigues mc. Wouldn't you have been so

ready to guarantee immunity for him a little while

ago?'

If Lady Lucia may here be supposed to have felt

her way gingerly towards a solution, she met this

time with a sufficiently prompt and, in a sense,

direct response.

"Why now} Because,' Frances told her, 'this

house is about to be p'lllcd down^einolished, so

that not one brick is left upon another."

And before her hearer had time sufficiently to

surmount the surprise this announcement caused her,

or to discount the singularity of it for intelligent

comment, Frances Copley swept on to her knees

again in front of the entlironed and jocund infant,

and hc'ding out her arms, thus lovingly coaxed him ;

'Come to me, Patrick Alexis—Alexis, my dca-

lamb, and let me nurse you.'

But the baby, thus tenderly solicited, showed no

haste to accept her invitation. On the contrary,

his sly smile vanished. His face reddened and
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puckered. Then, by a mighty effort, heaving him-
self over on to his stomach, while his clean, tiny
hands convuUively clenched and clutched, he
rammed his head into the warm concavity, below
his mother's bosom, of his mother's waist. Over his
pink, kicking legs and swaddled little wrong end,
Udy Lucia and Frances gazed at one another; the
former dissolved in apology, yet diverted, the latter
diverted also, if a trifle sore from her repulse. In
either case tension was agreeably relaxed,
Patrick Alexis's perversity working, somehow, to
bring the two cousin:: together, and tune their inter-
course to an easier key. Frances could even take
heart gently to laugh.

•Ah ! he'U have nothii.^ to say to me, the little

villain !

•
she lightly said. 'No, don't force him iuto

unwilling friendliness, Lucia. No doubt he knows
his own business best. I'm a vast believer in
instinct.' And then-' You're astonished about this
house? You thought I'd a craze for it. So I had
an.- have. Such a craze, my dear, that I can't submit
to let other people ev live in it. By the drastic
expedient of pulUng it down I secure it, you see,

against that. Morris is making money hand over
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fist. This silver mine up in the Andes proves, so

he writes to me, quite extraordinarily rich. There

can't be any question of such a Crcesus, as he'll be,

inhabiting what he is pleased to call my slum, when
he comes back.'

'How splendid r Lady Lucia cried, with pretty

enthusiasm. 'Sit up, Patrick, my blessing, don't

sciabble and scratch. I'm so glad, Fanny dearest,

so quite tremendously glad
!

'

But her curiosity was more than ever piqued.

For if Morris's affairs cantered thus jauntily, how
account for Frances's strangeness of manner and for

her strangeness of look ? She wanted badly to probe

the wound, since wound she did surely apprehend,

and locate, if possible, the bullet. But this must

be done with a fine tact.

'Yes, I am really enchanted, darling Fan,' she

therefore continued, 'for all along I've been con-

vinced—and to-day am more so than ever—this

place doesn't suit you in the least. It's bad both for

your spirits and your health.—Don't be cross with

me, Fanny, but really, dearest, it does affect you to

tht point of making you not quite yourself. It's

such intolerable exile for you out here. Gracious
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me, how I've fussed !-Only it seemed useless, and
unfairly worryine to you, to say mur'i ,v,i..- thos.,
wretched -jney troubles were abou -h.cause, , f

course, it was too angelic of you to i.u-.,,, up yo,,.-

mind to live here in the first place. But your
solitude-to be so cut off from us all and from all
the people you've been accustomed to, is so dreary
for you-and for them too, for all of us. Vour
charming talents and your dear charming self are
so wasted. And it can't be wholesome for any
woman, of your and my age specially, to Uvc so
much alone—so very much.'

But I haven't been alone,' Frances Coplev said.
Her mothlike eyes dwelt steadily upon her

cousin's. Her slightly husky voice was authoritative
yet hurried in utterance. Lady Lucia's heart stood
stiU, even Patrick Alexis for the instant foigotten.
This was a declaration of moment. Hearing it. Lady
Lucia felt certain that had she not hurried, had not
the speaker surrendered to some sudden squeeze of
impulse, the words would never have found utter-
ance. She said against, ateiost terribly against,
rather than with, her will and consent.

Frances sat on her heels in the middle of th.
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bearskin. Her silver-gray ciraperies shaded into its

dimly w!ute surface. And she looked young, hardly

more than a girl in her graceful upright slenderness.

Yet for all its youthfulness, the pale, shght figure

glimmering before her through the pale December

light, affected Lady Lucia as, in a way, quite frighten-

ingly cold and colourless
—

' unearthly,' as she put it.

And, although the temperature of the room was

actuahy high, she gathered up her baby, and held

him close with an instinct of protection, troubled by

unreasoning alarm of his taking a chill, such intimate

shiveriness seemed somehow to be about. She,herself,

did consciously shiver, and rejoiced to feel the soft

downy warmth of his little head snuggling against

her cheek and neck. Tension, moreover, was

renewed. It indeed held her speechless, she finding

it disconcertingly imperative. Yet her social sense

and affection ahke demanded she should take the

declaration up, and that playfully, in as ordinary

and easy a manner as possible. She rallied her

savoir /aire; but, to her o\vn hearing, notably failed,

sounding stilted, artificial, ahnost grimacir.g as, at

last, she said :

—

'Not alone, darUng Fan ! So very much the
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better; but how exciting. And who, if I'm not too

impertinently inquisitive in asking, was the much
to be envied guest?'

—For Frances meant her to ask—she was certain

of that. Wanted her, quite desperately, although

as she fancied unwillingly, to ask.

But here, to arrive at the just significance and the

values of that which followed between our two
ladies, a passing return must be made upon the many
ups and downs of Frances Copley's sentiment and
intention during the immediately preceding three

weeks. For though outwardly her life adhered to

its self-imposed and self-elected rule, it had inwardly

been swept hither and thither upon the tides of a
very far from peaceful sea.

After her farewell ghostly encounter, she had at

first been carried high on the crest of a splendid wave
of attainment in sacrifice. It is not too much to

declare the keen-edged joys of martyrdom in some
sort hers—its anguish, wh.'oh still holds a heart of

delight. Its langours too, wliich-without profanity

—one may divine to be httle short of voluptuous.

Later—more human, more natural, and by as much
more simply sad—she felt the normal jcarniug of
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one who loves and whose beloved is absent, ravished

away by death's inexorable law. She mourned like

any other woman bereaved, the object of whose

constant interest and care is taken from her. It

is true she neither craved, nor lamented, those

satisfactions of sensuous passion which too often

dispose the widowed to the hysteric state. But, it

is also true, she dwelt at times upon the perfect

spiritual union in which she had so amazingly

participated, and longed after its renewal with

tearful eyes and aching heart.

Resignation became harder, instead of easier, to

practise, as the tale of evenings mounted during

which she sat, between tea and dinner-time, in the

lofty, slightly fantastic drawing-room, waiting on

the chance—just the bare chance. But no push,

no sense of an attempt to break through, to arrive,

ever rewarded her vigil. The room had lost its magic

and was empty of meaning. It no longer even, as

in the earlier days of her sojourn, played hide and

seek with her, having now only too clearly ceased

to have anything to hide which it was the very least

worth her while to seek. The tall villa did, in point

of fact as she felt, most abominably let her down at
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this period; its absurditits, its faults of style and
taste starting quite hopelessly into relief. It was
hopelessly rococo, poor place, pretentious and trivial.

Vet still hadn't it sheltered, harboured, been for the
best part of a century saturated, by an uncommon
splendour of tragic romance?

And here, swept hither and thither upon the tides

of that most unrestful sea, Frances Copley's feelings

suffered further transformation. For did she not
perhaps accuse the poor tall villa unjustly, holding
it accountable for a fault really her own ? Arbitrarily

and of set purpose she had forced its secret. Now
that the secret increasingly burdened her conscience,

was it fair so to fix the blame ? Under the depression

caused by this protracted term of fruitless waiting,

she began to distrust her own conclusions, to ask
herself hard questions. Had she, in departing so
far from common experience, and daring to hold
intercourse with a disembodied spirit, sinned, done
mysteriously wrong? She stood in sore need of
some confidant, some counsellor. Could she but
share her strange knowledge, recount her prodigious
story, she would find relief. To be sole depositorv

of it dismayed her—in a sense outcasted her. She
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grew afraid of liersclf, in face of this unique possession

not to say unique predicament.

Had Frances Copley belonged to the older faith,

she would have carried her burden to the confessional

and there laid it down. But for such a d-marche

the conventional, Church-and-State Anglicanism,

in which she had been reared, afforded neither place

nor precedent. The picture of a suburban vestry

and a highly embarrassed parson, offered small pros-

pect of irtimate comfort or release. The good, scared

man would anxiously advise consultation with her

doctoi, her near relations; hurriedly, nervously bow
her out, and, later, bolt homewards to retail the

extraordinary occurrence to his wife ! And, if it

came to that, had not she, indeed, already given

herself exactly kindred advice and summarily

rejected it, condemned it as h pelessly impracticable

and inadequate? For to expose her siiuation to

that amiable amateur of the fine arts, Dr Plowden,

was merely, in result, to invite a course of ten-

minutes' lectures—at the figure of a guinea a piece

—upon hallucinations, optical delusions, and their

purely nervous or livery source. ' Slightly run down,

regular exercise, diet—more protcids, fibrin, casein
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—an affair of digestion and of general health, with
care easily set right.' Couldn't she hear the well-

worn catchwords in which he would suavely brush
the whole marvellous business aside, degrading it

to the physical and pathological plane? That she
would be unable to endure. It would offend her too
deeply, pain her too much.

To whom else could she turn? Her genial, florid

uncle. Lord Bulparc, or her lawyer?—with whom
just now she was in frequent communication, as

shall presently be shown. In the one case, a rooted

impenetrability to ideas, in the other the incredulity

of rooted common sense, might very well call the
completeness of her sanity in question. They'd
handle her with the utmost dehcacy and considera-

tion, of course; yet cither gentleman, still more both
gentlemen, should they elect to lay their heads
together, might doubt her capacit)' to manage her
own affairs, and embody that doubt in the most
kindly meant but most intolerable system of super-

vision and restraint.

Nevertheless, an urgent desire to unburden herself

persisted. She dreaded lest it should push her into

some extravagance. For it plucked at her with
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sudden gusty desperations ; so that among strangers,

met in shops, in picture galleries, or in the train,

crossed, wallcing in the streets or in the park, she

would see, or seem to see, a face which invited con-

fidence, which drew her with silent promise of sym-

pathy, intelligent comprehension and belief. She

smiled, with pathetic humour, comparing herself to

the Ancient Mariner of the ballad and his determined

button-holing—in the interests of voluminous self-

exposition—of the much distracted wedding-gues,t.

But how, in good tnith, she felt for and with that

magnificently garrulous old seafarer and egoist

!

For didn't she know, by experience, his driving

necessity to tell and tell. Tell, moreover, for

preference, to an outsider, to a person unrelated

and hitherto unspoken with, and therefore, as one

might fondly hope, unbiased in judgment.—On

some days this demand for speech became an

absolute obsession. Native dignities of reticence

and self-control were rudely shaken. Niceties of

pride risked going by the wall.

This mingling of an imperative need to speak and

dread of committing herself in some, more than

probably, quite unsuitable quarter, was reinforced
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to-day by the winning spectacle of complacent
wifehood .nd motherhood from which Frances
esteemed herself debarred. The average, ^he every-
day, the familiar, turned on her, in the person of
little Lady Lucia Fitz-Gibbon, a deliciously attrac-
tive face. The human side pulled ac her-pulled all
the more strongly because the baby so quaintly and
clearly rejected her proffered advances. This last
far more than Lady Lucias affectionate strictures
and admonitions, drew from her the cry ;—

'But I haven't been alone.'

And even this meagre morsel of confession eased
her; so that there she would how gladly hav,- let
things rest. For all the encompassing difficulties of
a thorough and detailed confidence sprang glaringly
into evidence directly her cousin made that
attemptedly rallung answer :—

' Not alone, darling Fan ? So very mii- ti the better
-but how exciting! And who. if im not too
impertinently inquisitive in asking, was your much
to be envied guest?'

'Ah
! my dear, if I could tell you !

' Frances, after
an instant's hesitation said as she rose, all of a
piece, to her feet.
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'And wliy not, why not?' Lady Lucia bravely

kept it up, though much perplexed beneath her

determined lightness.

'Because'—Frances also kept it up
—

'to explain

why not is precisely to tell you everything.'

'And could anything give me more pleasure than

to hear everything? I'm all ears, literally all cars;

and surely you know you can entirely trust me.

Not even to Ulick should I dream of repeating any-

thing you said, without your permission. I've

never let marriage swamp the duty one owes .o

one's friendships.—Men are such appalling gossips,

poor dears. They mean no ham but gracious, how

they babble—specially when '.hf ' ^et together. The

desire to shine before their fellows is too strong for

them.'

She hfted her shoulders, laughing, knowingly.

Then on a softer note :

—

' And you and I have been friends. Fan, ever since

before we can quite remember—long, long before

mankind—either yours or mine—heaved in sight.

So, whatever touches you, naturally touches me

—

it can't be otherwise. I feel it in my bones

—

Oh ! it's not mere curiosity—it comes from a better
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For you are worried, though I haven't an idea about
what-and Tm convinced it would be good for you
dearest, to tell me.'

Yet even while she thus warmly and quite hon-
estly delivered herself, sitting on the fender-stool
lookmg up. Frances Copley's rare, sih'er-gray clad
figure, standing over her and glimmering through the
dull midwinter London daylight, again troubled
Luca Fitz-Gibbon with an unaccountable impres-
sion of chill and colourlessness. As. in a manner
unearthly-that word best conveyed it-so very
far did it appear from the thousand and one pleasant
incidents, the agreeable, entertaining reaUties which
go to make up the sum of modern social and civiUsed
life. She was, indeed, sclf-reproachfully sensible
of mala>sc amounting ahnost to physical shrinking,
which her sincere admiration and affection for her
cousin strangely failed to allay or disperse.
To add to the said malaise, and as though she had

by some means subconsciously infected him with it

Patrick Alexis just now increasingly advertised the
fact of his e.xistence. From early in their recent dis-
cubsion-as to revelation or non-revelation of the
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identity of Frances's reported guest—lie liad mani-

fested a disturbing disposition to whimper. At the

start, the sounds he gave vent to were small and

fitful, no more than those of a mildly remonstrant

kitten or pup. Now, however, they gained in volume

and in forte, until they amounted to waiUngs descrip-

tive of the fullest tide of infant human woe.

Patrick Alexis had heaUhy lungs. On this occasion

he used them to the largest of their power, his

lamentations iiositively ringing through the delicate

furtive quietude of the tall villa.

Lady Lucia, both scandaUsed and alarmed, hushed

him, walked up and down the room rocku.g him,

crooned to and cuddled him; in view of possible

internal windy complications, quite \igorousIy patted,

not to say soundly thumped, his soft bundly back.

But without avail. His wailing did not abate.

Conversation, nay, any and everything—save the

immediate situation of Patrick Alexis—became

impossible, not of the very faintest account. Poor

little Lady Lucia gave way in respect of her vocifer-

ous offspring and distractedly owned herself out-

shouted, out-raanceuvred, and outclassed.

'Oh I I'm so ashamed, Frances, but I haven't an
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idea what to do. I cant manage liim. He's utterly

beyond me. And I can't imagine what's so upset
him. He never cries—really never. WiU you send
• - Tancrcd, please?—his nurse. I told her to wait
m the dining-room. Thank Heaven, there slu; is I'

The above in a series of gasps, ending in half-

tearful outcry of relief. For Frances, sweeping across

to open the door to summon help, encountered upon
the threshold a solid, bright-faced woman, quite
shiningly capable and clean, arrayed in flowing nut-

brown veil and cloak. She entered somewhat
miUtant, promptly possessing herself of the small,

moist, convulsed, and purple lump.

'Yes, I thought it was really time to come, my
lady,

'
she said, not without severity. Then , including

Mrs Copley in her address—'I never allow my babies
to cry—particularly my httle boys. It is dangerous.
They may do themselves an inj ury . I shall take him
away, my lady. He'll soon come round I don't
doubt, when once I get him quietly to myself.'

And she sailed off into the haU, while Lucia
Fitz-Gibbon petulantly exclaimed, as the door
closed behind her :

—

' Her babies—her babies !—Did you hear, Frances ?
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Isn't she tcx) irritating for words. . Her babies, indeed,

and she not only unmarried but perfectly straight

—never had as much as a miscarriage to her credit.

At times I positively detest her, yet she's a wonder-

fully good nurse—and I do, I do beheve Patrick

Alexis really loves me the best.'

She dabbed her eyes and lips with her handker-

chief.

'I shall never get over this shocking disgrace,' she

said. 'I'm too dreadfully humiliated. But he's

never behaved Uke this before—upon my honour,

Fanny, he hasn't, or I shouldn't have dreamed of

bringing him out to pay visits.—And now, only Ikten!

Not a sound. Oh ! that unspeakable Tancred

!

Not a sound. What must you think of him, and of

me, too. He's as quiet as a mouse.'

But Frances was, in fact, as Uttle disposed to

quarrel with the small tyrant's past cries as with

his present quiet. In his unseemly behaviour she

discovered benefit rather than offence, since it had

given her time to adjust thought and emotion to

another and more excellent perspective. Her mind,

during the noisy interlude, eschewing slow processes

of reasoning, had sprung, from point to point.

If
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reaching-as she believed-truer ai.d happier con-
elusions. Patrick Alexis-and she blessed him-
had borne unconscious testimony and saved her from
maldng a faithless, an almost dastardly mistake.
The bleak London day assumed for her a friendly

countenance. Her humour changed, taking on
something of its earher high serenity. She put her
arm round Lucia Fitz-Gibbon's shoulders, and
bending down kissed her.

'Think of you and of Patrick Ale.xis, my dear?"
she took her up. ' Why, that you are both delicious

—he even in his manful screamings, you in your
jealousy of that immaculate paragon, his nurse."

Frances's speech and manner turned softly gay;
for hadn't she found a way out? A slightly dis-

ingenuous backstairs way, perhaps; but under the
circumstances expedient, since saving her from
selfishness and others from conceivable hart.

•Patrick Alexis, with the divine privilege of un-
touched innocence, perceived that something ugly
happened here, in this room, not long ago. It left

a moral taint which he, blest babe, so to speak, smelt.'

'But—but, is that possible?'

" I set no Umit to what is possible,' Francti= Copley
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exaltedly declared, her mothlike eyes singularly

compelling and alight.

'A rather loathsome person has, for some time

past, been impertinent enough to suppose himself

in love with me. He attempted to give that supposi-

tion practical expression, after blackguarding Morris

to me as an ingratiating preliminary. Oh I don't

take it tragically, Lucia ! He was stopped in good

time, and too effectively for him to venture, I

imagine, ever to renew his suit. But the scene he

made me was odious, degrading. It took me a little

time to get over the impression. Meanwhile, the

Company responsible for the building of those great

blocks of flats, which are gradually eating up the

terrace next door, want badly to eat up the tall

villa also. They offer a considerable price for the

site. My lawyer presses me to accept it and to sell.'

'And you wiU, Fanny darling, ycu will?' Lady

Lucia broke in urgently.

She stood on the tiptoe of curiosity regarding her

cousin's altogether too enterprising admirer. But

that would keep. With a little judicious worming

she could get at details of the exciting episode later.

Now, Frances being apparently in the humour, the
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thing was to remove her finaUy and completely from
this outlandish d-wlHng-place.

'Oh
! sell, pray seU/ she cried. 'Get rid of the

house and come away, come back to us all. You're
not well, you're not really happy here. No, you
can't deceive me, dearest Fan-you're not. I can't
say exactly why. but-it sounds absurd-but I'm
somehow afraid for you. You seem to be slipping
farther and farther from me, from all of us, from
what's natural. Don't be angry-indeed I'm not
talking nonsense. I feel so wretchedly worried
about you-have felt so ever since we met this
morning. A very Uttle more, and, upon my con-
science, I could follow Patrick Alexis's bad example
and howl.'

'Don't do that, my dear. I will sell. I will go.'
She put her arms round Lucia Fitz-Gibbon and

the two young women clung to one another.
•But I've not been unhappy—far from it—here,

at the tall villa. And just because I haven't been
unhappy, it shall be pulled down, every stick and
stone of it, broken in pieces and carted away.'



CHAPTER X

The upshot of this state in which Frances Copley

found herself, at the conclusion of her cousin's just-

recorded visit, was twofold. By bringing her into

contact with old familiar conditions, it made for

practical clear-seeing and for a certain moral exalta-

tion. That these conditions possessed merit, had

a very delightful side to them, she in no wise denied.

They touched, yet somehow failed to hold her. She

had, indeed, merely to come thus into close contact

with them to learn—even while savouring their

attraction—how sUght their compulsion over her

actually was, how far she had actually swung away

from and beyond them.

The blest babe's portentous outcry took place in

the nick of time to prevent her committing herself.

Thanks to it she had opportunity to revise her

position, adroitly to hedge, successfully throw dust

in Lucia's affectionately inquiring eyes; thereby

s&ving the dear pretty creature from an attack of

bewilderment, a strain on the imagination little

236
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short of frantic, and saving herself from a revelation
of secret things, which would be, she now judged,
in a high degree selfish and unfaithful. Here was
ground for self-congratulafion

! The few spoken
words preluding such revelation, while easing long
pent-up emotion, showed hcr-as has akeady been
hmted-the wilderness of risk and danger necessarily
encompassing fuller confession. Showed her, further
the futility and weakness of it if addressed to so
amateur and unofficial a.i c.ir as Lucia Fitz-Gibbon's.
To take that charming little person unreservedly
into her confidence, would be to tie her own hands
in respect of all subsequent action. Even should
Lucia keep faith-as in essentials she would vaUantly
strive to-she-d still be for ever on the alert, on the
watch, literally humming with questions, ready to
enter protests and offer .dvice on the slenaerest
provocation. Once in it, there'd be no keeping her
-It of ,t. To expect her to keep out, the thing in

i being of so prodigious a nature, was to expect
a restraint and self-effacement quite superhuman.
While, if the affair did eventuaUy run to the lengths
Fiances-in her inmost heart-hoped and prayed
for, wouldn't Lucia throw her promise to the «Uds

«2
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and, pushed by ineradicable feminine instincts,

invoke the help of the men of the family—that of

her husband, her father, of Morris himself, even the

genealogical Billy, her brother? A consummation,

this, far more disastrous than if she, Frances, had

appealed to them, or rather to one of them

—

namely Lord Bulparc—herself at the outset.

No—that wouldn't d'>—would never do— .irasn't

to be contemplated. Therefore did she cite Charlie

Montagu's amorous advances, on the one hand, and

the fine price offered her for the site of the tall villa,

on the other, to discount her indiscreet admission

and screen her retreat.

That this method of escape trenched on the dis-

ingenuous, she admitted; yet that lapse from strict

veracity lay light on her conscience when she came

to reconsider the episode. For of two evils, so she

told herself, she had surely chosen the lesser,

sacrificing a technical and academic to an active and

vital good. Meanwhile she could not deny a move-

ment of private satisfaction in thus turning of

Montagu's outrageous behaviour to so useful an

account. The revenge was pleasing—none the less

so, perhaps, for being based on a misunderstanding.

m
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not to say on a fiction. For when all came to all,

wasn't it far less probable that any moral taint,
left in the Hbraiy atmosphere by that high-coloured
Israelite's unbridled animality, set the poor babe so
fearfully crying, than some obscure perception of
precisely what had put the said IsraeUte and his
ammality so ingloriously to flight? The baby so
she reasoned, though a perfectly sweet and clean
one, was hardly more, at this stage of its develop-
ment, than a dear Uttle animal itself. Therefore
as she took it, he wailed in remonstrant terror, not
over the dehnquencies of any Hving feUow animal;
but-here on the threshold of earthly Hfe, fronting
Its joyous welcome and promise of multiple merry
adventure-over the former presence and passage
of a being for whom all earth has to give was finished
and done with, of a being discamate, unnaturally
returning hither though dead.

In this last connection, Frances owned herself
guilty of prevarication, of seeking and nurturing
a white lie-she refused to label it a black one.
Owned she had, of set purpose, mystified Lucia and
played on her adoring son-worship, in encouraging
her to believe moral prescience, rather than bUnd
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physical repukion, the cause of her infant's noisy out-

break. The baby, poor pet, had but whimpered and

howled as a dog will in a—to put it vulgarly—ghost-

haunted spot. Witness that in the dining-room,

across the hall, where no manifestations, to her

knowledge, had ever taken place, his lamentations

promptly ceased. Not the fine, large Mrs Tancred's

'management' of youthful hun n specimens, but

the immunity of that apartment from super-

natural influences, had stifled his cries. To what

extremity of re-echoing alarm might he not have

been aroused by sojourn in the drawing-room

above ! Not for one instant did she desire to

subject the poor lambkin's psychic apprehension

to so cruel a test. Only hadn't she proof

perfect, now, that the house couldn't be so

much changed in atmosphere as she recently

imagined it, couldn't be so empty and soulless

after all?

'Very literally out of the mouth of babes,' as she

smilingly told herself, 'is the t/uth established;

since hasn't Patrick Alexis, within the last hour,

convincingly, even uproariously, borne testimony to

those comings of his namesake—that other, and by

aULi
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nearly a century older, Alexis-which have been
my illumination and delight?'

Thinking of these things as she lay, after luncheon,
on the wide, blue-covered, purple-cnshioned sofa-
as soberly handsome and luxurious a piece as the
rest of Morris Copley's library furnishing-Frances
entered into complete possession of that high serenity
aforesaid. In body she was unaccountably fatiguec
and spent. To lift so much as a finger seemed too
great an exertion; yet this in no degree affected her
powers of thought. Her mind worked easily, vividly
-she perceived, reasoned, analysed with conscious

'

enjoyment. It might even appear that physical
inertia and fatigue, far from hampering her mental
processes, conferred on them brilliance and resource.
More than once recently she had been aware of some
such divorce between her intelligence and her body,
yet never so distinctly or for so long a time as the'

present. She could almost imagine the two were in
act of parting company. A little more and her spirit
would disencumber itself of, divorce itself from, its

natural flesh and blood vesture altogether, and
fare forth an independent and separate entity.

At this moment, now and here, Frances was just
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as fully sensible of the extreme languor of her body

as of the uncommon activity of her mind. But she

could conceive of another moment when such

equality of sensation might very well cease, and her

consciousness concentrate exclusively in the latter.

Could conceive, moreover, of the said consciousness

standing apart from and altogether outside that

material, discarded self—the woman, namely, in

silver-gray gown and furs, stretched motionless on

the purple and dense blue of Morris Copley's library

sofa—conceive of its dispassionately, yet not un-

tenderly, taking stock of that same woman and

bidding her farewell, as one takes stock of and bids

farewell to any other material possession, once all-

important in interest and value, now useless because

worn out and out of date.

And when that happened, when that moment of

separation actually struck?

Frances envisaged her rather amazing conception

in all soberness, yet with a delicate lightness of

heart. For she hailed such divorce, such farewell,

as the crown of her share in this tremendous adven-

ture, even while recognising the intimate pathos of

its simply human side. But, as her quick-tripping

m\
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intelligence did not presently fail to warn and
remind her, it hadn't happened yet. The moment
had, by no means, yet struck. Sensation was stiU
dual, StiU equal. Her body, however languid, had
her mind on string and was still strong enough to
pull it back into an accustomed relation of wedlock,
successfully claiming restitution of conjugal rights.

The body must sensibly relax its hold on her con-
sciousness and she must, until then, caU on patience
to aid her. For that coveted decree of divorce should
grow out of the natural course of events-^o at least

she apprehended—if it were to be justified, to be
ethically legitimate and right.

In face of which considerations, her thought
turned back to that question of the sale and wreckage
of the tall viUa—so warmly approved by Lady
Lucia, upon her just now broaching it.

Money, at the existing juncture, mattered con-
spicuously little; nor, under any circumstances,would
the bribe of a high price have carried the day over
sentiment with Frances Copley. It could not affect

her decision one way or the other. But, vrith this

not impossible discarding by mind of body gliimner-
ing up at her over the horizon, decision became
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imperative as part o( the necessary setting of her

worldly affairs in order,

The site of the lull villa, its garden, and the house

in the side street behind it—also Mrs Copley's

property—had long been a Naboth's vineyard to the

directors of the building company responsible for

erection of the neighbouring and towering, rawly

red-brick constructions advertised as 'high-class

residential flats.' Offers had been made her more

than once, in the last twelve months, and as often

rejected. But another and financially handsomer

one had reached her, through the intermediary of

her lawyers, about ten days back. The blank

tedium of her waiting was then at its most dis-

heartening and worst. She felt quite terribly out

of conceit with the poor tall villa and disposed to

give it a blap. For it seemed to her rather tragically

vowed to lost delights. It had witnessed the birtli,

growth, and mysterious consummation of the most

daring, most poetic, most inspiring eSort of her life.

Had seen the tide of her deepest emotion at the flood;

and now saw it slowly, mournfully ebbing. When
the last offer for the house arrived she had doubted

any -second rising of that splendid tide; and the
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temptation to obliterate the scene of her exquisite,
secret and now vanished, drama grew Mrong.
But within these last hours, thanks to the infant

wailings of Patrick Alexis, the situation had suffrcd
joyful change. The house thereby regained much of
its worth and attraction, since the blest babe had
so evidently and alarmedly detected the push of the
supernatural, which her staled senses-or was it her
staled faith ?-had ceased to trust in and to perceive.
He had read her a lesson she was not slow to learn.
Should the tall villa fall then, or should it stand.'
She inclined to have it fall ; and that for the reason
she, not wholly truthfully, gave Lucia Fitz-Gibbon
-namely, that she loved it too well to let any
person inhabit it save herself. Yes-she would sell,

she woud sell
! But subject to two conditions.

First, that the transfer should not take place until
the end of the coming January quarter, and, secondly
that the wrecking of the whole building, on conclusion
of the transfer, were immediate and absolute. As
to the price paid for the property-and this struck
her as a pretty flight of sentiincnt-she would be-
queath it to Patrick Ale.xis, with a note of explana-
tion to his mother regarding the why and the
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wherefore of the said bequest. In this note she might,

assuredly, permit herself a certain latitude of

revelation, might set some portion of the extravagant

tale on paper, since she proposed to leave clear

instructions that her missive must only be opened

in a certain event—that of her death. By

this a double end would be gained—the relief to

herself of so long-denied confession, and financial

advantage to the infant disturber of the peace in

whose debt she held herself to be. The Fitz-Gibbons,

in common with the majority of Irish landowners,

were not overburdened with wealth. A few hundreds

a year—the proceeds of the sale should be cleverly

invested, though not by Morris—would be helpful as

towards Eton, and later, she supposed, the Guards.

This scheme, in theory, nicely worked out, Frances

turned her head upon the purple silk cushions and

contentedly slept; while without the short winter

day drew to a bleak conclusion, a cold northerly wind

arising, threatening snow though dispersing the fog.

She awoke to lights and drawn curtains, to

Elizabeth bringing in tea—it being the parloiumaid's

'afternoon out.' Awoke, in a measure refreshed,

mind and body again in normal working union, her
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will eager to carry out her intended letter-writing

without delay. This she, indeed, did. But, once
started, the telling of her story proved an occupation
so enthraUing that she lost count of time. Hence
six o'clock had struck before, with flushed face and
eyes all too bright though vague and but half seeing,

she prepared to go upstairs, as of constant habit, to
the drav Ing-room.

But, in the doorway, when about to pass into the
hall, she stopped and looked back. For remembrance
of Morris, her husband, suddenly and very strongly

came over her; and this as, in some sort, chaUei-^Tng

her judgment of, her verdict u, a him, in face of cir-

cumstancesprofoundlyaffectingtheirmutmlrelation.

Immediately it occurred to her how sure and admir-
able, in some directions, was his flair, his taste-
witness the sober charm, the dignified, reposeful

colouring and comfort of this special room of his.

If his taste in matters both of conduct and of

business, \as,flair for the nicer shades of breeding and
of honour, had been equally sure, what a deUghtful

fellow
! Frances studied, just now, to give him his

due and that generously; to give praise where
praise was deservsd. She registered his attractions.
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his good looks, good nature, ready wit—and sighed.

If he had been just a little other than experience

taught her he actually was ! But he never could

be other. His character was stereotyped, had no

power of conversion. As he grew older he'd be just

the same self she had known from the commence-

ment, just the same only rather more so.

Recently, by the way, he figured as but a poor

correspondent, having missed more than one mail.

His letters, moreover, were brief. In them she

seemed to trace a certain hesitancy and emb'?uTass-

ment—this last the oddest thing to associate with

Morris, with his splendid plausibility, his immense

gift of bluff ! He no longer gave her accounts of his

social activities, of entertainments, dinners, and

dances in town, or of family life, sports, and pastimes

at the hospitable great hacienda in the country.

.He wrote of labour troubles at the mine. The

Indians and half-breeds employed there were, so he

reported, pretty low in the scale of civilisation, a

dour, dirty lot, sullen and revengeful. It was

ticklish work keeping them in hand, and he dared

not depute much authority to his assistants. Oh I

he'd his nose very thoroughly to the grindstone

—
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never let her doubt that—hence the paltry propor-
tions of his letters and the impossibility of fixing the
date of his return. All the same he found his pro-
tracted exile well worth while—never let her doubt
that either. Profits were in process of piling up to
an altitude not unworthy of the great Sierra Madre
from whose metallurgicaUy fruitful womb they
were drawn.

It foUowed that, though Morris's address struck
her as slightly embarras.sed, Morris himself struck
her as by no means depressed. She detected,

indeed, an insufficiently veiled jubilation and
swagger, iind of that she was glad. If she read a
growing aUenation on his part, she did so without
bitterness. Let him be happy in his o\vn fashion I

Let him glitter and dazzle whom L, would, court
and achieve success and popularity—even were it

a Uttle trickily—to the top of his bent. For wasn't
it sheer waste that any one so fitted tj enjoy, one
with so large a swaUow for the pleasures of Uving,

shouldn't feast on those pleasures to the full?

She thought so.—And went on across the black
and white chequered floor of the hall and began
ascending the pale, lofty walled staircase slowly—
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in moving she found herself oddly weak and

nerveless—conscious, not of resentment, but of a

gently regretful pity towards that brilliant, if

rather shifty, young gentleman, her spouse.

She hadn't been the right wife for him from the

first, that was the long and short of the matter.

Some passionate and fecund creature, even if she

were jealous and made him scenes, would have

satisfied him, made him happier and, by that much,

brought out the best in his character, far more than

she, Frances, ever had or could have doc<;. If he'd

disappointed her, she must have albo disappointed

him countless times. On the whole, their radical

divergence of disposition and interests granted, he

had treated her with laudable forbearance, so that,

should he by now have set his affections elsewhere,

she bo-3 him no grudge, truly had no quairel with

him—none.

•Only—only '

Which unfinished mental exclamatioi coincided

with Frances's arrival at the top of the staircase.

There she waited, leaning against the balustrade to

recover her breath and ease a certain oppression in

the region of her heart.
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At the other end of the gallery, the double doors,

leading into the drawing-room, were open. In the

wide, outstanding basket-grate piled-up logs and coal

burned clear and fiercely red. The promised heat of

the room was alluring; for, sitting so long writing

the letter to" her lawyer and that explanatory state-

ment to Lucia Fitz-Gibbon, she had grown chilly. And
the northerly snow-threatening wind seemed, as she

noted, in the last few minutes to have got queerly

right inside the house. One of the maids must have

neglected to shut a window, she supposed, some-

where below. As she mounted the stairs, cold

draughts of air swept up them alongside and around

her, causing her instinctively to draw her fur stole

more closely over her shoulders and her bosom.

The high serenity, lately and so delidously

recaptured, possessed her still. Yet, pausing here

upon the gallery, she became sensible the perfect

shining of it was blurred by vague insidious alarms.

These—for she strove to be very reasonable—she

put down to physical causes, the unsteady action

of her heart, which, as she fancied, occasionally

missed a beat. And, though clinging all the while

manfully to reason, she also became sensible of an
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immense reluctance, notwithstanding the allure-

ments of that bravely-burning fire, to pass in at the

open doors. She was tempted incontinently to turn

back, to seek the library again, and there remain till

the dinner hour; or to go straight up to her bed-

chamber upon the floor above. Tempted, further,

to summon EUzabeth, whom she heard moving to

and fro in the dining-room laying the table, and ask

some small service of her—anything would do—just
to secure, for the moment, her companionship. For
she felt strangely averse to being or staying alone;

and this although she knew these shrinkings and
shirkings were after aU but superficial. Beneath
them, in the deepest places of her being, serenity

remained entrenched, finely self-realised and assured.

While Frances thus delayed, the wind increased

greatly in volume and force. It beat and shattered

against the glass of the skylight, crowning the pale,

rectangular well of the hall two storeys above,

threatening, as it seemed, to blow this bodily in.

To Frances its harsh clamour was eminently dis-

turbing and distasteful; so that, obUvious of reluc-

tance and subjective alarms, she made for the

nearest shelter and closed the double doors behind
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her to deaden these sounds of aerial battle and
tumult.

Within the drawing-room she breathed an atmos-
phere of quite arresting quiet. This was very wel-
come. Yet for a moment she stood still, hesitating

where to place herself. The piano-stool was con-
veniently handy, and her knees did most annoy-
ingly give under her. She felt absurdly shaken and
weak. But to any making of music she couldn't
devote herself. It was dear, very dear and
lovely, yet would, just now, be somehow out of
place

;
and would, moreover, make demands upon

her energy she did not care to meet. For she must
reserve herself—reserve herself in the interests of
some impending event of cardinal importance, of
the imminent arrival of which she was as convinced
as of its particular nature she was ignorant.

She crossed the room—how surprisingly, exhaust-
ingly great its width l-to the gilt cane-seated arm-
chair set at the farther side of the fireplace, and sank
down on it with a Httle gasp of thankfutoess and
relief. But only just in time. For, hardly had she
settled herself, leaning back languidly, when every-
thing went black—a blackness rising, spreading
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smokeUke in impalpable billowing waves. These
enveloped, enctosed, and, for a space, submerged
her. She neither saw, nor thought, nor could she
utter a sound. A halt was marvellously called in all
sensation. aU emotion, aU voUtion. At last, un-
expectedly as it had arisen, the blackness lifted,
cleared. The primrose-shaded lights showed softly
radiant again. The fire, a Kttle lowered and fallen
together, glowed ruddily incandescent. And between
her and it, standing upon the hearthrug, Frances
without shock of surprise, not only saw the figure of
Alexis, Lord Oxiey, but for the first time distinctly
saw his face.

'Ah! our bridge still carries then!' she cried
gently triumphant. ' All my preparations are made.
Nothing detains me any longer here. WiU it bear
us both? Can I, too, cross it?'

'You have aheady crossed it,' he told her.

At which Frances registered the desired divorce
as actuaUy accomplished. For, while she stood
close beside him, her ghostly hands in his, his ghostly
lips on hers, the sUver-gray clad woman still rested,
happily smiUng, her motiilike eyes wide open, m
the gilt arm-chair beside the fireplace.
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